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FOREWORD
NTCIP 1207 v02 identifies and defines how a management station may wish to interface with a field
device to control and monitor RMC units. NTCIP 1207 v02 provides definitions of data elements for use
within ramp meter control. The data is defined using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
object-type format as defined in RFC 1212. NTCIP 1207 v02 defines requirements that are applicable to
all NTCIP RMC units and also contains optional and conditional sections that are applicable to specific
environments for which they are intended.
NTCIP 1207 v02 contains two normative and three informative annexes:
a) Annex A is informative and contains the Operations Concept and basically the functional
requirements of a RMC unit.
b) Annex B is normative and contains the Profile Requirements List (PRL), which has also been referred
to as a Profile Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS). The PRL table includes each of the
defined object definitions, their potential value ranges, an indication whether the object is a control,
status, or database parameter, and a column allowing a user to enter project-specific information.
Since 2007 when NTCIP 1207 v02 last underwent major revision, the organization and formatting of
the systems engineering content in 1200-series standards has evolved. The NTCIP 1207 v03 will
present systems engineering content in the more complete and correct format.
c) Annex C is informative and contains the object tree showing the major nodes of the RMC unit object
structure within the Global object tree.
d) Annex D does not currently contain any data. In future, this annex is intended to contain the test
procedures for testing a device for conformance to NTCIP 1207 v02, which is designated as a
Normative annex.
e) Annex E is informative and contains all the changes that have been made between the prior version
of NTCIP 1207 and NTCIP 1207 v02.
NTCIP 1207 v02 is an NTCIP Data Dictionary Standard. Data Dictionary Standards provide definitions of
data elements for use within NTCIP systems.
NTCIP 1207 v02 uses only metric units. The following keywords apply: AASHTO, ITE, NEMA, NTCIP,
rmc, ramp meter, ramp metering data dictionary, and object.
For more information about NTCIP standards, visit the NTCIP website at www.ntcip.org.

User Comment Instructions
The term “User Comment” includes any type of written inquiry, comment, question, or proposed revision,
from an individual person or organization, about any part of NTCIP 1207 v02 content. A “Request for
Interpretation” of NTCIP 1207 v02 content is also classified as a User Comment. User Comments are
solicited at any time. In preparation of this NTCIP standards publication, input of users and other
interested parties was sought and evaluated.
All User Comments are referred to the committee responsible for developing and/or maintaining NTCIP
1207 v02. The committee chairperson, or their designee, may contact the submitter for clarification of the
User Comment. When the committee chairperson or designee reports the committee’s consensus opinion
related to the User Comment, that opinion is forwarded to the submitter. The committee chairperson may
report that action on the User Comment may be deferred to a future committee meeting and/or a future
revision of the standards publication. Previous User Comments and their disposition may be available for
reference and information at www.ntcip.org.
A User Comment should be submitted to this address:
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NTCIP Coordinator
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
1300 North 17th Street, Suite 900
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209-3801
e-mail: ntcip@nema.org
A User Comment should be submitted in the following form:
Standards Publication number and version:
Page:
Section and Paragraph (with Table or Figure, where appropriate):
Comment:
Editorial or Substantive?:
Suggested Alternative Language:
Please include your name, organization, and address in your correspondence.

Approvals
NTCIP 1207 v02 was separately balloted and approved by AASHTO, ITE, and NEMA after
recommendation by the Joint Committee on the NTCIP. Each organization has NTCIP 1207 v02 as the
following standard type, as of the date:
AASHTO – Standard Specification; August 2014
ITE – Software Standard; September 2014
NEMA – Standard; September 2014

History
In 1992, the NEMA 3-TS Transportation Management Systems and Associated Control Devices Section
began the effort to develop the NTCIP. The Transportation Section’s purpose was to respond to user
needs to include standardized systems communication in the NEMA TS 2 standard, Traffic Controller
Assemblies. Under the guidance of the Federal Highway Administration’s NTCIP Steering Group, the
NEMA effort was expanded to include the development of communications standards for all transportation
field devices that could be used in an Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) network.
In September 1996, an agreement was executed among AASHTO, ITE, and NEMA to jointly develop,
approve, and maintain the NTCIP standards. The Joint Committee on the NTCIP formed a working group
to develop a set of object definitions for RMC units. The Working Group’s first meeting was in February
1997.
From 1996 to 1999, NTCIP 1207 was referenced as TS 3.RMC. However, to provide an organized
numbering scheme for the NTCIP documents, the new referenc is NTCIP 1207. The technical
specifications of NTCIP 1207 are identical to the former reference, except as noted in the development
history below:
TS 3.RMC version 98.01.10. October 1998 – Accepted as a User Comment Draft by the Joint
Committee on the NTCIP. February 1999 - NTCIP Standards Bulletin B0029 distributed for user
comment.
NTCIP 1207 v01.16. November 1999 – Accepted v01.15 as a Recommended Standard by the
Joint Committee on the NTCIP. October 2000 - NTCIP Standards Bulletin B0056 referred v01.16
for balloting. Approved by AASHTO in February 2001, approved by ITE in May 2001, and
approved by NEMA in May 2001.
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NTCIP 1207:2001 v01.17. November 2001: Prepared document for publication; updated
document to NTCIP 8002 v04 Template format, added approvals and history to Foreword, and
revised Foreword and Introduction.
NTCIP 1207 v02.06b: This version is the User Comment Draft version of NTCIP 1207 version 2.
This version was prepared to address interoperability issues found during external testing and
implementations. Additionally, the concept of block objects as well as a Protocol Requirements
List (PRL, formerly referenced as a Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS))
was added to the standard.
NTCIP 1207 v02.11: This version is the Recommended Standard Draft version of NTCIP 1207
version 2. This version addresses the received user comments. Additionally, the Conformance
Groups defining traps, which were contained in the UCD (1207 v02.06b), were taken out,
because an NTCIP Joint Committee decision directed that the reference document, NTCIP 1103
v02, was remove the trap definition (until such time as consensus could be achieved). Therefore,
NTCIP 1207 v02 only contains a placeholder.
NTCIP 1207 v02.12: This version addresses the received ballot comments.
NTCIP 1207 v02.13: This version of NTCIP 1207 v02 was submitted for Standards Developing
Organization (SDO) ballot and approval.
NTCIP 1207 v02.14: This version of NTCIP 1207 v02 was published.

Compatibility of Versions
To distinguish NTCIP 1207 v02 (as published) from previous drafts, NTCIP 1207 v02 also includes
NTCIP 1207 v02.14 on each page header. All NTCIP Standards Publications have a major and minor
version number for configuration management. The version number syntax is "v00.00a," with the major
version number before the period, and the minor version number and edition letter (if any) after the
period.
NTCIP 1207 v02 is designated, and should be cited as, NTCIP 1207 v02. Anyone using NTCIP 1207 v02
should seek information about the version number that is of interest to them in any given circumstance.
The MIB, the PRL, and the PICS should all reference the version number of the standards publication that
was the source of the excerpted material.
Conformant systems based on later, or higher, version numbers MAY NOT be compatible with
conformant systems based on earlier, or lower, version numbers. Anyone using NTCIP 1207 v02 should
also consult NTCIP 8004 v02 for specific guidelines on compatibility.
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Section 1
General [Informative]
1.1
Scope
NTCIP 1207 v02 assumes a model of operation in which RMC units possess intelligence, and the data
used for ramp management and data collection is resident at the RMC unit. We refer to the RMC unit’s
status, control, and configuration data as the “controller database”; the standard specifies interfaces
whereby this data can be manipulated by the central system. There are no imperative commands such as
“Activate a timing plan” or “Report status”; the central system controls the behavior of the RMC unit purely
through queries of and changes to the controller database using a suite of communication protocols
appropriate for the underlying communications infrastructure. These communications protocols are
defined in the NTCIP 23xx series standards (Application Layer protocols), NTCIP 22xx series standards
(Transport Layer protocols), and NTCIP 21xx series standards (Subnetwork Layer protocols).
The scope of NTCIP 1207 v02 is limited to the functionality related to RMC units used within a
transportation environment. The limits and descriptions of the parameters are established to give the user
maximum flexibility to operate devices that either exist at the time NTCIP 1207 v02 was authored or may
exist in the future. NTCIP 1207 v02 defines objects which are specific to RMC units and also defines
standardized object Groups which can be used for conformance statements.
To achieve the functionality described in Annex A, which describes the typical operation of an RMC unit,
some or all of the objects described in other standards are utilized.
The remainder of NTCIP 1207 v02 provides the following main sections, each building on the previous
section(s):
a) Management Information Base: This section defines the data exchanged during communications (an
update of NTCIP 1207:2001 Section 2).
b) Functional Requirements: Annex A defines the functional requirements which describe the typical
operation of an RMC unit.
c) Protocol Requirements List (PRL, formerly PICS): This annex depicts the definition of each of the
object definition, its value range, an indication of whether the object definition is a control, status or
database parameter, and a column to allow a user to enter project-specific information.
Note: NTCIP 1207 v02 does not yet follow the new System Engineering Process (SEP) configuration
used in other NTCIP version 02 standards. NTCIP 1207 v02 also does not yet contain test
procedures that are needed for each functional requirement. This may be added in a future version of
NTCIP 1207 v02.
All of these sections are of interest to the readers of NTCIP 1207 v02. The functional requirements in
Annex A provide the user with details of the operations of a typical RMC unit, which is supported by the
object definitions defined in Section 2. The parameter names used in the functional requirements section
are used as the names of the parameter headers in Section 2 to ease the complexity of NTCIP 1207 v02.
Additional annexes provide information on certain topics such as Changes between Version 1 and this
version, and the global object tree for the RMC unit-specific object definitions.
1.2
References
The following standards (normative references) contain provisions, which, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of NTCIP 1207 v02. Other documents and standards (other references) are
referenced in these documents, which might provide a complete understanding of the entire protocol and
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the relations between all parts of the protocol. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid.
All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on NTCIP 1207 v02 are
encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standard listed below.
1.2.1

Normative References

AASHTO / ITE / NEMA
NTCIP 1103 v02

Transportation Management Protocols
published July 2010

AASHTO / ITE / NEMA
NTCIP 1201 v03

Global Objects Definitions
published December 2010

AASHTO / ITE / NEMA
NTCIP 2301 v02

Simple Transportation Management Framework (STMF)
Application Profile (AP) (AP-STMF)
published July 2010

AASHTO / ITE / NEMA
NTCIP 8004 v02

Structure and Identification of Management Information (SMI)

IAB STD 17

RFC 1213: Management Information Base for Network
Management of TCP/IP-based internets: MIB-II, March 1991

IETF RFC 1317

Definitions of Managed Objects for RS-232-like Hardware Devices,
April 1992

IETF RFC 1381

SNMP MIB Extension for X.25 LAPB, November 1992

IAB STD 50

RFC 1643: Definitions of Managed Objects for the Ethernet-Like
Interface Types, July 1994

1.3

published June 2010

Contact Information

1.3.1 RFC Documents
Obtain Request for Comment (RFC) electronic documents from several repositories on the World Wide
Web, or by “anonymous” File Transfer Protocol (FTP) with several hosts. Browse or FTP to:
www.ietf.org/rfc.html
www.rfc-editor.org/
www.rfc-editor.org/repositories.html
for FTP sites, read ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc-retrieval.txt
1.4
Definitions
This subsection defines the terms used throughout NTCIP 1207 v02. For additional explanations, please
see Annex A.
Actuated
Advance Warning Sign
Calculation Interval

The detector state, which indicates the presence of a vehicle in the detection
zone.
A sign which alerts motorists of ramp meter signal operation.
The period of time over which data analysis, data averaging and data
processing is performed.
Note: The length of this period is usually a fraction of 60 seconds; however,
many agencies use 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, or 30 s.
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Demand Detector

The detector on the upstream side of the metered lane stop bar. Detects
vehicles demanding a green interval. Used for signal sequencing. See Figure
2.

Dependency Group

A group of metered lanes in which the signal sequencing is dependent on the
other lanes in the group.

Detection Zone

The sensing area of a detector.
A device used to sense vehicles, e.g. inductive loop, video image processor,
etc.

Detector

Event Table

Excessive Queue
Detector

Flow Rate
Fractional Offset Time

Note: Some other NTCIP standards use the term ‘sensor’, or ‘sensor array’ ,or
‘detection zone’.
A set of events that are scheduled to occur at a given time-of-day, day(s)-ofweek, month(s) and/or day(s)-of-month.
Note: Each event consists of parameter IDs and values.
The detector at the entrance to the metered lane. Detects the intolerable
queue from the ramp meter signal. Used for queue management.
Note: See Figure 2.
The rate at which vehicles pass a detection zone, expressed in vehicles per
hour per lane.
A value derived from dividing 1 hour by the value of the Active Metering Rate
divided by the number of metered lanes.

Intermediate Queue
Detector

Note: This value is expressed in tenth of seconds.
The detector midway between the metered lane stop bar and the entrance to
the metered lane. Detects the queue forming from the ramp meter signal.
Used for queue management.

Interoperability

Note: See Figure 2.
The ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information
and use the information that has been exchanged.
Note: See IEEE Standards Dictionary, Glossary of Terms.

Interval
Lane Average

Leading Detection Zone
Long Stop

Mainline

Each part of the signal cycle during which the signal indications do not
change. Valid metered lane intervals are shown in Figure 3.
An average based on the number of lanes contributing data.
Note: Compare with Vehicle Average.
The detection zone of the upstream detector within a mainline detector station.
Note: See Figure 2.
The condition which occurs when a vehicle approaching the metered lane
signal stops and actuates the passage detector as well as the demand
detector.
Note: Compare with Short Stop.
The principal roadway. Compare with Metered Lane.
Note: See Figure 2.
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Merge Detector

The detector placed where the metered lane is absorbed into the mainline
lanes. Used to detect a queue at the merge point.

Merge Override

Note: See Figure 2.
The process that freezes the red interval timer for each metered lane in a
dependency group based upon traffic conditions at the merge detector to
prevent additional vehicles from being released at the stop bar.

Metered Lane
Metered Lane
Dependency

Metering Plan
Metering Rate
Occupancy
Passage Detector

Priority Lane

Priority Red Delay

Queue Override

A lane on the on-ramp that is equipped with a signal.
The relationship between metered lanes under control of a single RMC unit.
Note: In multi-lane configurations, metered lanes may operate independently
of each other, or the interval of one may depend on the interval of the others.
A table of metering rates, and occupancy, speed and volume thresholds to be
used for traffic responsive metering decisions.
The rate at which vehicles are allowed to proceed through the metered lane
signal, expressed in vehicles per hour per lane.
The percentage of time that vehicles are present in a detection zone,
expressed in 0.1%.
The detector on the downstream side of the metered lane stop bar. Detects
vehicles passing the ramp meter. Used for signal sequencing and metered
lane volume counts.
Note: See Figure 2.
The designation for special purpose metered lanes usually reserved for
vehicles with a minimum number of occupants such as transit vehicles and
carpools.
Note: The green interval of the priority lane is typically interleaved with the
green intervals of the other metered lanes in a dependency group.
The process that extends the red interval for all non-priority metered lanes in a
dependency group upon actuation of the demand detector in the priority lane
of that same dependency group.
The process that adjusts the metering rate based on traffic conditions at the
queue detectors to shorten the length of the queue.

Ramp Meter Control

A system in which the entry of vehicles onto a freeway from an on-ramp is
controlled by a traffic signal allowing a fixed number of vehicles to enter from
each metered lane of the on-ramp during each cycle.

Red Violation

The process that extends the red interval timing for each metered lane in a
dependency group upon actuation of the passage detector of the metered lane
during its red interval.
The condition which occurs when a vehicle approaching the metered lane
signal stops and fails to actuate the demand detector.

Short Stop

Shutdown Gap

Note: Compare with Long Stop.
The gap between vehicles at the demand detector required before the
Shutdown Warning Interval.

Speed Trap

Two detectors in tandem that are used to measure speed of vehicles in a lane.

Speed Trap Spacing

The upstream edge-to-upstream edge spacing between the leading and
trailing detectors within a mainline detection station used for measuring
vehicle speed.
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Startup Gap

The gap between vehicles at one queue detector required before the Startup
Yellow Interval.

Station

A group of mainline lanes in the same direction of travel, used to collect
composite traffic data.

Station Average Flow
Rate

A lane average flow rate based on the flow rate averaged for all working
mainline lanes in the station whose lane usage status contains flow rate.

Station Average
Occupancy

A lane average occupancy based on the occupancy averaged for all working
mainline lanes in the station whose lane usage status contains occupancy.

Station Average Speed

A vehicle average speed based on the speed averaged for all vehicles with
valid speed values in all working mainline lanes in the station whose lane
usage status contains speed.

Trailing Detection Zone

The detection zone of the downstream detector within a mainline detector
station. See Figure 2.

Upstream

The direction from which vehicles arrive.

Vehicle Average

An average based on the number of vehicles contributing data. See Lane
Average.

Vehicle Count

The number of vehicle that pass a detection zone, expressed in vehicles.

1.5

Terms and Abbreviations

ISO

International Standards Organization

ITS

Intelligent Transportation Systems

km/h

kilometers per hour

m

meter (SI unit)

MIB

Management Information Base

min

minute

RMC

Ramp Meter Control

s

second (SI Unit)

TBC

Time Base Control

TMC

Transportation Management Center

TMS

Transportation Management Subsystem, term for TMC used in
National Architecture

vph

vehicles per hour

vphpl

vehicles per hour per lane

1.6
Supplemental Figures
Four figures are shown in this section. These figures show the relationship of the RMC units in NTCIP
terms, National Architecture terms and in RMC operations terms.
Figure 1 depicts the architecture that is a proposed component for the National Architecture. The
architecture diagram identifies some of the terms and acronyms described above, and it identifies the
focus of NTCIP 1207 v02.
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Figure 2 shows the layout of a typical ramp meter installation.
Figure 3 indicates the Interval State Diagram, a visual depiction of the different intervals of a metered
lane.

Traffic Management
Subsystem

Other Management
Processes

NTCIP
Subject matter of
other NTCIP protocol
standards

Other TMCs

Ramp Meter
Control Package
Data
Communications

NTCIP
Ramp Meter Control
Unit
Ramp Meter Control
Unit
Ramp
Meter Control

NTCIP

Unit
Ramp Meter
Control-module
Ramp Meter
Control-module
Ramp
Meter
Control-module

NTCIP
Subject matter of
NTCIP 1207 – Ramp
Meter Control Unit
object definitions
(THIS STANDARD)

Ramp Meter Control
Unit

Ramp Meter
Control-module

Figure 1 RMC Architectural Diagram within National Architecture
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Mainline
Detection
Stations

L4

T4

L8

T8

L3

T3

L7

T7

L2

T2

L6

T6

L1

T1

L5

T5

P3
P2

E3
E2
E1

P1

D3
D2

I3

D1

I2

M1

Stop Bar

I1
Notes:
1.) Lane Number assignment is only an
example
2.) Mainline Detection Stations may be
placed upstream or downstream, but
not in both places
3.) Queue Detection may be placed
anywhere, Intermediate or excessive or
both

Legend:
L = Leading Detector
T = Trailing Detector
M = Merge Detector
P = Passage Detector
D = Demand Detector
I = Queue Detector
(QueueType = Intermediate)
E = Queue Detector
(QueueType = Excessive)

Figure 2 Typical Ramp Meter Layout
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NON-METER

TRANSITION FROM NON-METER TO METER
pre-metering non-green
A.8.6.3

Initialization
A.8.1

green off

startup alert
A.8.2.1

A.5

A.8.2.1

A.8.6.2 A.8.6.3

A.8.6.3
A.6.3

pre-metering green
A.8.6.2

startup warning
A.8.2.2

A.5

A.8.6.2

A.8.2.2
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startup green
A.8.2.3
A.8.2.3
startup yellow
A.8.2.4

A.6.3
post-metering green
A.8.6.1

A.8.2.4

A.6.3
A

A

A.6.3*

startup red
A.8.2.5

A.8.5.4
* Transition to Emergency Green after minimum red
green on

A

shutdown warning
A.8.5.4

A.8.2.5
A.6.3*

A

A.8.5.3.5
shutdown red
A.8.5.3
A.8.5.2

A.8.5.3

A.6.1
A.6.1

shutdown yellow
A.8.5.2

A.8.5.1

green
A.8.3.2

A.6.3*
A.8.3.1

A.8.3.2

red
A.8.3.1

shutdown green
A.8.5.1

TRANSITION FROM METER TO NON-METER

A.8.3.3
yellow
A.8.3.3

METER

Figure 3 Metered Lane Interval State Diagram
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Section 2
Standards-Based RMC Systems [Informative]
2.1
Introduction
A Ramp Meter Control (RMC) unit consists of the field controller, its suite of sensors, and its warning
signs and signals.
NTCIP 1207 v02 defines how these devices communicate with other related equipment. These problems
have not been limited to ramp meter control devices. Many other devices also need to exchange
information. In surface transportation, examples include traffic signal controllers, dynamic message signs,
bus priority sensors, etc.
2.2
Benefits of Standardization
As transportation systems become more sophisticated, planners, agencies, and equipment manufacturers
recognize the need for system interoperability and integration. Currently, there is no common protocol
with which different types of equipment can communicate. If RMC units are to be integrated with ITS,
common communications standards are needed.
Before the NTCIP development started, each electronic transportation-device vendor adopted a different
protocol for data communications. This made it very difficult to mix equipment from different vendors in
the same system, and to communicate between systems operated by adjacent agencies. NTCIP provides
a common standard that can be used by all vendors.
NTCIP offers increased flexibility and choice for agencies operating transportation systems such as RMC
units. NTCIP removes barriers to inter-jurisdictional coordination and allows equipment of different types
and manufacturers to be mixed on the same communications line. For these reasons, operating agencies
benefit by specifying NTCIP equipment in all future purchases and upgrades.
2.3
Existing Standards
The benefits of adopting existing standards include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

reuse of software modules during development
faster implementations
reducing risks
ability to integrate components from different manufacturers
unambiguous meanings of terminology
building on proven technologies

2.3.1 Internet Standards
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is responsible for developing and maintaining the standards,
guidelines and procedures for communications over the Internet. This group has become increasingly
important over the last few years as the Internet has gained popularity. A wide range of Internet standards
exist, including:
a) Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), which may be used for NTCIP dial-up links
b) Internet Protocol (IP), which may be used for NTCIP communications over networks
c) Transport Control Protocol (TCP), which may be used to provide connection-oriented services over
NTCIP networks
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d) User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which may be used to provide connectionless transport services over
NTCIP networks
e) Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), which may be used to exchange NTCIP data
elements such as those defined within this document.
2.3.2 International Standards Organization Standards
The International Standards Organization (ISO) also develops various communication standards among a
wide variety of other standards. The Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model is a widelyreferenced ISO standard which defines the standard seven-layered communications model. While most
implementations do not strictly conform to NTCIP 1207 v02, virtually all modern communications
schemes, including NTCIP, use many of the concepts defined within the standard. In addition, NTCIP
communications may use the High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) protocol, another ISO standard, in
specifying how to send a message over a single communications link.
2.3.3 NTCIP
To support ITS developments, the US DOT funded the design of a National ITS Architecture. This
architecture defines major ITS subsystems and the needs for information exchange among them. NTCIP
recognizes that ramp meter control and monitoring information is vital for efficient and safe traffic
operations. The development of NTCIP, including NTCIP 1207 v02, makes use of existing standards as
appropriate.
2.4
NTCIP System Design
NTCIP was initially designed to support traffic signal controllers because that was seen by the FHWA as
the area of most pressing need. However, the development process planned that the protocol would be
extended to other transportation environments (e.g., ITS) and, where appropriate, to other environments
such as meteorology.
The NTCIP family of protocols is continually expanding to address additional needs. Work is in progress
Where possible, NTCIP uses existing telecommunications and computer industry standards.
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Section 3
Management Information Base (MIB) [Normative]
Section 3 defines those objects that are specifically used by Ramp Meter Control (RMC) units. The
objects are defined using the OBJECT-TYPE macro as specified in RFC 1212. The text provided from
Section 3.1 through the end of the section (except the section headings) constitutes the standard
management information base (MIB) for RMC units, which is termed “1207v0206-MIB”.
Objects in lexicographical order of their OBJECT IDENTIFIERS that correspond to their physical location
within the global naming tree. All of the objects defined in NTCIP 1207 v02 reside under the "ramp" node
of the global naming tree. To aid in object management, the "ramp" node has been subdivided into logical
categories, each defined by a node under the "ramp" node. The individual objects are then located under
the appropriate node.
Nodes should not be confused with Conformance Groups, which are defined in Section 4. A Conformance
Group is a logical grouping of objects, which is used for conformance statements. While Conformance
Groups frequently correspond to the nodal structure, a Conformance Group may contain objects, which
are not lexicographically ordered or which might not even be defined in NTCIP 1207 v02.
Text preceded by a double hyphen in the MIB definitions represents normative text for NTCIP 1207 v02.
All management applications shall reference the specific MIB as provided by the device manufacturer for
support and constraints (sub-ranges).
The DESCRIPTION field of certain object definitions contains the term 'Suggested Usable Range'. This
term indicates a value range that has been used over a broad range; however, these values are purely
advisory and do not restrict the object (any more than explicitly constrained in the ASN notation).
3.1
Ramp Meter Control (RMC) MIB Header Information
--***************************************************************************
-- Filename:
1207v0214.MIB
-- Description: This MIB defines the object definitions for ramp meter control
-(RMC) units
-- Source:
NTCIP 1207 v02
-- MIB Revision History:
-- 2001
NTCIP 1207:2001 approved
-- 04/30/07
Changed filename and updated copyright years
-Modified header format and wording of copyright and MIB
-Distribution Notice
-Incorporated NTCIP 8004 and NTCIP 8005 formats/requirements
-Addressed User Comments
--- Copyright 2014 by the American Association of State Highway and
-- Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the Institute of Transportation
-- Engineers (ITE), and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association
-- NEMA). All intellectual property rights, including, but not limited to,
-- the rights of reproduction, translation and display are reserved under the
-- laws of the United States of America, the Universal Copyright
-- Convention, the Berne Convention, and the International and Pan-- American Copyright Conventions. Except as licensed or permitted, you may
-- not copy these materials without prior written permission from AASHTO, ITE,
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-- or NEMA. Use of these materials does not give you any rights of ownership
-- or claim of copyright in or to these materials.
--Joint NEMA, AASHTO, and ITE
-NTCIP Management Information Base
-DISTRIBUTION NOTICE
--- To the extent that these materials are distributed by AASHTO / ITE / NEMA
-- in the form of a Data Dictionary (“DD”) or Management Information Base
-- (“MIB”), AASHTO / ITE / NEMA extend the following permission:
-- You may make and/or distribute unlimited copies, including derivative
-- works, of the DD or MIB, including copies for commercial distribution,
-- provided that:
-- (i) each copy you make and/or distribute contains the citation “Derived
-- from NTCIP 0000 [insert the document number]. Used by permission of AASHTO
-- / ITE / NEMA.”;
-- (ii) the copies or derivative works are not made part of the standards
-- publications or works offered by other standards developing organizations
-- or publishers or as works-for-hire not associated with commercial hardware
-- or software products intended for field implementation;
-- iii) use of the DD or MIB is restricted in that the syntax fields may be
-- modified only to reflect a more restrictive subrange or enumerated values;
-- (iv) the description field may be modified but only to the extent that:
-- (a) only those bit values or enumerated values that are supported are
-- listed; and (b) the more restrictive subrange is expressed.
--- These materials are delivered “AS IS” without any warranties as to their
-- use or performance.
--- AASHTO / ITE / NEMA and their suppliers do not warrant the performance or
-- results you may obtain by using these materials. AASHTO / ITE / NEMA and
-- their suppliers make no warranties, express or implied, as to
-- noninfringement of third party rights, merchantability, or fitness for any
-- particular purpose. In no event will AASHTO / ITE / NEMA or their
-- suppliers be liable to you or any third party for any claim or for any
-- consequential, incidental or special damages, including any lost profits or
-- lost savings, arising from your reproduction or use of these materials,
-- even if an AASHTO / ITE / NEMA representative has been advised of the
-- possibility of such damages.
--- Some states or jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
-- incidental, consequential or special damages, or the exclusion of implied
-- warranties, so the above limitations may not apply to you.
--- Use of these materials does not constitute an endorsement or affiliation by
-- or between AASHTO, ITE, or NEMA and you, your company, or your products and
-- services.
--- If you are unwilling to accept the foregoing restrictions, you should
-- immediately return these materials.
---NTCIP is a trademark of AASHTO/ITE/NEMA.
-*****************************************************************************
1207v0214-MIB

DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
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IMPORTS
OBJECT-TYPE --, TIMETICKS
FROM RFC-1212
ramp
-- Deleted devices to reference from TMIB-II
-- and added references to ramp
FROM NTCIP 8004 v02.17;
3.2
RMC General Configuration Node
rmcCfg
OBJECT IDENTIFIER::= { ramp 1 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group all objects for the configuration
-- of general parameters that are common to all ramp meter control units.
3.2.1 Communication Refresh Threshold Time
rmcCommRefreshThreshold OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"<Definition> This is an RMC parameter that is being used for each metered
lane. If no successful SET command communication has been issued to the
rmcCommActionMode-object of a metered lane for the time indicated in this
threshold, the value of the rmcCommActionStatus-object for that metered lane
shall be set to 'noComm'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 20 to 14400.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit communications refresh timing.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.1.1"
REFERENCE
"see Clause A.3"
DEFVAL
{ 0 }
::={ rmcCfg 1 }
3.2.2 Calculation Interval
rmcCalcInterval OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the duration of a single calculation interval consisting of data
analysis, averaging and processing.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 10 to 30.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.2.1, A.2.2.2, A.2.2.3, A.2.3.1, A.3, A.4.1,
A.7.1, A.7.2, A.8.3.1.4.2, A.8.5.3.4.2, and A.9.1"
DEFVAL
{ 30 }
::={ rmcCfg 2 }
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3.3
Mainline Lane Configuration, Control And Status Node
rmcML OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ ramp 2 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group all objects for the configuration,
-- control and status of the mainline lanes that are common to all ramp meter
-- control units.
3.3.1 Averaging Periods
rmcAveragingPeriods
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"This value indicates the number of calculation intervals over which the
mainline station averages are be calculated.
This value shall be expressed in 1-interval increments.
A suggested usable range is 1 to 60.
<Unit> interval
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
DEFVAL
{ 2 }
::={ rmcML 1 }
3.3.2 Maximum Number of Mainline Lanes
rmcMaxNumML
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of mainline lanes that can be stored in the
Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table, and, by association, in all
other mainline lane tables.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcML 2 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.3.3 Number of Mainline Lanes
rmcNumML
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of mainline lanes that are present in the
Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table, and, by association, in all
other mainline lane tables.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumML-object.
<Unit> number
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<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcML 3 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.3.4 Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table
rmcMLCtrlTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMLCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration and control information for the mainline
lanes.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4"
::={ rmcML 4 }
rmcMLCtrlEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMLCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration and control parameters of the mainline lane table. A particular
row of this table can be managed using the rmcMLMode-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1"
INDEX { rmcMLNumber }
::={ rmcMLCtrlTable 1 }
RmcMLCtrlEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMLNumber
rmcMLMode
rmcMLLeadZoneLength
rmcMLTrailZoneLength
rmcMLUsageMode
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacing
rmcMLErraticCount
rmcMLMaxPresence
rmcMLNoActivity
rmcVehicleLength
rmcMLLeadZoneLengthV2
rmcMLTrailZoneLengthV2
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacingV2
rmcVehicleLengthV2
}

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER

-- deprecated
-- deprecated
-- deprecated

-- deprecated

3.3.4.1
Mainline Lane Number
rmcMLNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
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"Enumerated listing of the mainline lanes.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumML-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 1 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.3.4.2
Mainline Lane Mode
rmcMLMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
disabled (1),
singleEnabledLead (2),
singleEnabledTrail (3),
dualEnabled (4),
preprocessedEnabled (5)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the mode of the mainline lane. The values are:
disabled - indicates that no detector is enabled. When set to this value, the
content of the entire row shall be invalidated; however, the row shall not
be deleted.
singleEnabledLead - indicates that only the leading detector shall be enabled.
The trailing detector status shall be disabled.
singleEnabledTrail - indicates that only the trailing detector shall be
enabled. The leading detector status shall be disabled.
dualEnabled - indicates that both the leading and trailing detectors shall
be enabled.
preprocessedEnabled - indicates that no detector shall be enabled but traffic
data is provided by another process / device.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 2 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 2 }
3.3.4.3
Leading Detection Zone Length
rmcMLLeadZoneLength OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the detection zone length of the leading detector.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-meter increments (i.e, 40 = 4.0 meters).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 50.
<Unit> tenth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
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DEFVAL
{ 30 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 3 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object was deprecated in
-- version 02 and replaced with an object of a similar name and function.
-- The reason for the development of the new object and deprecation of this
-- object is that deployment experiences have shown that the unit resolution
-- was not fine enough for applications. This new object uses 0.01-meter
-- increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments used in this object.
3.3.4.4
Trailing Detection Zone Length
rmcMLTrailZoneLength OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the detection zone length of the trailing detector.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-meter increments (i.e, 40 = 4.0 meters).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 50.
<Unit> tenth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 30 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 4 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object was deprecated in
-- version 02 and replaced with an object of a similar name and function.
-- The reason for the development of the new object and deprecation of this
-- object is that deployment experiences have shown that the unit resolution
-- was not fine enough for applications. This new object uses 0.01-meter
-- increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments used in this object.
3.3.4.5
Lane Usage Mode
rmcMLUsageMode OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
notUsed (1),
schemeF (2),
schemeO (3),
schemeFO (4),
schemeS (5),
schemeFS (6),
schemeOS (7),
schemeFOS (8),
determinedByOther (9)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates which mainline station traffic parameters will use the data from
this lane. The values are:
notUsed - the lane data will not be used to calculate any mainline station
parameter.
schemeF - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject
schemeO - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageOccupancyobject
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schemeFO - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject and rmcAverageOccupancy-object
schemeS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageSpeed-object
schemeFS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject and rmcAverageSpeed-object
schemeOS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageOccupancyobject and rmcAverageSpeed-object
schemeFOS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject, rmcAverageOccupancy-object and rmcAverageSpeed-object
determinedByOther - the rmcMLUsageStatus-object will determine the mainline
lane data usage.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 4 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 5 }
3.3.4.6
Speed Trap Spacing
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacing OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the spacing between the leading and trailing detector measured
from upstream edge to upstream edge of the detectors.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-meter increments (i.e, 40 = 4.0 meters).
A suggested usable range is 20 to 150.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the calculation of speed.
<Unit> tenth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 61 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 6 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object was deprecated in
-- version 02 and replaced with an object of a similar name and function.
-- The reason for the development of the new object and deprecation of this
-- object is that deployment experiences have shown that the unit resolution
-- was not fine enough for applications. This new object uses 0.01-meter
-- increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments used in this object.
3.3.4.7
Mainline Erratic Count Threshold
rmcMLErraticCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the vehicle count, over the most recently completed calculation
interval,on a mainline lane detector exceeds this threshold, the
rmcMLLeadStatus- (or
rmcMLTrailStatus-) object for that detector shall be set to a value of
'erraticCount'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
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A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the erratic count testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 30 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 7 }
3.3.4.8
Mainline Maximum Presence Threshold
rmcMLMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input of a mainline lane detector has been continuously actuated for
longer than this threshold, the rmcMLLeadStatus- (or rmcMLTrailStatus-) object
for that detector shall be set to a value of 'maxPresence'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the maximum presence testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 2 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 8 }
3.3.4.9
Mainline No Activity Threshold
rmcMLNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input of a mainline lane detector has not been actuated for longer
than this threshold, the rmcMLLeadStatus- (or rmcMLTrailStatus-) object for
that detector shall be set to a value of 'noActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the no activity testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.9"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 0 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 9 }
3.3.4.10
Typical Vehicle Length
rmcVehicleLength
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of a typical vehicle in 0.1 m, which is used for
mainline lane speed estimation with a single working detector per mainline
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lane.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-meter increments (i.e, 40 = 4.0 meters).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 15 to 100.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit speed estimation.
<Unit> tenth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 0 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 10 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object was deprecated in
-- version 02 and replaced with an object of a similar name and function.
-- The reason for the development of the new object and deprecation of this
-- object is that deployment experiences have shown that the unit resolution
-- was not fine enough for applications. This new object uses 0.01-meter
-- increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments used in this object.
3.3.4.11
Leading Detection Zone Length – Version 2
rmcMLLeadZoneLengthV2 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the detection zone length of the leading detector.
This value shall be expressed in 0.01-meter increments (i.e, 400 = 4.00
meters).
A suggested usable range is 000 to 500.
<Unit> hundredth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.11"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 300 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 11 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object replaces the version 1
-- object of the same name and function. However, deployment experiences
-- have shown that the unit is not fine enough for applications. This new
-- object uses 0.01-meter increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments
-- used in version 1. Because of this, the SYNTAX range also needed to
-- change.
3.3.4.12
Trailing Detection Zone Length – Version 2
rmcMLTrailZoneLengthV2 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the detection zone length of the trailing detector.
This value shall be expressed in 0.01-meter increments (i.e, 400 = 4.00
meters).
A suggested usable range is 000 to 500.
<Unit> hundredth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.12"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 300 }
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::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 12 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object replaces the version 1
-- object of the same name and function. However, deployment experiences
-- have shown that the unit is not fine enough for applications. This new
-- object uses 0.01-meter increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments
-- used in version 1. Because of this, the SYNTAX range also needed to
-- change.
3.3.4.13
Speed Trap Spacing – Version 2
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacingV2 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the spacing between the leading and trailing detector measured
from upstream edge to upstream edge of the detectors.
This value shall be expressed in 0.01-meter increments (i.e, 400 = 4.00
meters).
A suggested usable range is 200 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the calculation of speed.
<Unit> hundredth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 61 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 13 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object replaces the version 1
-- object of the same name and function. However, deployment experiences
-- have shown that the unit is not fine enough for applications. This new
-- object uses 0.01-meter increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments
-- used in version 1. Because of this, the SYNTAX range also needed to
-- change.
3.3.4.14
Typical Vehicle Length – Version 2
rmcVehicleLengthV2
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of a typical vehicle in 0.01 m, which is used for
mainline lane speed estimation with a single working detector per mainline
lane.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-meter increments (i.e, 400 = 4.00
meters).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 150 to 1000.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit speed estimation.
<Unit> hundredth of meter
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.4.1.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
DEFVAL
{ 0 }
::={ rmcMLCtrlEntry 14 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object replaces the version 1
-- object of the same name and function. However, deployment experiences
-- have shown that the unit is not fine enough for applications. This new
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-- object uses 0.01-meter increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments
-- used in version 1. Because of this, the SYNTAX range also needed to
-- change.

3.3.5 Maximum Number of Mainline Flow-based No Activity Entries
rmcMaxNumFlowNoActivityTableEntries
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of entries in the Mainline Flow-based No
Activity Table.
A suggested minimum value is two (2).
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.9"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.2"
::={ rmcML 9 }
3.3.6 Number of Mainline Flow-based No Activity Entries
rmcNumFlowNoActivityTableEntries
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of entries in the Mainline Flow-based No
Activity Table. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumFlowNoActivityTableEntries-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.2"
::={ rmcML 10 }
3.3.7 Mainline Flow-based No Activity Table
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for an entry in the
Mainline Flow-based No Activity Table. The purpose of this table is to
define the duration for the flow-based no activity diagnostic test. The
duration will vary with the Average Station Flow Rate.
Flow-based No Activity Threshold value in the first entry shall be the
maximum threshold.
If the value of the rmcAverageFlowRate-object is less than the value of the
rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold-object in this entry row and greater than the
value in the following entry, then the Flow-based No Activity Duration in that
entry shall be used.
If the value of the rmcAverageFlowRate-object is less than the value of the
rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold-object in the last entry, then the Flow-based
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No Activity Duration of the last entry shall be used.
If the value of the rmcAverageFlowRate-object is greater than the maximum
value of the rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold-object in the table, then the
Mainline Flow-based No Activity test shall be disabled.
The first instance of the rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold-object whose value is
zero indicates the end of the valid table contents. Rows prior to the end of
the valid rows that contain a value of zero (0) for the
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityDuration-object indicate that this row shall NOT be used
for flow-based no activity testing.
Additionally, the following rules shall be used when configuring this table:
- All rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold-object entries in the table shall be
decreasing for increasing indices.
- All rmcFlowBasedNoActivityDuration-object entries in the table shall be
non-decreasing for increasing indices.
- if the value of the rmcNumFlowRateLanes-object is ‘0’, then the
rmcFlowRateNoActivityDuration-object shall have a value of ‘0’.
<Table Type> static.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.11"
::={ rmcML 11 }
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters for a row of the table. A particular entry/row of
this table can be managed using the rmcFlowBasedNoActivityDuration-object.
When this object is set to zero, then the associated row shall be ignored for
the determination of the duration value for the flow-based no activity
diagnostic test.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.11.1"
INDEX { rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityIndex }
::={ rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityTable 1 }
RmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityIndex
INTEGER,
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityThreshold
INTEGER,
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval
INTEGER
}
3.3.7.1
Mainline Flow-based No Activity Index Parameter
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityIndex
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Key into this table defining an enumerated listing of row entries
that indicate the number of flow-based no activity threshold /
duration pairs stored for this RMC unit.
This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumFlowNoActivityTableEntries-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.11.1.1"
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REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.2"
::={ rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry 1 }
3.3.7.2
Mainline Flow-Based No Activity Threshold Parameter
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityThreshold
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the flow-based no activity threshold which will be used
to determine the no activity duration value.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 200-3600.
The first instance of a value of zero (0) indicates that this is the last
valid entry of the table. Additional rows of the table, regardless of the
value, shall be ignored.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.11.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.2"
::={ rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry 2 }
3.3.7.3
Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval Parameter
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the duration of the flow-based no activity interval, which is
associated with the flow-based no activity threshold defined in the same row.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 1-240 minutes.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.11.1.3”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.2"
::={ rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry 3 }

3.3.8 Average Mainline Station Flow Rate
rmcAverageFlowRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the flow rate measured over the rmcAveragingPeriods-object number
of preceding calculation intervals. The flow rate shall be determined by
calculating the average of all mainline lanes whose rmcMLStatus-object value
is NOT ‘total failure’ or ‘disabled’ at any time during the previous averaging
periods number of calculation intervals, AND whose rmcMLUsageStatusobject has a value of 'schemeF', 'schemeFO', 'schemeFS', or 'schemeFOS'. Any
mainline lane whose rmcMLStatus-object had a value of 'totalFailure' during
the Averaging Periods shall not be used for the calculation.
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The value of this object shall be calculated using a lane average.
The value shall be expressed in vph in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
::={ rmcML 5 }
3.3.9 Average Mainline Station Occupancy
rmcAverageOccupancy
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the occupancy measured over the rmcAveragingPeriods-object number
of preceding calculation intervals. The occupancy shall be determined by
calculating the average of all mainline lanes whose rmcMLStatus-object value
is NOT ‘total failure’ or ‘disabled’ at any time during the previous averaging
periods number of calculation intervals, AND whose rmcMLUsageStatusobject has a value of 'schemeO', 'schemeFO', 'schemeOS', or 'schemeFOS'. Any
mainline lane whose rmcMLStatus-object had a value of 'totalFailure' during
the Averaging Periods shall not be used for the calculation.
The value of this object shall be calculated using a lane average.
The value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
::={ rmcML 6 }
3.3.10 Average Mainline Station Speed
rmcAverageSpeed OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the speed measured over the rmcAveragingPeriods-object number of
preceding calculation intervals. The speed shall be determined by calculating
the average of all mainline lanes using (A or B) and C:
A) those mainline lanes whose rmcMLStatus-object value is NOT ‘total failure’
or ‘disabled’ at any time during the previous averaging periods number
of calculation intervals,
OR
B) those mainline lanes whose rmcMLStatus-object value is ‘partial failure’
and whose rmcVehicleLength is NOT ‘0’,
AND
C) whose rmcMLUsageStatus-object as a value of 'schemeS', 'schemeFS',
'schemeOS', or 'schemeFOS'.
Any mainline lane whose rmcMLStatus-object had:
- a value of 'totalFailure' during the Averaging Periods,
OR
- a value of ‘partialFailure’ during the Averaging Periods and whose
rmcMLMode-object has a value of ‘singleEnabledLead’ or
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‘singleEnabledTrail’ (only one detector is used and speed estimation
is disabled),
shall not be used for the calculation.
The value of this object shall be calculated using a vehicle average.
The value shall be expressed in 1-km/h increments.
<Unit> kilometers per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
::={ rmcML 7 }
3.3.11 Number of Flow Rate Lanes
rmcNumFlowRateLanes
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of mainline lanes used to calculate the
rmcAverageFlowRate-object during the last calculation interval.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcNumML-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.12"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
::={ rmcML 12 }
3.3.12 Number of Occupancy Lanes
rmcNumAverageOccupancyLanes
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of mainline lanes used to calculate the
rmcAverageOccupancy-object during the last calculation interval.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcNumML-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
::={ rmcML 13 }
3.3.13 Number of Average Speed Lanes
rmcNumAverageSpeedLanes OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of mainline lanes used to calculate the rmcAverageSpeedobject during the last calculation interval.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcNumML-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4"
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::={ rmcML 14 }
3.3.14 Mainline Lane Status Table
rmcMLStatTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMLStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the status information for a mainline lane.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8"
::={ rmcML 8 }
rmcMLStatEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMLStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Status parameters of the mainline lane status table. This table is directly
correlated to the Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table, which means
that the number of rows in this table is exactly the same as the number of
rows in the Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table (AUGMENT TABLE in
SNMPv2terminology). Table management can only take place through the Mainline
Lane Configuration and Control Table, while this table provides only status
information about the mainline lanes.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1"
INDEX { rmcMLNumber }
::={ rmcMLStatTable 1 }
RmcMLStatEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMLLeadStatus
INTEGER,
rmcMLTrailStatus
INTEGER,
rmcMLStatus
INTEGER,
rmcMLUsageStatus
INTEGER,
rmcMLHistLeadStatus
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
rmcMLHistTrailStatus INTEGER -- added in version 2
}
3.3.14.1
Leading Detector Status
rmcMLLeadStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
disabled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7),
flowBasedNoActivity (8) -- added in version 2
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the leading detector. The values are:
disabled - indicates that this detector is not used.
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working - indicates that this detector has no error.
otherError - indicates an error not defined here. See Operator's Manual.
erraticCount - indicates that the vehicle count for this detector has exceeded
the value of its rmcMLErraticCount-object.
maxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcMLMaxPresence-object.
noActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcMLNoActivity-object.
errorAtSensor - indicates that the sensor for this detector has reported an
error. See Operator's manual
flowBasedNoActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector
that has exceeded the value of its rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivity-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcMLStatEntry 1 }
3.3.14.2
Trailing Detector Status
rmcMLTrailStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
disabled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7),
flowBasedNoActivity (8) –- added in version 2
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the trailing detector. The values are:
disabled - indicates that this detector is not used.
working - indicates that this detector has no error.
otherError - indicates an error not defined here. See Operator's manual.
erraticCount - indicates that the vehicle count for this detector has exceeded
the value of its rmcMLErraticCount-object.
maxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcMLMaxPresence-object.
noActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcMLNoActivity-object.
errorAtSensor - indicates that the sensor for this detector has reported an
error. See Operator's manual.
flowBasedNoActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector
that has exceeded the value of its rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivity-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcMLStatEntry 2 }
3.3.14.3
Lane Status
rmcMLStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
working (1),
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disabled (2),
partialFailure (3),
totalFailure (4)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the mainline lane. The values are:
working - indicates that the rmcMLMode-object has a value of either:
a.) 'dualEnabled', and both the rmcMLLeadStatus-object and the
rmcMLTrailStatus-object have the value of 'working', or
b.) 'singleEnabledLead', and the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has the value of
'working', or
c.) 'singleEnabledTrail', and the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has the value
of 'working', or
d.) 'preprocessedEnabled', and the device providing the traffic data has
reported no error.
disabled - indicates that the rmcMLMode-object has a value of either:
a.) 'disabled', or
b.) 'singleEnabledLead', and the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has the value of
'disabled', or
c.) 'singleEnabledTrail', and the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has the value
of 'disabled'.
partialFailure - indicates that the rmcMLMode-object has a value of
'dualEnabled', but the value of one of rmcMLLeadStatus-object and
rmcMLTrailStatus-object is NOT 'working', while the value of the
other is 'working'.
totalFailure - indicates that the rmcMLMode-object has a value of either:
a.) 'dualEnabled', but the rmcMLLeadStatus-object and the
rmcMLTrailStatus-object both have the value of NOT 'working', or
b.) 'singleEnabledLead', and the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has the value of
'error', or
c.) 'singleEnabledTrail', and the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has the value
of 'error', or
d.) 'preprocessedEnabled', and the device providing the traffic data has
reported an error.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcMLStatEntry 3 }
3.3.14.4
Lane Usage Status
rmcMLUsageStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
notUsed (1),
schemeF (2),
schemeO (3),
schemeFO (4),
schemeS (5),
schemeFS (6),
schemeOS (7),
schemeFOS (8)
}
ACCESS read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
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"Indicates which mainline station traffic parameters use the data from this
lane. If the value of the rmcMLUsageMode-object is NOT 'determinedByOthers',
then the value is determined directly by that mode object. If, however, the
value is 'determinedByOthers', then the value is determined by the
TimeBaseControl mechanism. The values are:
notUsed - the mainline lane traffic parameters are not used for averaging
calculation.
schemeF - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject.
schemeO - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageOccupancyobject.
schemeFO - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject and rmcAverageOccupancy-object.
schemeS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageSpeed-object.
schemeFS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject and rmcAverageSpeed-object.
schemeOS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageOccupancyobject and rmcAverageSpeed-object.
schemeFOS - the lane data will be used to calculate the rmcAverageFlowRateobject, rmcAverageOccupancy-object and rmcAverageSpeed-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1 and A.4"
::={ rmcMLStatEntry 4 }
3.3.14.5
Historic Leading Detector Status
rmcMLHistLeadStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535) –- BITMAP16
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the cumulative status of the leading detector. The values are:
<FORMAT>
Bit Number Name
Description
Bit 15:
reserved.
Bit 14:
reserved.
Bit 13:
reserved.
Bit 12:
reserved.
Bit 11:
reserved.
Bit 10:
reserved.
Bit 09:
reserved.
Bit 08:
reserved.
Bit 07:
Flow-based No Activity – the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘flowBasedNoActivity’ since reset.
Bit 06:
Error at Sensor – the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘ErrorAtSensor’ since reset.
Bit 05:
No activity – the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘noActivity’ since reset.
Bit 04:
Max presence – the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘maxPresence’ since reset.
Bit 03:
Erratic count – the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘erraticCount’ since reset.
Bit 02:
Other error – the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘otherError’ since reset.
Bit 01:
Working
– the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
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Bit 00:

Disabled

a value of ‘Working’ since reset.
– the rmcMLLeadStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.

In the context of this object, ‘reset’ means either an initialization of the
RMC or a successful SET of the rmcHistDetectorReset-object. When a ‘reset’
occurs, all bits shall be set to 0.
If a bit is set to 0, the condition indicated by the bit is false; if it is
set to 1, the condition is true.
All reserved bits shall always be set to 'zero' (0). A bad value error shall
be returned, if a management application writes a one (1) to any of the
reserved bits.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1.5”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcMLStatEntry 5 }
3.3.14.6
Historical Trailing Detector Status
rmcMLHistTrailStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535) –- BITMAP16
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the cumulative status of the trailing detector. The status are:
<Format>
Bit Number Name
Description
Bit 15:
reserved.
Bit 14:
reserved.
Bit 13:
reserved.
Bit 12:
reserved.
Bit 11:
reserved.
Bit 10:
reserved.
Bit 09:
reserved.
Bit 08:
reserved.
Bit 07:
Flow-based No Activity – the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘flowBasedNoActivity’ since reset.
Bit 06:
Error at Sensor – the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.
Bit 05:
No activity – the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘noActivity’ since reset.
Bit 04:
Max presence – the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘maxPresence’ since reset.
Bit 03:
Erratic count – the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘erraticCount’ since reset.
Bit 02:
Other error – the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘otherError’ since reset.
Bit 01:
Working
– the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Working’ since reset.
Bit 00:
Disabled
– the rmcMLTrailStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.
In the context of this object, ‘reset’ means either an initialization of the
RMC or a successful SET of the rmcHistDetectorReset-object. When a ‘reset’
occurs, all bits shall be set to 0.
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If a bit is set to 0, the condition indicated by the bit is not true; if it
is set to 1, the condition is true.
All reserved bits shall always be set to zero (0)'. A bad value error shall
be returned, if a management application writes a one (1) to any of the
reserved bits.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.8.1.6”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.1"
::={ rmcMLStatEntry 6 }
3.3.15 Mainline Flow-based No Activity Duration Parameter
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityDuration OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the duration of time over which no activity shall be detected on a
mainline lane detector prior to its status being set to 'flowBasedNoActivity'.
This value is copied from the rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval object into this
object, when that value becomes active/operational.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.2.15”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.2"
::={ rmcML 15 }

3.4
Metered Lane Configuration, Control And Status Node
rmcMeter OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ ramp 3 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group all objects for the configuration,
-- control and status of the metered lanes that are common to all ramp
-- meter control units.
3.4.1 Metered Lane Main Configuration node
rmcMeterMain OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ rmcMeter 1 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group the main objects for the
-- configuration, control and status of the metered lanes that are
-- common to all ramp meter control units.
3.4.1.1
Maximum Number of Metered Lanes
rmcMaxNumMeteredLanes
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of metered lanes that can be stored in the
Metered Lane Configuration Table, and, by association, in all other metered
lane tables.
<Unit> number
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<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterMain 1 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.4.1.2
Number of Metered Lanes
rmcNumMeteredLanes
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of metered lanes that are present in the Metered
Lane Configuration Table, and, by association, in all other metered lane
tables. This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumMeteredLanes–
object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterMain 2 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.4.1.3
Metered Lane Configuration Table
rmcMeterCfgTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMeterCfgEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for a metered lane.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3"
::={ rmcMeterMain 3 }
rmcMeterCfgEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMeterCfgEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters of the metered lane table. This table is directly
correlated to the Metered Lane Control Table, which means that the number of
rows in this table is exactly the same as the number of rows in the Metered
Lane Control Table (AUGMENT TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management
can only take place through the Metered Lane Control Table, while this table
provides configuration parameters for the associated metered lane.
<TableType> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcMeterCfgTable 1 }
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RmcMeterCfgEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMeterNumber
INTEGER,
rmcDependGroupNumber
rmcDependGroupSeqNumber
rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcDemandErraticCount
rmcDemandMaxPresence
rmcDemandNoActivity

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcMinMeterTime
rmcMinNonMeterTime
rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate
rmcAbsoluteMaxMeterRate
rmcSystemMinMeterRate
rmcSystemMaxMeterRate

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcStartAlert
rmcStartWarning
rmcStartGreen
rmcStartGapTime
rmcStartGapQueueDetectorNum
rmcStartYellow
rmcStartRed

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcMinRed
rmcRedViolationClearance
rmcRedViolationAdjust
rmcMinGreen
rmcMaxGreen
rmcYellow
rmcShortStopTime
rmcShortStopOccupancy
rmcShortStopQueueDetectorNum
rmcLongStopTime

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcDemandGap
rmcDemandRed

INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcShutNormalRate
rmcShutWarning
rmcShutTime
rmcPostMeterGreen

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcQueueViolationFlag
rmcQueueShutdownFlag
rmcQueueAdjustUsage

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcDemandDependMaxPresence
rmcDemandDependNoActivity
}

INTEGER, -- added in version 2
INTEGER -- added in version 2

3.4.1.3.1

Metered Lane Number

rmcMeterNumber

OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Enumerated listing of the metered lanes.
This value shall not exceed the value stated in the rmcMaxNumMeteredLanesobject.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2, A.8.3.1.3 and A.8.5.3.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 1 }
3.4.1.3.2

Dependency Group Number

rmcDependGroupNumber OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the dependency group with which this metered lane is associated.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumDependGroup-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 2 }
3.4.1.3.3

Dependency Group Sequence Number

rmcDependGroupSeqNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the unique position of this metered lane within its dependency
group which determines the Ramp Lane Sequence.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 3 }
3.4.1.3.4

Command Source Priority Order

rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
schemeCIT (1),
schemeICT (2),
schemeTCI (3),
schemeTIC (4),
schemeCTI (5),
schemeITC (6)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
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DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the active command source priority order for this metered lane.
The values are:
schemeCIT -in decreasing order: manual, communications, interconnect,
timebase control, default;
schemeICT -in decreasing order: manual, interconnect, communications,
timebase control, default;
schemeTCI -in decreasing order: manual, timebase control, communications,
interconnect, default;
schemeTIC -in decreasing order: manual, timebase control, interconnect,
communications, default;
schemeCTI -in decreasing order: manual, communications, timebase control,
interconnect, default;
schemeITC -in decreasing order: manual, interconnect, timebase control,
communications, default.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 4 }
3.4.1.3.5

Demand Detector Erratic Count Threshold

rmcDemandErraticCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the vehicle count, over the most recently completed calculation
interval,on the demand detector for a metered lane exceeds this threshold, the
rmcDemandStatus-object for that metered lane shall be set to a
value of 'erraticCount'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the erratic count testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 5 }
3.4.1.3.6

Demand Detector Maximum Presence Threshold

rmcDemandMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the demand detector for a metered lane has been continuously
actuated for longer than the time indicated by this threshold, the
rmcDemandStatus-object for that metered lane shall be set to a value of
'maxPresence'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the maximum presence testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.6"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.2.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 6 }
3.4.1.3.7

Demand Detector No Activity Threshold

rmcDemandNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the demand detector for a metered lane has not been actuated
for longer than the time indicated by this threshold, the
rmcDemandStatus-object for that metered lane shall be set to a value of
'noActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the no activity testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 7 }
3.4.1.3.8

Minimum Metering Time

rmcMinMeterTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of the metering state. This will prevent
excessive cycling of the ramp meter between the metering and non-metering
states.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 60.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.6"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 8 }
3.4.1.3.9

Minimum Non-Metering Time

rmcMinNonMeterTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of the non-metering state. This will prevent
excessive cycling of the ramp meter between the metering and non-metering
states.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 60.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.9"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.5"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 9 }
3.4.1.3.10 Absolute Minimum Metering Rate
rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the absolute minimum metering rate.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 10 }
3.4.1.3.11 Absolute Maximum Metering Rate
rmcAbsoluteMaxMeterRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the absolute maximum metering rate.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
The value, if non-zero, shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate-object.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.11"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 11 }
3.4.1.3.12 System Minimum Metering Rate
rmcSystemMinMeterRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the system minimum metering rate.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.12"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 12 }
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3.4.1.3.13 System Maximum Metering Rate
rmcSystemMaxMeterRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the system maximum metering rate.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
The value, if non-zero, shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcSystemMinMeterRate-object.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 13 }
3.4.1.3.14 Startup Alert Time
rmcStartAlert
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the startup alert interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 14 }
3.4.1.3.15 Startup Warning Time
rmcStartWarning
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the startup warning interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.15"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 15 }
3.4.1.3.16 Startup Green Time
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rmcStartGreen
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the startup green interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.16"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 16 }
3.4.1.3.17 Startup Gap Time
rmcStartGapTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time between successive actuations of the detector
identified by the rmcStartGapQueueDetectorNum-object necessary to terminate
the startup green interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 10 to 150.
A value of zero (0) shall make the termination of the interval dependent only
on value of the rmcStartGreen-object.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.17"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 17 }
3.4.1.3.18 Startup Gap Queue Detector Number
rmcStartGapQueueDetectorNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the queue detector that is used for startup gap calculations.
The value of this object cannot be larger than the value of the
rmcNumQueueEntries-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.18"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 18 }
3.4.1.3.19 Startup Yellow Time
rmcStartYellow

OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the startup yellow interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 20 to 100.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.19"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.4"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 19 }
3.4.1.3.20 Startup Red Time
rmcStartRed
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the startup red interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 20 to 100.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.20"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.5"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 20 }
3.4.1.3.21 Minimum Red Time
rmcMinRed
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of the red interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 150.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.21"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.1 and A.8.5.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 21 }
3.4.1.3.22 Red Violation Clearance Time
rmcRedViolationClearance
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
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DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time that has to elapse during the red interval
before a red light violation can be detected.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 50.
A value of zero (0) indicates that no red light violations shall be detected.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.22"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.2 and A.8.5.3.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 22 }
3.4.1.3.23 Red Violation Adjustment Time
rmcRedViolationAdjust
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time by which the current cycle will be
extended for each red light violation.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 50.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.23"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.2 and A.8.5.3.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 23 }
3.4.1.3.24 Minimum Green Time
rmcMinGreen
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of the green interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 50.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.24"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.2.2 and A.8.5.1.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 24 }
3.4.1.3.25 Maximum Green Time
rmcMaxGreen
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum length of the green interval.
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This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 150.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.25"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.2.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 25 }
3.4.1.3.26 Yellow Time
rmcYellow
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the yellow interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 5 to 50.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.26"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.2.1, A.3.3, A.8.5.1.1 and A.8.5.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 26 }
3.4.1.3.27 Short Stop Time
rmcShortStopTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time that has to elapse after the red interval has
expired before a short stop condition can be detected.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 10 to 1200.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit short stop termination of the Red Interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.27"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.2 and A.8.5.3.4.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 27 }
3.4.1.3.28 Short Stop Occupancy Threshold
rmcShortStopOccupancy
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the occupancy threshold at the detector identified by the
rmcShortStopQueueDetectorNum-object, meaning that this detector is used to
detect short stop conditions.
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This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1000.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.28"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.2 and A.8.5.3.4.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 28 }
3.4.1.3.29 Short Stop Queue Detector Number
rmcShortStopQueueDetectorNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the queue detector that is used for short stop calculations.
The value of this object cannot be larger than the value of the
rmcNumQueueEntries-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.29"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 29 }
3.4.1.3.30 Long Stop Time
rmcLongStopTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time that has to elapse after the red interval has
expired before a long stop condition can be detected.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 10 to 100.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit long stop termination of the Red interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.30"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.3 and A.8.5.3.4.3"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 30 }
3.4.1.3.31 Demand Gap Time
rmcDemandGap
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time that has to elapse after the green interval has
expired without actuation of the demand detector before a demand gap condition
can be detected.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
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A suggested usable range is 10 to 50.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.31"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.4 and A.8.5.3.4.4"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 31 }
3.4.1.3.32 Demand Red Time
rmcDemandRed
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time by which the current red interval will be
extended once the demand detector is actuated after the detection of a demand
gap condition.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 10 to 150.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit demand red extension of the current cycle.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.32"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.4 and A.8.5.3.4.4"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 32 }
3.4.1.3.33 Shutdown Normal Metering Rate
rmcShutNormalRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate during shutdown when the rmcImplementActionobject has a value of either 'dark' or 'restInGreen'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 120 to 1800.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.33"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.6.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 33 }
3.4.1.3.34 Shutdown Warning Time
rmcShutWarning
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the shutdown warning interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
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<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.34"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.5.4"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 34 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to end at 65535 instead of 255.
-- This does not cause backwards compatibility problems because the value
-- range of this object was expanded, which is allowed according to SNMP
-- rules.
3.4.1.3.35 Shutdown Time
rmcShutTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of shutdown metering.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.35"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.5.3.5"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 35 }
3.4.1.3.36 Post-metering Green Time
rmcPostMeterGreen
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of the Post-metering Green interval.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.36"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.6.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 36 }
3.4.1.3.37 Queue versus Violations Flag
rmcQueueViolationFlag
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether queue adjustment will supersede red violations.
0=false - indicates that both queue and red violation adjustments may be
performed simultaneously.
1=true - indicates that queue adjustment will supersede red violation
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adjustment.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.37"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.2"
DEFVAL
{ 0 }
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 37 }
3.4.1.3.38 Queue versus Shutdown Flag
rmcQueueShutdownFlag
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether queue override takes precedence over shutdown metering.
0= false - allows the transition to the non-metering state regardless of queue
override adjustments.
1= true - requires the queue override adjustments be completed before the
transition to the non-metering state can begin.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.38"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.6"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 38 }
3.4.1.3.39 Queue Adjustment Usage
rmcQueueAdjustUsage
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
additive (1),
additiveXI (2),
priorityXI (3)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates which queue adjustments are made.
additive= indicates that a queue adjustment shall be made for each queue
detector (both excessive and intermediate queue detectors) whose
rmcQueueFlag-object has a value of 'true'.
additiveXI = indicates that a queue adjustment shall be made for each queue
detector whose rmcQueueType-object has a value of 'excessive' and whose
rmcQueueFlag-object has a value of 'true'. If no such detectors exist, a
queue adjustment shall be made for each queue detector whose rmcQueueTypeobject has a value of 'intermediate' and whose rmcQueueFlag-object has a
value of 'true'.
priorityXI = indicates that a queue adjustment shall be made for the highest
entry (lowest index value) queue detector whose rmcQueueType-object has a
value of 'excessive' and whose rmcQueueFlag-object has a value of 'true'.
If no detector exists that fulfills these requirements, a queue adjustment
shall be made for the highest entry (lowest index value) queue detector
whose rmcQueueType-object has a value of 'intermediate' and whose
rmcQueueFlag-object has a value of 'true'.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.39"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 39 }
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3.4.1.3.40 Demand Detector Dependent Maximum Presence Threshold
rmcDemandDependMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the demand detector for a metered lane has been continuously
actuated, while the input on the passage detector for the same metered lane
has been continuously non-actuated for longer than this
threshold and the rmcPassageMode-object is not ‘recalled’ and the
rmcPassageStatus-object is ‘working’ and the rmcMergeFlag-object is ‘false’,
the rmcDemandStatus-object for this metered lane shall be set to a value of
'depMaxPresence'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the dependent maximum presence testing.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.40"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 40 }
3.4.1.3.41 Demand Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold
rmcDemandDependNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the demand detector for a metered lane has not been actuated,
while more vehicles than indicated by this threshold have been counted on the
passage detector of the same metered lane and the rmcPassageMode-object is not
‘recalled’ and the rmcPassageStatus-object is ‘working’, the
rmcDemandStatus-object for this metered lane shall be set to a value of
'depNoActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the dependent no activity testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.3.1.41"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterCfgEntry 41 }

3.4.1.4
Metered Lane Control Table
rmcMeterCtrlTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMeterCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the control information for a metered lane.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7"
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::={ rmcMeterMain 7 }
--Editor’s Note: There is a skip in OID at this point, but this was already
-- present in version 1 and I cannot change the OID in version 2 for any
-- existing object.
rmcMeterCtrlEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMeterCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Control Parameters of the metered lane table. A particular row of this table
can be managed using the rmcMeterMode-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcMeterCtrlTable 1 }
RmcMeterCtrlEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMeterMode
INTEGER,
rmcManualAction
INTEGER,
rmcManualPlan
INTEGER,
rmcManualRate
INTEGER,
rmcManualVehiclesPerGrn
INTEGER,
rmcIntercoAction
rmcIntercoPlan
rmcIntercoRate
rmcIntercoVehiclesPerGrn

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcCommActionMode
rmcCommPlan
rmcCommRate
rmcCommVehiclesPerGrn

INTEGER, -- modified name only in version 2
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcDefaultAction
rmcDefaultPlan
rmcDefaultRate
rmcDefaultVehiclesPerGrn

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcDemandMode
rmcPreMeterNonGreen
rmcCritFlowRateThresh
rmcCritOccupancyThresh
rmcCriticalSpeedThreshold
}

INTEGER,
INTEGER, –- added in version 2
INTEGER, –- added in version 2
INTEGER, –- added in version 2
INTEGER –- added in version 2

3.4.1.4.1

Metered Lane Mode

rmcMeterMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the mode of the metered lane. The values are:
0 = disabled - the metered lane is not used.
1 = enabled - the metered lane is used.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 1 }
3.4.1.4.2

Manual Action

rmcManualAction
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested action while the value of the
rmcImplementCommandSource-object is 'manual'. The values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering NonGreen interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the PreMetering Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
the rmcManualRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using mainline
station traffic conditions and the value of the rmcManualPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to and remain
in the Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is in
the Non-metering state.
skip - indicates that the next-lower level command source shall be considered
as specified by the rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 2 }
3.4.1.4.3

Manual Plan

rmcManualPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering plan number while the value of the
rmcImplementCommandSource-object is 'manual' and the rmcRequestAction-object
has a value of 'trafficResponsive'. This value shall not exceed the value of
the rmcMaxNumMeterPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 3 }
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3.4.1.4.4

Manual Rate

rmcManualRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering rate while the value of the
rmcImplementCommandSource-object is 'manual' and the rmcRequestAction-object
has a value of 'fixedRate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 120-1800.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 4 }
3.4.1.4.5

Manual Vehicles-Per-Green

rmcManualVehiclesPerGrn
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested number of vehicles to pass during the green and
yellow intervals of one cycle while the value of the
rmcImplementCommandSource-object is 'manual'.
The values shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
The suggested usable range is 1 to 5 vehicles.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 5 }
3.4.1.4.6

Interconnect Action

rmcIntercoAction
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested action if the metered lane is commanded by
interconnect. The values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering NonGreen interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the PreMetering Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
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the rmcIntercoRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using mainline
station traffic conditions and the value of the rmcIntercoPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to and remain in
the Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is in the
Non-metering state.
skip - indicates that the next-lower level command source shall be considered
as specified by the rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 6 }
3.4.1.4.7

Interconnect Plan

rmcIntercoPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering plan number if the metered lane is commanded
by interconnect and the rmcRequestAction-object has a value of
'trafficResponsive'. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeterPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 7 }
3.4.1.4.8

Interconnect Rate

rmcIntercoRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering rate if the metered lane is commanded by
interconnect and the rmcRequestAction-object has a value of 'fixedRate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 120 to 1800.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 8 }
3.4.1.4.9

Interconnect Vehicles-Per-Green

rmcIntercoVehiclesPerGrn
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
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DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested number of vehicles to pass during the green and
yellow intervals of one cycle while the metered lane is commanded by
interconnect (value of the rmcImplementCommandSourceobject is 'interconnect').
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 1 to 5.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.9"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 9 }
3.4.1.4.10 Communications Action Mode
rmcCommActionMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the commanded action from the TMC. When this object is set, the
value of this object is copied into the rmcCommActionStatus object. The
values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering NonGreen interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
the rmcCommRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using mainline
station traffic conditions and the value of the rmcCommPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to and remain in
the Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is in the
Non-metering state.
skip - indicates that the next-lower level command source shall be considered
as specified by the rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 10 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the name of the object was changed from ‘rmcCommActionStatus’ to
-- ‘rmcCommActionMode’. This change does not cause any backwards
-- compatibility problems.
3.4.1.4.11 Communications Plan
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rmcCommPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering plan number if the metered lane is commanded
by communications and the rmcRequestAction-object has a value of
'trafficResponsive'. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.11"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 11 }
3.4.1.4.12 Communications Rate
rmcCommRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering rate in vehicles per hour (vph) if the
metered lane is commanded by communications and the rmcRequestAction-object
has a value of 'fixedRate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 120 to 1800.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.12"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 12 }
3.4.1.4.13 Communications Vehicles-Per-Green
rmcCommVehiclesPerGrn
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested number of vehicles that are allowed to pass during
the green and yellow intervals of one cycle while the metered lane is
commanded by communications (value of the
rmcImplementCommandSource-object is 'communications').
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 1 to 5.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 13 }
3.4.1.4.14 Default Action
rmcDefaultAction
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
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dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested action if the metered lane is commanded by default
settings. The values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering NonGreen interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
the rmcDefaultRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using mainline
station traffic conditions and the value of the rmcDefaultPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to and remain in
the Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is in
the Non-metering state.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 14 }
3.4.1.4.15 Default Plan
rmcDefaultPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering plan number if the metered lane is commanded
by default settings and the rmcRequestAction-object has a value of
'trafficResponsive'. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.15"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 15 }
3.4.1.4.16 Default Rate
rmcDefaultRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering rate if the metered lane is commanded by
default settings and the rmcRequestAction-object has a value of 'fixedRate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
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A suggested usable range is 120 to 1800.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.16"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 16 }
3.4.1.4.17 Default Vehicles-Per-Green
rmcDefaultVehiclesPerGrn
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of vehicles that are allowed to pass during the green
and yellow intervals of one cycle while the metered lane is commanded by
default settings (value of the rmcImplementCommandSource-object is 'default').
This value shall be expressed in 1- vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 1 to 5.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.17"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 17 }
3.4.1.4.18 Demand Detector Mode
rmcDemandMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
recalled (1),
enabledCall (2),
enabledStop (3)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the mode of the demand detector.
recalled - indicates that the demand detector will constantly place a call
even without a vehicle being present in its detection zone.
enabledCall - indicates that the demand detector is ready to detect, and shall
constantly place a call when it has failed.
enabledStop - indicates that the demand detector is ready to detect, and shall
exit the Metering state when it has failed.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.18"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1, A.8.3.1.4.1 and A.8.5.3.4.1"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 18 }
3.4.1.4.19 Pre-metering Non-green Indication Mode
rmcPreMeterNonGreen
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
other (1),
allDark (2),
flashYellow (3)
}

OBJECT-TYPE
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ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates which signal indication(s) for the metered lane shall be ON during
the Pre-metering Non-green interval.
other - indicates that the red, yellow and green indications used are not
defined in NTCIP 1207 v02.
allDark - indicates that the red, yellow and green indications will be
OFF.
flashYellow - indicates that the yellow indication will be flashed, and
the red and green indications will be OFF.
Reference MUTCD 2003, revision 1, section 4D.11.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.7.1.19"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 19 }
3.4.1.4.20 Critical Flow Rate Threshold
rmcCritFlowRateThresh
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the critical flow rate threshold to be used to supercede queue
adjustment during traffic-responsive metering.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 1000 to 3600.
A value of zero (0) indicates that this threshold shall NOT be used to
supercede queue adjustment during traffic-responsive metering.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.3.1.7.1.20"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 20 }
3.4.1.4.21 Critical Occupancy Threshold
rmcCritOccupancyThresh
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the critical occupancy threshold to be used to supercede queue
adjustment during traffic-responsive metering.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 50 to 300.
A value of zero (0) indicates that this threshold shall NOT be used to
supercede queue adjustment during traffic-responsive metering.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.3.1.7.1.21"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 21 }
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3.4.1.4.22 Critical Speed Threshold for Queue Adjustment
rmcCriticalSpeedThreshold
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the critical speed threshold to be used to supercede queue
adjustment during traffic-responsive metering.
This value shall be expressed in 1-km/h increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 15 to 100.
A value of zero (0) indicates that this threshold shall NOT be used to
supercede queue adjustment during traffic-responsive metering.
<Unit> kilometer per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.3.1.7.1.22"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.3"
::={ rmcMeterCtrlEntry 22 }

3.4.1.5
Metered Lane Status Table
rmcMeterStatTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMeterStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the status information for a metered lane.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8"
::={ rmcMeterMain 8 }
rmcMeterStatEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMeterStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Status parameters of the metered lanes status table. This table is directly
correlated to the Metered Lane Control Table, which means that the number of
rows in this table is exactly the same as the number of rows in the Metered
Lane Control Table (AUGMENT TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management
can only take place through the Metered Lane Control Table, while this table
provides status information for the associated metered lane.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcMeterStatTable 1 }
RmcMeterStatEntry ::=SEQUENCE
rmcRequestCommandSource
rmcImplementCommandSource
rmcImplementAction
rmcImplementPlan
rmcImplementRate
rmcImplementVehiclesPerGrn

{
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcRequestAction
rmcRequestPlan

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
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rmcRequestRate
rmcRequestVehiclesPerGrn

INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcCommActionStatus

INTEGER, -- changed name only in version 2

rmcBaseMeterRate
rmcActiveMeterRate

INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcTBActionStatus
rmcTBPlanStatus
rmcTBRateStatus
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnStatus

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcActiveInterval

INTEGER,

rmcTBCMinMeterRateStatus
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateStatus
rmcOperMinMeterRateStatus
rmcOperMinMeterRateStatusV2
rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatus
rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatusV2
rmcDemandStatus
rmcHistDemandStatus
rmcCycleCount
rmcCumulQueAdjStat
rmcMainQueueFlag
}

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER, -- deprectated in version 2
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
INTEGER, -- deprectated in version 2
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
INTEGER,
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
INTEGER, -- added in Version 2
INTEGER, –- added in version 2
INTEGER –- added in version 2

3.4.1.5.1

Requested Metering Command Source

rmcRequestCommandSource
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
manual (1),
communications (2),
interconnect (3),
timebaseControl (4),
default (5)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the command source that requests control of this metered lane. The
values are:
manual - the metered lane is requested to be controlled locally at the site.
communications - the metered lane is requested to be controlled by the central
system. This usually means that the entire RMC is controlled centrally.
interconnect - the metered lane is requested to be controlled by an on-street
master controller.
timebaseControl - the metered lane is requested to be controlled using values
as selected via the Timebase Control Action table.
default - indicates that the metered lane is requested to be controlled using
default settings.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 1 }
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3.4.1.5.2

Implemented Metering Command Source

rmcImplementCommandSource
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
manual (1),
communications (2),
interconnect (3),
timebaseControl (4),
default (5)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the command source that currently controls this metered lane. The
values are:
manual - the metered lane is currently controlled locally at the site.
communications - the metered lane is currently controlled by the central
system. This usually means that the entire RMC is controlled centrally.
interconnect - the metered lane is currently controlled by an on-street master
controller.
timebaseControl - the metered lane is currently controlled using values as
selected via the Timebase Control Action table.
default - indicates that the metered lane is currently controlled using
default settings.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 2 }
3.4.1.5.3

Implemented Action

rmcImplementAction
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
holdMeter (6),
holdNonMeter (7),
holdRestInGreen (8)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the action that is active for the metered lane. The values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Non-Green interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
the rmcImplementRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using mainline
station traffic conditions and the value of the rmcImplementPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to and remain in
the Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
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metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is in the
Non-metering state.
holdMeter - indicates that the metered lane will remain in the metering state
regardless of the requested action (rmcRequestedAction-object) due to
restrictions such as minimum metering times.
holdNonMeter - indicates that the metered lane will remain in the non-metering
state regardless of the requested action (rmcRequestedAction-object) due
to restrictions such as minimum non-metering times.
holdRestInGreen - indicates that the metered lane was forced into the
Pre-Metering Green interval because another lane within this Dependency
Group is NOT in the non-metering state.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3, A.5.1, A.5.2, A.6.1, A.6.2, A.6.3 and A.7.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 3 }
3.4.1.5.4

Implemented Plan

rmcImplementPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering plan number that is implemented if the
rmcImplementAction-object has a value of 'trafficResponsive'. This value
shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans-object nor that of
the rmcNumMeterPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.5.2 and A.7.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 4 }
3.4.1.5.5

Implemented Rate

rmcImplementRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the base metering rate if the rmcImplementAction-object has a
value of 'fixedRate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.5"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 5 }
3.4.1.5.6

Implemented Vehicles-Per-Green

rmcImplementVehiclesPerGrn
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of vehicles that are currently allowed to pass during
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the green and yellow intervals of one cycle.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3, A.8.3.2.1 and A.8.5.1.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 6 }
3.4.1.5.7

Requested Action

rmcRequestAction
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the action that is requested for this metered lane. The values
are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane is requested to advance to the
Pre-Metering Non-Green interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane is requested to advance to the
Pre-Metering Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane is requested to operate using the
value of the rmcRequestRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane is requested to operate
using mainline station traffic conditions and the value of the
rmcRequestPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane is requested to advance to
and remain in the Post-metering Green interval without entering the
Shutdown Green, Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning
intervals when the metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The
metered lane shall advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the
metered lane is in the Non-metering state.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 7 }
3.4.1.5.8

Requested Plan

rmcRequestPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering plan number that is requested if the rmcRequestActionobject has a value of 'trafficResponsive'. This value shall not exceed the
value of the rmcMaxNumMeterPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
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::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 8 }
3.4.1.5.9

Requested Rate

rmcRequestRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate that is requested if the rmcRequestAction-object
has a value of 'fixedRate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.9"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 9 }
3.4.1.5.10 Requested Vehicles-Per-Green
rmcRequestVehiclesPerGrn
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of vehicles that has been requested to pass during the
green and yellow intervals of one cycle.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 10 }
3.4.1.5.11 Communications Action Status
rmcCommActionStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6),
noComm (7)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested action if the metered lane is commanded by
communications. If the value of this object is NOT 'noComm', then the action
is directly determined by the value of the rmcCommActionMode-object. The
values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Non-Green interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
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the rmcCommRate-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using mainline
station traffic conditions and the value of the rmcCommPlan-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the
Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is in
the Non-metering state.
skip - indicates that the next-lower level command source shall be considered
as specified by the rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
noComm - indicates that communications to the device is lost (device timed
out based on the value of the rmcCommRefreshThreshold-object); the
action associated with this state is that the next-lower level command
source shall be considered as specified by the
rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.11"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 11 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the object name was changed from ‘rmcCommAction’ to
-- ‘rmcCommActionStatus’. This should not cause any backwards
-- compatibility problems.
3.4.1.5.12 Base Metering Rate
rmcBaseMeterRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate for this metered lane PRIOR to any RATE
adjustments.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.12"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 12 }
3.4.1.5.13 Active Metering Rate
rmcActiveMeterRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate for this metered lane AFTER all RATE adjustments.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 13 }
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3.4.1.5.14 Timebase Control Action Status
rmcTBActionStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the action that may be active if the metered lane is controlled
by timebase control. This object is used to indicate the status of the entry,
while the rmcTBActionCtrl-object allows to control the entry. The values
are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Non-Green interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the
Pre-Metering Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value
of the rmcTBRateStatus-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using
mainline station traffic conditions and the value of the
rmcTBPlanStatus-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the
Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is
in the Non-metering state.
skip - indicates that the next-lower level command source shall be considered
as specified by the rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 14 }
3.4.1.5.15 Timebase Control Plan Status
rmcTBPlanStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering plan number if the metered lane is commanded
by timebase control and the rmcRequestedAction-object has a value of
'trafficResponsive'. This value cannot exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeterPlans-object. This object is used to indicate the status of the
entry, while the rmcTBPlanCtrl-object allows control of the entry.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.15"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 15 }
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3.4.1.5.16 Timebase Control Rate Status
rmcTBRateStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested metering rate if the metered lane is commanded by
timebase control and the rmcRequestAction-object has a value of 'fixedRate'.
This object is used to indicate the status of the entry,
while the rmcTBPlanCtrl-object allows control of the entry.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.16"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 16 }
3.4.1.5.17 Timebase Control Vehicles-Per-Green Status
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the requested number of vehicles to pass during the green and
yellow intervals of one cycle while the metered lane is commanded by timebase
control. This object is used to indicate the status of the entry, while the
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnCtrl-object allows control of the entry.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 1 to 5.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.17"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 17 }
3.4.1.5.18 Active Interval Status
rmcActiveInterval
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
initialization (1),
preMeteringNonGreen (2),
preMeteringGreen (3),
startupAlert (4),
startupWarning (5),
startupGreen (6),
startupYellow (7),
startupRed (8),
red (9),
green (10),
yellow (11),
shutdownGreen (12),
shutdownYellow (13),
shutdownRed (14),
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shutdownWarning (15),
postMeteringGreen (16)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the interval in which the metered lane is currently running. See
the State Diagram (Figure 3) as displayed in Section 1.4 and Annex A for
further explanations of the different values.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.18"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 18 }
3.4.1.5.19 Timebase Control Minimum Metering Rate Status
rmcTBCMinMeterRateStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational minimum metering rate, in vph. This object is used
to indicate the status of the entry, while the rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl-object
allows control of the entry.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter is not used.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.19"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 19 }
3.4.1.5.20 Timebase Control Maximum Metering Rate Status
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational maximum metering rate, in vph. This object is used
to indicate the status of the entry, while the rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl-object
allows control of the entry.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter is not used.
The value, if non-zero, shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcOperMinMeterRateStatus-object.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.20"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 20 }
3.4.1.5.21 Operational Minimum Metering Rate
rmcOperMinMeterRateStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
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ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational minimum metering rate, in vph. This object
indicates the minimum of the maximum metering rate objects
(rmcAbsoluteMaxMeterRate, rmcSystemMaxMeterRate, rmcTBCMaxMeterRateStatus)
that is currently active of this metered lane.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.21"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 21 }
-- this object was deprectated because its description is incorrect. Another
-- object with the same information but the correct description was created.
3.4.1.5.22 Operational Minimum Metering Rate – Version 2
rmcOperMinMeterRateStatusV2
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational minimum metering rate, in vph. The value of this
object is the maximum value of the minimum metering rate objects
(rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate-object, rmcSystemMinMeterRate-object,
rmcTBCMinMeterRateStatus-object)
that is currently active for this metered lane.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.26"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 26 }
-- this object was created because the description of the original object was
-- incorrect.
3.4.1.5.23 Operational Maximum Metering Rate
rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational maximum metering rate, in vph. This object
indicates the maximum of the minimum metering rate objects
(rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate, rmcSystemMinMeterRate, rmcTBCMinMeterRateStatus)
that is currently active of this metered lane.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.22"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 22 }
-- this object was deprectated because its description is incorrect. Another
-- object with the same information but the correct description was created.
3.4.1.5.24 Operational Maximum Metering Rate - Version 2
rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatusV2
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SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational maximum metering rate, in vph. The value of this
object is the minimum value of the maximum metering rate objects
(rmcAbsoluteMaxMeterRate-object, rmcSystemMaxMeterRate-object,
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateStatus-object)
that is currently active for this metered lane.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.27"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 27 }
-- this object was created because the description of the original object was
-- incorrect.
3.4.1.5.25 Demand Detector Status
rmcDemandStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
recalled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7),
depNoActivity (8), -- added in version 2
depMaxPresence (9) -- added in version 2
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the demand detector. The values are:
recalled - indicates that the value of the rmcDemandMode-object is 'recalled'.
working - indicates that this detector has no error.
otherError - indicates an error not defined here. See Operator's manual.
erraticCount - indicates that the vehicle count for this detector has exceeded
the value of its rmcDemandErraticCount-object.
maxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcDemandMaxPresence-object.
noActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcDemandNoActivity-object.
errorAtSensor - indicates that the sensor for this detector has reported an
error. See Operator's manual.
depNoActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector, while
a count of vehicles on the passage detector in the same metered lane that
has exceeded the value of its rmcDemandDependNoActivity-object.
depMaxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector, while
a continuous non-actuation of the passage detector in the same metered
lane that has exceeded the value of its rmcDemandDependMaxPresence-object.
The test results expressed by values 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are only
meaningful, when rmcDemandMode is NOT 'Recalled'.
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<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.23"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1, A.8.3.1.4.1 and A.8.5.3.4.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 23 }
3.4.1.5.26 Historical Demand Detector Status
rmcHistDemandStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535) -- BITMAP16
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the cumulative status of the demand detector. Status values are
indicated as follows:
<Format>
Bit Number
Name
Description
Bit 15:
reserved.
Bit 14:
reserved.
Bit 13:
reserved.
Bit 12:
reserved.
Bit 11:
reserved.
Bit 10:
reserved.
Bit 09:
reserved.
Bit 08:
Dependent Max Presence – the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a
value of ‘depMaxPresence’ since reset.
Bit 07:
Dependent No activity – the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a
value of ‘depNoActivity’ since reset.
Bit 06:
Error at Sensor – the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value of
‘errorAtSensor’ since reset.
Bit 05:
No activity
– the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value of
‘noActivity’ since reset.
Bit 04:
Max presence
– the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value of
‘maxPresence’ since reset.
Bit 03:
Erratic count
– the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value
of ‘erraticCount’ since reset.
Bit 02:
Other error
– the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value
of ‘otherError’ since reset.
Bit 01:
Working
– the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value
of ‘working’ since reset.
Bit 00:
Disabled
– the rmcDemandStatus-object has or had a value
of ‘disabled’ since reset.
In the context of this object, ‘reset’ means either an initialization of the
RMC or a successful SET of the rmcHistDetectorReset-object. When a ‘reset’
occurs, all bits shall be set to 0.
All reserved bits shall always be set to zero (0). A bad value error shall
be returned, if a management application writes a one (1) to any of the
reserved bits.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.24”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 24 }
3.4.1.5.27 Cycle Count Parameter
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rmcCycleCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
" Indicates the count of the number of green intervals in the most recently
completed calculation interval.
Counts are expressed as an integer value.
The value of 255 shall be returned to represent a missing value.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.25"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 25 }
3.4.1.5.28 Cumulative Queue Adjustment Status
rmcCumulQueAdjStat
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
none (1),
adjust (2),
override (3)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether queue adjustment is currenly being applied to the metering
rate of the lane.
none indicates that no queue adjustment is currently being applied.
adjust indicates that queue adjustment is currently being applied.
override - indicates that the queue adjustment is overridden for this
lane.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.28"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 28 }
3.4.1.5.29 Mainline versus Queue Flag
rmcMainQueueFlag
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether mainline detector station traffic conditions supercede
queue adjustment for the lane.
0 = false – mainline traffic conditions do not supercede queue adjustment
for the lane.
1 = true - mainline traffic conditions supercede queue adjustment for the
lane.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.1.8.1.29"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.4.3"
::={ rmcMeterStatEntry 29 }
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3.4.2 Metered Lane Dependency Group Configuration, Control and Status Node
rmcDependGroup OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ rmcMeter 2}
3.4.2.1
Maximum Number of Dependency Groups
rmcMaxNumDependGroup
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of dependency groups that can be stored in the
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable-object, and, by association, in all other dependency
group tables. At least one dependency group shall be defined.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3"
::={ rmcDependGroup 1 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the ACCESS was changed to start from ‘read-write’ to ‘read-only’.
-- This is because number of dependency groups cannot be changed remotely as
-- the description indicates. This was incorrect in Version 1.
-- This does not cause backwards compatibility problems.
3.4.2.2
Number of Dependency Groups
rmcNumDependGroup
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of dependency groups that are present in the
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable-object, and, by association, in all other dependency
group tables. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumDependGroup–object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3"
::={ rmcDependGroup 2 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the ACCESS was changed from ‘read-write’ to ‘read-only’.
-- This is because the number of dependency groups cannot be changed remotely
-- as the description indicates. This was incorrect in Version 1.
-- This does not cause backwards compatibility problems.
3.4.2.3
Dependency Group Configuration and Control Table
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration and control information for a dependency
group.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3"
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::={ rmcDependGroup 3 }
rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration and control parameters of the dependency group table. At least
one dependency group shall be defined. A particular row of this table can be
managed using the rmcDependGroupMode-object.
There is a one-to-one relationship between the values of the
rmcDependGroupNumber-object within the rmcMeterCfgTable-object and the number
of rows within this table. Each different value represents one row of this
table.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1"
INDEX { rmcDependGroupNumber }
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlTable 1 }
RmcDependGroupCtrlEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcDependGroupMode
INTEGER,
rmcSignalServiceMode
INTEGER,
rmcShutGapTime
INTEGER,
rmcShutGapReductTime
INTEGER,
rmcShutGapReductValue
INTEGER,
rmcGreenOffset
INTEGER,
rmcMinFractionalOffset
INTEGER,
rmcPriorityLaneNum
INTEGER,
rmcPriorityRedDelay
INTEGER,
rmcMergeMode
INTEGER,
rmcMergeGap
INTEGER,
rmcMergeDelay
INTEGER,
rmcQueueMergeFlag
INTEGER,
rmcMergeErraticCount
INTEGER,
rmcMergeMaxPresence
INTEGER,
rmcMergeNoActivity
INTEGER,
rmcMinMutexRed
INTEGER –- added in version 2
}
3.4.2.3.1

Dependency Group Mode

rmcDependGroupMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether the associated dependency group is used.
0 = disabled - the dependency group is not used.
1 = enabled - the dependency group is used.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 1 }
3.4.2.3.2

Signal Service Mode

rmcSignalServiceMode
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
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none (1),
mutex (2),
fixedOffset (3),
fractionalOffset (4)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the signal service mode associated with this dependency group. The
values are:
none - there is no dependency between the lanes within this dependency group.
mutex - one and only lane in the dependency group shall display (or
indicate)green at any given time during the Metering state.
fixedOffset - the start of the green interval for any lane will occur no
sooner than indicated in the value of the rmcGreenOffset-object after the
start of a previous green interval for a lane in the same dependency
group.
fractionalOffset - the start of the green interval for any lane will occur no
sooner than indicated in the value of the rmcRequestCycleLength-object
divided by the number of metered lanes in the dependency group, after the
start of a previous green interval for a lane in the same dependency
group.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.2, A.3, A.8.2.2, A.8.3.1.3, A.8.3.1.4.1, A.8.5.3.3,
A.8.5.3.4.1, A.8.5.3.5 and A.8.6.3"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 2 }
3.4.2.3.3

Shutdown Gap Time

rmcShutGapTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time between successive actuations of demand
detectors necessary to terminate the shutdown metering.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 10 to 100.
A value of zero (0) shall make the termination of shutdown metering dependent
only on the shutdown time.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.2.1 and A.8.5.3.5"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 3 }
3.4.2.3.4

Shutdown Gap Reduction Time

rmcShutGapReductTime
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the amount of time between reduction iterations for the shutdown
gap time.
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This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 200.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.5.3.5"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 4 }
3.4.2.3.5

Shutdown Gap Reduction Value

rmcShutGapReductValue
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the amount of time that the shutdown gap time is reduced for each
iteration.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-seconds increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 100.
A value of ‘0’ shall inhibit shutdown gap time reduction.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.5.3.5"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 5 }
3.4.2.3.6

Green Offset Time

rmcGreenOffset
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time between the beginning of successive green
intervals for metered lanes that have the same value for the
rmcDependGroupNumber-object (combined in the same dependency group) and a
value of 'fixedOffset' for the rmcSignalServiceMode-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 5 to 100.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.2, A.8.3.4.1 and A.8.5.3.4.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 6 }
3.4.2.3.7

Minimum Fractional Offset Time

rmcMinFractionalOffset
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of time between the beginning of successive
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green intervals for metered lanes that have the same value for the
rmcDependGroupNumber-object (combined in the same dependency group) and a
value of 'fractionalOffset' for the rmcSignalServiceMode-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments(i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 5 to 50.
A value of zero (0) shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a
constraint.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.2, A.8.3.4.1 and A.8.5.3.4.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 7 }
3.4.2.3.8

Priority Lane Number

rmcPriorityLaneNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates which metered lane in the dependency group lane sequence shall be
treated as a priority lane. The value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeterLanes-object.
A value of zero (0) indicates the absence of a priority lane in this
dependency group.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.2, A.8.3.1.3 and A.8.5.3.3"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 8 }
3.4.2.3.9

Priority Lane Red Delay Time

rmcPriorityRedDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum length of the red interval for each metered lane in the
dependency group (if is NOT marked as the priority lane), when the demand
detector of the priority lane is actuated. The purpose of this object is to
give a vehicle in the priority lane a headway of at least the time indicated
in this object. For each actuation of the demand detector in the priority
lane and each metered lane, the value of this object shall only apply once.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments(i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 50.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.9"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.3 and A.8.5.3.3"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 9 }
3.4.2.3.10 Merge Detector Mode
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rmcMergeMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the mode of the merge detector . The values are:
0 = disabled - indicates that the merge detector does not exist for this
dependency group.
1 = enabled - indicates that the merge detector is ready to detect for this
dependency group.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 10 }
3.4.2.3.11 Merge Gap Time
rmcMergeGap
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time between successive actuations of the merge
detector necessary to terminate the merge override condition( value of the
rmcMergeFlag-object is set to 'false').
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments(i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 255.
A value of ‘0’ shall force the Merge Override Flag to be ‘False’ while the
merge detector is not actuated.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.11"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.4.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 11 }
3.4.2.3.12 Merge Delay Time
rmcMergeDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time for continuous presence on the merge detector
necessary to identify the merge override condition. If presence is detected
for a duration equal to or greater than indicated by the value of this
object, the value of the rmcMergeFlag-object will be set to 'true', which
will inhibit the termination of the red interval for all metered lanes in
this dependency group.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments(i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 255.
A value of ‘0’ shall force the Merge Override Flag to be ‘False’ while the
merge detector is actuated.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.12"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.8.4.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 12 }
3.4.2.3.13 Queue versus Merge Flag
rmcQueueMergeFlag
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates if queue override adjustments are given priority over merge
override adjustment.
0 = false - merge override adjustment is given priority over queue override
adjustments.
1 = true - queue override adjustments are given priority over merge override
adjustment.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.1, A.8.3.1.4.2, A.8.4.1, A.8.5.3.4.1 and A.8.5.3.4.2"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 13 }
3.4.2.3.14 Merge Detector Erratic Count Threshold
rmcMergeErraticCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the vehicle count, over the most recently completed calculation interval,
on the merge detector for a metered lane exceeds this
threshold, the rmcMergeStatus-object shall be set to a value of
'erraticCount'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the erratic count testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 14 }
3.4.2.3.15 Merge Detector Maximum Presence Threshold
rmcMergeMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the merge detector for this metered lane has been
continuously actuated for longer than the time indicated by this threshold,
the rmcMergeStatus-object shall be set to a value of 'maxPresence'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the maximum presence testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.15"
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REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 15 }
3.4.2.3.16 Merge Detector No Activity Threshold
rmcMergeNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the merge detector for this metered lane has not been
actuated for longer than the time indicated by this threshold, the
rmcMergeStatus-object shall be set to a value of 'noActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the no activity testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.16"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 16 }
3.4.2.3.17 Minimum Mutex Red Time
rmcMinMutexRed
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the minimum amount of time that all metered lanes in the dependency
group shall simultaneously remain in the Red or Shutdown Red intervals.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 10 to 100.
A value of ‘0’ shall indicate that no minimum simultaneous red time is
required.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.3.1.17"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.8.3.1.4.1, A.8.5.3.4"
::={ rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry 17 }

3.4.2.4
Dependency Group Status Table
rmcDependGroupStatTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcDependGroupStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the status information for a dependency group.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4"
::={ rmcDependGroup 4 }
rmcDependGroupStatEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcDependGroupStatEntry
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ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Status information of the dependency group table. This table is directly
correlated to the Dependency Group Configuration and Control Table, which
means that the number of rows in this table is exactly the same as the number
of rows in the Dependency Group Configuration and Control Table (AUGMENT
TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management can only take place through
the Dependency Group Configuration and Control Table, while this table
provides status information for the associated dependency group.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4.1"
INDEX { rmcDependGroupNumber }
::={ rmcDependGroupStatTable 1 }
RmcDependGroupStatEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMergeFlag
INTEGER,
rmcMergeStatus
INTEGER,
rmcHistMergeStatus
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
rmcMergeOverStat
INTEGER
-- added in version 2
}
3.4.2.4.1

Merge Override Flag

rmcMergeFlag
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether merge override conditions exist.
0 = false - indicates that no merge override conditions exist.
1 = true - indicates that merge override conditions exist.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.1, A.2.2.3, A.2.3.1, A.8.3.1.4.1, A.8.3.1.4.2, A.8.4.1,
A.8.5.3.4.1 and A.8.5.3.4.2"
::={ rmcDependGroupStatEntry 1 }
3.4.2.4.2

Merge Detector Status

rmcMergeStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
disabled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7)
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the merge detector. The values are:
disabled - indicates that this detector is not used.
working - indicates that this detector has no error.
otherError - indicates an error not defined here. See Operator's manual.
erraticCount - indicates that the vehicle count for this detector has
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exceeded the value of its rmcMergeErraticCount-object.
maxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector that has
exceeded the value of its rmcMergeMaxPresence-object.
noActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector that
has exceeded the value of its rmcMergeNoActivity-object.
errorAtSensor - indicates that the sensor for this detector has reported
an error. See Operator's manual.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupStatEntry 2 }
3.4.2.4.3

Historical Merge Detector Status

rmcHistMergeStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535) -- BITMAP16
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the cumulative status of the merge detector. Status values are
indicated as follows:
<Format>
Bit Number
Name
Description
Bit 15:
reserved.
Bit 14:
reserved.
Bit 13:
reserved.
Bit 12:
reserved.
Bit 11:
reserved.
Bit 10:
reserved.
Bit 09:
reserved.
Bit 08:
reserved.
Bit 07:
reserved.
Bit 06:
Error at Sensor – the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.
Bit 05:
No activity – the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘noActivity’ since reset.
Bit 04:
Max presence – the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘maxPresence’ since reset.
Bit 03:
Erratic count – the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘erraticCount’ since reset.
Bit 02:
Other error – the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘otherError’ since reset.
Bit 01:
Working
– the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Working’ since reset.
Bit 00:
Disabled
– the rmcMergeStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.
In the context of this object, ‘reset’ means either an initialization of the
RMC or a successful SET of the rmcHistDetectorReset-object. When a ‘reset’
occurs, all bits shall be set to 0.
All reserved bits shall always be set to zero (0). A bad value error shall
be returned, if a management application writes a one (1) to any of the
reserved bits.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4.1.3”
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupStatEntry 3 }
3.4.2.4.4

Merge Override Status

rmcMergeOverStat
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether the rmcMergeFlag-object has or had a value of ‘True’ in the
most recently completed calculation interval.
0 = false - indicates that the rmcMergeFlag-object does not have and did not
have a value of ‘True’ in the most recently completed calculation
interval.
1 = true - indicates that the rmcMergeFlag-object has or had a value of
‘True’ in the most recently completed calculation interval.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcDependGroupStatEntry 4 }
3.4.3 Queue Detector Configuration, Control and Status Node
rmcQueue OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ rmcMeter 3 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group the objects for the configuration,
-- control and status of the queue detectors parameters that are common to all
-- ramp meter devices.
3.4.3.1
Maximum Number of Queue Detectors
rmcMaxNumQueueEntries
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of queue detectors that can be stored in the
Queue Detector Configuration and Control Table, and, by association, in the
queue detector status tables.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueue 1 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.4.3.2
Number of Queue Detectors
rmcNumQueueEntries
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
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"Indicates the actual number of queue detectors that are present in the Queue
Detector Configuration and Control Table, and, by association, in the queue
detector status tables.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumQueueEntries-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueue 2 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.4.3.3
Queue Detector Configuration and Control Table
rmcQueueCtrlTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcQueueCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the queue detectors that can be selected based on the
metered lane number.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3"
::={ rmcQueue 3 }
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX RmcQueueCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration and control parameters of the queue detector table. The entry
with the lower index value will be considered the highest priority queue
detector.
A particular row of this table can be managed using the rmcQueueDetectModeobject. If that object has a value of 'disabled', the associated row is not
used.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber, rmcQueueNum }
::={ rmcQueueCtrlTable 1 }

RmcQueueCtrlEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcQueueNum
INTEGER,
rmcQueueType
INTEGER,
rmcQueueDetectMode
INTEGER,
rmcQueueLengthUpLimit
rmcQueueLengthLowLimit

INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcQueueOccUpLimit
rmcQueueOccUpDelay
rmcQueueOccLowLimit
rmcQueueOccLowDelay

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcQueueQOccUpLimit

INTEGER,
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rmcQueueQOccUpDelay
rmcQueueQOccLowLimit
rmcQueueQOccLowDelay

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcQueueAdjustMode
rmcQueueAdjustRate
rmcQueueAdjustRateLimit
rmcQueueAdjustRateDelay
rmcQueueAdjustRateIter

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcQueueAdjustLevel
rmcQueueAdjustLevelLimit
rmcQueueAdjustLevelDelay
rmcQueueAdjustLevelIter

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,

rmcQueueReplaceRate

INTEGER,

rmcQueueErraticCount
rmcQueueMaxPresence
rmcQueueNoActivity
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence
rmcQueueDependNoActivity
}

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
INTEGER -- added in version 2

3.4.3.3.1

Queue Detector Number

rmcQueueNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the secondary index into the table. The value of this object
serves as a unique identifier for every queue detector, regardless of the
value of the rmcQueueType-object, that is associated with the metered lane
described in the primary key.
The value of this secondary key object cannot exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumQueueEntries–object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 1 }
3.4.3.3.2

Queue Type

rmcQueueType
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
other (1),
intermediate (2),
excessive (3)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether the queue detector is an intermediate or excessive. The
values are:
other -other queue detector type than specified below. See Operator's Manual.
intermediate - indicates that this detector is an intermediate queue detector.
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excessive - indicates that this detector is an excessive queue detector.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3 and A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 2 }
3.4.3.3.3

Queue Detection Mode

rmcQueueDetectMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
disabled (1),
count (2),
occupancy (3),
quickOccupancy (4)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the mode that is being used to determine the existence of a queue.
The values are:
disabled - no queue detection shall occur.
count - the existence of a queue shall be determined using the difference
between vehicle counts on the queue and passage detectors. ANNEX A
describes in detail how a queue can be determined using 'counts'.
occupancy - the existence of a queue shall be determined using the occupancy
measured at the queue detector over the number of calculation intervals
as specified in the rmcQueueOccUpDelay and rmcQueueOccLowDelay objects.
ANNEX A describes in detail how an queue can be determined using
'occupancy'.
quickOccupancy -- the existence of an queue shall be determined using the
occupancy measured at the queue detector over the period of time as
specified in the rmcQueueQOccUpDelay and rmcQueueQOccLowDelay objects.
ANNEX A describes in detail how a queue can be determined using
'quickOccupancy'.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 3 }
3.4.3.3.4

Queue Length Upper Limit

rmcQueueLengthUpLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of vehicles stored on the metered lane that, if
exceeded, defines the existence of a queue if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object
has a value of 'count'. This count is obtained by summing the differences
between the vehicle counts at the passage and queue detectors over successive
calculation intervals.
This value shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueLengthLowLimit-object.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 5 to 100.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.4"
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REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 4 }
3.4.3.3.5

Queue Length Lower Limit

rmcQueueLengthLowLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of vehicles stored on the metered lane that, if not
exceeded, defines the non-existence of a queue if the rmcQueueDetectModeobject has a value of 'count'. This count is obtained by summing the
differences between the vehicle counts at the passage and queue detectors
over successive calculation intervals intervals.
This value shall be less than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueLengthUpLimit-object.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 5 to 100.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 5 }
3.4.3.3.6

Queue Occupancy Upper Limit

rmcQueueOccUpLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the occupancy of a queue detector that, if exceeded, defines the
existence of an queue when the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value of
'occupancy'.
This value shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueOccLowLimit-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments(i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1000.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 6 }
3.4.3.3.7

Queue Occupancy Upper Delay

rmcQueueOccUpDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of calculation intervalsthat the occupancy of the queue
detector shall exceed the value of the rmcQueueOccUpLimit-object to define the
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existence of a queue, if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value of
'occupancy'.
This value shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueOccLowDelay-object.
This value shall be expressed in 1-interval increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
<Unit> interval
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 7 }
3.4.3.3.8

Queue Occupancy Lower Limit

rmcQueueOccLowLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the occupancy of a queue detector that, when not exceeded, defines
the non-existence of a queue if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value
of 'occupancy'.
This value shall be less than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueOccUpLimit-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1000.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 8 }
3.4.3.3.9

Queue Occupancy Lower Delay

rmcQueueOccLowDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of calculation intervalsthat the occupancy of the queue
detector does not exceed the value of the rmcQueueOccLowLimit-object to
define the non-existence of a queue if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a
value of 'occupancy'.
This value shall be less than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueOccUpDelay-object.
This value shall be expressed in 1-interval increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
<Unit> interval
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.9"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 9 }
3.4.3.3.10 Queue Quick Occupancy Upper Limit
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rmcQueueQOccUpLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the occupancy of a queue detector that, if exceeded, defines the
existence of an queue if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value of
'quickOccupancy'.
This value shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueQOccLowLimit-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1000.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.10"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 10 }
3.4.3.3.11 Queue Quick Occupancy Upper Delay
rmcQueueQOccUpDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time that the occupancy of the queue detector exceeds
the value of the rmcQueueOccUpLimit-object to define the existence of a
queue, if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value of 'quickOccupancy'.
This value shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueQOccLowDelay-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 300.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.11"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 11 }
3.4.3.3.12 Queue Quick Occupancy Lower Limit
rmcQueueQOccLowLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the occupancy of a queue detector that, when not exceeded, defines
the non-existence of a queue if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value
of 'quickOccupancy'.
This value shall be less than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueQOccUpLimit-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1000.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.12"
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REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 12 }
3.4.3.3.13 Queue Quick Occupancy Lower Delay
rmcQueueQOccLowDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time that the occupancy of the queue detector does
not exceed the value of the rmcQueueOccLowLimit-object to define the nonexistence of a queue, if the rmcQueueDetectMode-object has a value of
'quickOccupancy'.
This value shall be less than or equal to the value of the
rmcQueueQOccUpDelay-object.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-second increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 seconds).
A suggested usable range is 0 to 300.
<Unit> tenth of second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.13"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.1"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 13 }
3.4.3.3.14 Queue Adjustment Mode
rmcQueueAdjustMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
other (1),
rate (2),
level (3),
fixed (4)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the process used to override the queue. The values are:
other - other source of control than specified below. See Operator's manual;
rate - the queue will be overridden by increasing the current metering rate.
For details, see ANNEX A.
level - the queue will be overriden by decreasing the current metering level.
This mode shall only be usable while the rmcImplementAction-object has a
value of 'trafficResponsive'. For details, see ANNEX A.
fixed - the queue will be overriden by replacing the current metering rate
with the rate indicated in the rmcQueueReplaceRate-object. For details,
see ANNEX A.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.14"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 14 }
3.4.3.3.15 Queue Adjustment Rate
rmcQueueAdjustRate
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SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the rate by which the current metering rate will be increased if a
queue has been detected AND the rmcQueueAdjustMode-object has a value of
'rate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 5 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates that no adjustments are made to the current
metering rate.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.15"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 15 }
3.4.3.3.16 Queue Adjustment Rate Limit
rmcQueueAdjustRateLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the highest metering rate at which the metered lane will be metered
if a queue has been detected AND the rmcQueueAdjustMode-object has a value of
'rate'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.16"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 16 }
3.4.3.3.17 Queue Adjustment Rate Delay Time
rmcQueueAdjustRateDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time between successive queue override rate
adjustments.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 20 to 240.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.17"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 17 }
3.4.3.3.18 Queue Adjustment Rate Iterations
rmcQueueAdjustRateIter
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SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of queue override rate adjustments which can be
made during the existence of a single queue.
A suggested usable range is either
- 0, or
- 1 to 20 iterations in 1-iteration increments for queue detectors whose
rmcQueueType-object has a value of 'intermediate', or
- 1 iteration for queue detectors whose rmcQueueType-object has a value of
'excessive'.
A value of zero (0) indicates that the current metering rate is not increased
after a queue has been detected.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.18"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 18 }
3.4.3.3.19 Queue Adjustment Level
rmcQueueAdjustLevel
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of levels by which the current metering level will be
decreased if a queue has been detected AND the rmcQueueAdjustMode-object has
a value of 'level'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-level increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 1 to 5.
A value of zero (0) indicates that no adjustments are made to the current
metering level.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.19"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 19 }
3.4.3.3.20 Queue Adjustment Level Limit
rmcQueueAdjustLevelLimit
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the lowest metering level at which the metered lane shall be
metered if a queue has been detected AND the rmcQueueAdjustMode-object has a
value of 'level'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-level increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 1 to 5.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.20"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 20 }
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3.4.3.3.21 Queue Adjustment Level Delay Time
rmcQueueAdjustLevelDelay
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the length of time between successive queue override level
adjustments.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 20 to 240.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.21"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 21 }
3.4.3.3.22 Queue Adjustment Level Iterations
rmcQueueAdjustLevelIter
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of queue override level adjustments which can be
made during the existence of a single queue.
A suggested usable range is either
- 0, or
- 1 to 5 iterations in 1-iteration increments for queue detectors whose
rmcQueueType-object has a value of 'intermediate', or
- 1 iteration for queue detectors whose rmcQueueType-object has a value of
'excessive'.
A value of zero (0) indicates that the current metering level is not decreased
after a queue has been detected.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.22"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 22 }
3.4.3.3.23 Queue Replacement Rate
rmcQueueReplaceRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate at which the metered lane will be metered if a
queue has been detected AND the rmcQueueAdjustMode-object has a value of
'fixed'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 600 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates that no adjustments to the metering rate are
made when the rmcQueueAdjustMode-object has a value of 'fixed'.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.23"
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REFERENCE
"See Clause A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 23 }
3.4.3.3.24 Queue Detector Erratic Count Threshold
rmcQueueErraticCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the vehicle count, over the most recently completed calculation interval,
on a queue detector exceeds this threshold, the rmcQueueStatus-object for that
detector shall be set to 'erraticCount'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 2 to 10.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the erratic count testing on this
queue detector.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.24"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 24 }
3.4.3.3.25 Queue Detector Maximum Presence Threshold
rmcQueueMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on a queue detector has been continuously actuated for longer
than the time indicated by this threshold, the rmcQueueStatus-object shall
be set to 'maxPresence' for that detector.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the maximum presence testing on this
queue detector.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.25"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 25 }
3.4.3.3.26 Queue Detector No Activity Threshold
rmcQueueNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on a queue detector has not been actuated for longer than the
time indicated by this threshold, the rmcQueueStatus-object shall be set to
'noActivity' for that detector.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
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A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the no activity testing on this
queue detector.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.26"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 26 }
3.4.3.3.27 Queue Detector Dependent Maximum Presence Threshold
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the queue detector for a metered lane has been continuously
actuated, while the input on the passage detector for the same metered lane
has been continuously non-actuated for longer than the time indicated by
this threshold and the rmcPassageMode-object is not ‘recalled’ and the
rmcPassageStatus-object is ‘working’, the rmcQueueStatus-object for that
metered lane shall be set to a value of 'depMaxPresence'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-second increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 600.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the dependent maximum presence testing.
<Unit> second
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.27"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 27 }
3.4.3.3.28 Queue Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold
rmcQueueDependNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the queue detector for a metered lane has not been actuated,
while more vehicles than indicated by this threshold have been counted on
the passage detector of the same metered lane and the rmcPassageMode-object
is not ‘recalled’ and the rmcPassageStatus-object is ‘working’, the
rmcQueueStstus-object for that metered lane shall be set to a value of
'depNoActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the dependent no activity testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.1.28"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueCtrlEntry 28 }

3.4.3.4
Queue Detector Status Table
rmcQueueStatTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcQueueStatEntry
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ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the status information for queue detectors.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.10"
::={ rmcQueue 10 }
--Editor’s Note: There is a skip in OID at this point, but this was already in
--version 1 and I cannot change the OID in version 2 for any existing object.
rmcQueueStatEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX RmcQueueStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Status parameters of the queue detector table. The entry with the lower index
value will be considered the higher priority queue detector. This table is
directly correlated to the Queue Detector Configuration and Control Table,
which means that the number of rows in this table is exactly the same as the
number of rows in the Queue Detector Configuration and Control Table (AUGMENT
TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management can only take place through
the Queue Detector Configuration and Control Table, while this table provides
status information for the associated queue detector.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.10.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber, rmcQueueNum }
::={ rmcQueueStatTable 1 }
RmcQueueStatEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcQueueFlag
INTEGER,
rmcQueueStatus
INTEGER,
rmcHistQueueStatus INTEGER –- added in version 2
}
3.4.3.4.1

Queue Detected Flag

rmcQueueFlag
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether a queue has been detected
0 = false - indicates that no queue has been detected.
1 = true - indicates that a queue has been detected.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.10.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.6, A.8.3.1.2, A.8.4.1, A.8.5.3.5, A.9.1 and A.9.2"
::={ rmcQueueStatEntry 1 }
3.4.3.4.2

Queue Detector Status

rmcQueueStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
disabled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
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maxPresence (5),
noActitity (6),
errorAtSensor (7),
noDepActivity (8), -- added in version 2
maxDepPresence (9) -- added in version 2
}
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the queue detector. The values are:
disabled - indicates that this detector is not used.
working - indicates that this detector has no error.
otherError - indicates an error not defined here. See Operator's manual;
erraticCount - indicates that the vehicle count for this detector has
exceeded the value of its rmcQueueErraticCount-object;
maxPresence - indicates that a continuous actuation for this detector has
exceeded the value of its rmcQueueMaxPresence-object;
noActivity - indicates that a continuous non-actuation for this detector
has exceeded the value of its rmcQueueNoActivity-object;
errorAtSensor - indicates that the sensor for this detector has reported
an error. See Operator's manual.
depNoActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector,
while a count of vehicles on the passage detector in the same metered
lane that has exceeded the value of its rmcQueueDepNoActivity-object.
depMaxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector, while
a continuous non-actuation of the passage detector in the same metered
lane that has exceeded the value of its rmcQueueDepMaxPresence-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.10.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueStatEntry 2 }
3.4.3.4.3

Historical Queue Detector Status

rmcHistQueueStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535) -- BITMAP16
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the cumulative status of the queue detector. The values are:
<Format>
Bit Number
Name
Description
Bit 15:
reserved.
Bit 14:
reserved.
Bit 13:
reserved.
Bit 12:
reserved.
Bit 11:
reserved.
Bit 10:
reserved.
Bit 09:
reserved.
Bit 08:
Dependent Max Presence – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘depNoActivity’ since reset.
Bit 07:
Dependent No Activity – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘depNoActivity’ since reset.
Bit 06:
Error At Sensor – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.
Bit 05:
No Activity – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
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Bit 04:
Bit 03:
Bit 02:
Bit 01:
Bit 00:

a value of ‘noActivity’ since reset.
Max Presence – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘maxPresence’ since reset.
Erratic Count – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘erraticCount’ since reset.
Other Error – the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘otherError’ since reset.
Working
– the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Working’ since reset.
Disabled
– the rmcQueueStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.

In the context of this object, ‘reset’ means either an initialization of the
RMC or a successful SET of the rmcHistDetectorReset-object. When a ‘reset’
occurs, all bits shall be set to 0.
All reserved bits shall always be set to zero (0). A bad value error shall
be returned, if a management application writes a one (1) to any of the
reserved bits.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.3.3.10.1.3”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.3"
::={ rmcQueueStatEntry 3 }

3.4.4 Metered Lane Passage Detector Configuration, Control and Status Node
rmcPassage OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { rmcMeter 5 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group the objects for the configuration,
-- control and status of the passage detectors parameters that are common to
-- all ramp meter control units.
3.4.4.1
Passage Detector Configuration and Control Table
rmcPassageCtrlTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcPassageCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration and control information for a passage
detector.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1"
::={ rmcPassage 1 }
rmcPassageCtrlEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcPassageCtrlEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration and control parameters of the passage detector table.
The number of rows within this table shall be the same as within the Metered
Lane Configuration Table. If this table is supported, there shall be a passage
detector for each metered lane.
The rows within this table cannot be managed following the same principles
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applied to other tables. It is anticipated that, if passage detectors are
utilized within an implementation, each metered lane will have one passage
detector. However, not every metered lane might have a physical passage
detector and shall therefore be set into 'recalled' using the rmcPassageModeobject to utilize the passage detection functionality.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcPassageCtrlTable 1 }
RmcPassageCtrlEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcPassageMode
INTEGER,
rmcPassageErraticCount
INTEGER,
rmcPassageMaxPresence
INTEGER,
rmcPassageNoActivity
INTEGER,
rmcPassageDependNoActivity INTEGER –- added in version 2
}
3.4.4.1.1

Passage Detector Mode

rmcPassageMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
recalled (1),
enabledCall (2),
enabledNoCall (3)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the mode of the passage detector. The values are:
recalled - indicates that the passage detector shall constantly place a call,
even without a vehicle being present in its detection zone.
enabledCall - indicates that the passage detector is ready to detect, and
shall constantly place a call when it has failed.
enabledNoCall - indicates that the passage detector is ready to detect, and
shall NOT place a call when it has failed.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageCtrlEntry 1 }
3.4.4.1.2

Passage Detector Erratic Count Threshold

rmcPassageErraticCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the vehicle count, over the most recently completed calculation interval,
on the passage detector for this metered lane exceeds this
threshold, the rmcPassageStatus-object shall be set to a value of
'erraticCount'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 5 to 10.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the erratic count testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1.1.2"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageCtrlEntry 2 }
3.4.4.1.3

Passage Detector Maximum Presence Threshold

rmcPassageMaxPresence
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the passage detector for this metered lane has been
continuously actuated for longer than the time indicated by this threshold,
the rmcPassageStatus-object shall be set to a value of 'maxPresence'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the maximum presence testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageCtrlEntry 3 }
3.4.4.1.4

Passage Detector No Activity Threshold

rmcPassageNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the passage detector for this metered lane has not been
actuated for longer than the time indicated by this threshold, the
rmcPassageStatus-object shall be set to a value of 'noActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-minute increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 1500.
A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the no activity testing.
<Unit> minute
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageCtrlEntry 4 }
3.4.4.1.5

Passage Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold

rmcPassageDependNoActivity
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"If the input on the passage detector for a metered lane has not been
actuated, while more vehicles than indicated by this threshold have been
counted on the demand detector of the same metered lane and the rmcDemandModeobject is not ‘recalled’ and the rmcDemandStatus is ‘working’,
the rmcPassageErrorStstus-object for that metered lane shall be set to a value
of 'depNoActivity'.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 0 to 30.
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A value of zero (0) shall inhibit the dependent no activity testing.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.1.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageCtrlEntry 5 }

3.4.4.2
Passage Detector Status Table
rmcPassageStatTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcPassageStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the status information for a passage detector.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.2"
::={ rmcPassage 2 }
rmcPassageStatEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcPassageStatEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Status parameters of the passage detector table. This table is directly
correlated to the Passage Detector Configuration and Control Table, which
means that the number of rows in this table is exactly the same as the number
of rows in the Passage Detector Configuration and Control Table (AUGMENT
TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management can only take place through
the PassagDetector Configuration and Control Table, while this table provides
status information for the associated passage detector.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.2.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcPassageStatTable 1 }
RmcPassageStatEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcPassageStatus
INTEGER,
rmcHistPassageStatus
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
rmcPassageVehicleCount
INTEGER, -- added in version 2
rmcRedViolationCount
INTEGER -- added in version 2
}
3.4.4.2.1

Passage Detector Status

rmcPassageStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
recalled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6), -- spelling was corrected in version 2
errorAtSensor (7),
depNoActivity (8) -- added in version 2
}
ACCESS
read-only
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STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the status of the passage detector. The values are:
recalled - indicates that the value of the rmcPassageMode-object is
'recalled'.
working - that this detector has no error.
otherError - indicates an error not defined here. See Operator's manual.
erraticCount - indicates that the vehicle count for this detector has
exceeded the value of its rmcPassageErraticCount-object.
maxPresence - indicates a continuous actuation for this detector that
has exceeded the value of its rmcPassageMaxPresence-object.
noActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector that
has exceeded the value of its rmcPassageNoActivity-object.
errorAtSensor - indicates that the sensor for this detector has reported
an error. See Operator's manual.
depNoActivity - indicates a continuous non-actuation for this detector,
while a count of vehicles on the demand detector in the same metered
lane that has exceeded the value of its rmcPassageDependNoActivity-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.2.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageStatEntry 1 }
3.4.4.2.2

Historical Passage Detector Status

rmcHistPassageStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535) -- BITMAP16
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the cumulative status of the passage detector. The values are:
<Format>
Bit Number
Name
Description
Bit 15:
reserved
Bit 14:
reserved
Bit 13:
reserved
Bit 12:
reserved
Bit 11:
reserved
Bit 10:
reserved
Bit 09:
reserved
Bit 08:
reserved
Bit 07:
Dependent No activity – the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘depNoActivity’ since reset.
Bit 06:
Error at Sensor – the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘ErrorAtSensor’ since reset.
Bit 05:
No activity – the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘noActivity’ since reset.
Bit 04:
Max presence – the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘maxPresence’ since reset.
Bit 03:
Erratic count – the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘erraticCount’ since reset.
Bit 02:
Other error – the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘otherError’ since reset.
Bit 01:
Working
– the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Working’ since reset.
Bit 00:
Disabled
– the rmcPassageStatus-object has or had
a value of ‘Disabled’ since reset.
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In the context of this object, ‘reset’ means either an initialization of the
RMC or a successful SET of the rmcHistDetectorReset-object. When a ‘reset’
occurs, all bits shall be set to 0.
All reserved bits shall always be set to zero (0). A bad value error shall
be returned, if a management application writes a one (1) to any of the
reserved bits.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.2.1.2”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageStatEntry 2 }
3.4.4.2.3

Passage Vehicle Count

rmcPassageVehicleCount
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of actuations of the passage detector in the most
recently completed calculation interval.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.2.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageStatEntry 3 }
3.4.4.2.4

Red Violation Count

3.4.4.2.4.1 rmcRedViolationCount OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of violations detected during the red time in the most
recently completed calculation interval.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.5.2.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.2.2"
::={ rmcPassageStatEntry 4 }
3.4.5 Historic Detector Reset Parameter
rmcHistDetectorReset OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0.. 4294967295)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Provides a means to reset all of the Historic Detector Status objects that
are used for the various types of detectors, if present.
A SET (write) of this object shall reset the referenced objects.
A GET (read) of this object shall return the value of ‘globalTime’ to indicate
the time at which the last reset of the historical error status objects
occurred.
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If this object is set, the value of the following objects shall be set to ‘0’:
- rmcMLHistLeadStatus-object,
- rmcMLHistTrailStatus-object,
- rmcHistDemandStatus-object,
- rmcHistMergeStatus-object,
- rmcHistQueueStatus-object,
- rmcHistPassageStatus-object
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.3.2.4.1.6”
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.2.3.1"
::={ rmcMeter 6 }

3.5
Metering Plan Node
meteringPlan
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ ramp 4 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group all objects for the configuration
-- of the metering plans that are common to all ramp meter control units.
-- Each defined metering plan can be used with any metered lane by association
-- within the rmcMeterCtrlTable.
3.5.1 Maximum Number of Metering Plans
rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of metering plans that can be stored in the
Metering Plan Table.
A suggested minimum number of plans is four (4).
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ meteringPlan 1 }
3.5.2 Number of Metering Plans
rmcNumMeteringPlans
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of metering plans that are present in the
Metering Plan Table. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ meteringPlan 2 }
3.5.3 Maximum Number of Levels per Metering Plan
rmcMaxNumLevelsPerPlan
OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of metering levels that can be stored in EACH
metering plan.
A suggested minimum number of levels per metering plan is three (3).
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ meteringPlan 3 }
3.5.4 Number of Metering Levels
rmcNumMeteringLevels
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
deprecated
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of levels that are present in the ENTIRE metering
plan table. This value shall not exceed the product of the value of the
rmcMaxNumLevelsPerPlan–object times the value of the rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans
object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ meteringPlan 4 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS - this object was deprecated in
-- version 02. The reason is that this object does no longer provide any
-- useful functionality. This is due to the fact that the following table
-- description was updated to follow the requirements of NTCIP 8004v2. No
-- backwards compatibility issues are expected because this was a
-- status/reporting object.
3.5.5 Metering Plan Table
rmcMeteringPlanTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMeteringPlanEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for a metering level entry
in a metering plan.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5"
::={ meteringPlan 5 }
rmcMeteringPlanEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMeteringPlanEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters of the metering plan table. A particular row of
this table can be managed using the rmcMeteringRate-object. A level within a
metering plan is unused when the value of the rmcMeteringRate-object has been
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set to '0'.
The entries in this table are intended for use by every metered lane, if the
associated command action is 'trafficResponsive'. The associated rmcXxxxPlanobject (Xxxx is a placeholder for all mentioned possible metering plans) will
point to a particular metering plan number.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1"
INDEX { rmcMeteringPlanNumber, rmcMeteringLevel }
::={ rmcMeteringPlanTable 1 }
RmcMeteringPlanEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMeteringPlanNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMeteringLevel
INTEGER,
rmcMeteringRate
INTEGER,
rmcFlowRateThreshold
INTEGER,
rmcOccupancyThreshold
INTEGER,
rmcSpeedThreshold
INTEGER
}

3.5.5.1
Metering Plan Number
rmcMeteringPlanNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Primary key into this table defining an enumerated listing of row entries
that indicate the number of metering plans stored for this RMC unit. This
value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans–object.
This is the object pointed to by all rmcXxxxPlan-objects.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ rmcMeteringPlanEntry 1 }
3.5.5.2
Metering Level
rmcMeteringLevel
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Secondary key into this table defining an enumerated listing of row entries
that indicate the number of metering levels stored for this RMC unit and the
associated metering plan. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumLevelsPerPlan-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ rmcMeteringPlanEntry 2 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
-- Additionally, an index field of an SNMP table cannot have a value of ‘0’.
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3.5.5.3
Metering Rate
rmcMeteringRate
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate which corresponds to this metering level.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800 in 1-vph increments.
A value of zero (0) indicates that the ENTIRE level shall not be used during
traffic responsive metering, including queue override adjustment.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ rmcMeteringPlanEntry 3 }
3.5.5.4
Flow Rate Threshold
rmcFlowRateThreshold
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the average flow rate threshold, which corresponds to this metering
plan and level.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 1000 to 3600.
A value of zero (0) indicates that this threshold shall NOT be used with flow
rate during traffic responsive metering.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ rmcMeteringPlanEntry 4 }
3.5.5.5
Occupancy Threshold
rmcOccupancyThreshold
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the average occupancy threshold, which corresponds to this metering
plan and level.
This value shall be expressed in 0.1-percent increments (i.e,
40 = 4.0 percent).
A suggested usable range is 0 and 50 to 300.
A value of zero (0) indicates that this threshold shall NOT be used with
occupancy during traffic responsive metering.
<Unit> tenth of percent
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ rmcMeteringPlanEntry 5 }
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3.5.5.6
Speed Threshold
rmcSpeedThreshold
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the average speed threshold, which corresponds to this metering
plan and level.
This value shall be expressed in 1-km/h increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 15 to 100.
A value of zero (0) indicates that this threshold shall NOT be used with speed
during traffic responsive metering.
<Unit> kilometer per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.4.5.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.7.1"
::={ rmcMeteringPlanEntry 6 }

3.6
Scheduling Action Objects
rmcTimebase OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ ramp 5 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group all ramp meter control control
-- unit-specific objects supporting timebased scheduling.
3.6.1 Maximum Number of TBC Actions
rmcMaxNumTBCActions
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of timebase control actions that can be stored
in the (Timebase Control) Action Table.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcTimebase 1 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.6.2 Number of TBC Actions
rmcNumTBCActions
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of timebase control actions that are present in
the (Timebase Control) Action Table.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumTBCActions-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.2"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcTimebase 2 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.6.3 Timebase Control Action Table
rmcActionTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcActionEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the actions that can be selected based on a time based
scheduler. The scheduler will determine when an action shall be selected.
The dayPlanTable of the scheduler (see Global Object Definitions) points to a
row in this table to identify the action to be activated.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.3"
REFERENCE
"NTCIP 1201, timebase-node"
::={ rmcTimebase 3 }
rmcActionEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcActionEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Parameters of the Timebase Control Action Table. A particular row of this
table can be managed using the rmcActionMode-object. An action described
within a row is unused when the value of that object has been set to zero (0).
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.3.1"
INDEX { rmcActionNum }
::={ rmcActionTable 1 }
RmcActionEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcActionNum
INTEGER,
rmcActionMode
INTEGER,
rmcMeterActionNum
INTEGER,
rmcMLActionNum
INTEGER
}
3.6.3.1
Action Number
rmcActionNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Enumerated listing of row entries. The value of this object cannot exceed
the value of the rmcMaxNumTBCActions-object. This is the object to which
the dayPlanAction-object within the Global Object Definitions points.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.3.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
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::={ rmcActionEntry 1 }
3.6.3.2
Action Mode
rmcActionMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether this row is used.
0 = false - this row is NOT used.
1 = true - this row is used.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.3.1.2"
::={ rmcActionEntry 2 }
3.6.3.3
Metered Lane Action Number
rmcMeterActionNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"This object is used to point to a value of the rmcMeterActionIndex-object.
A value of zero (0) indicates that there are no Metered Lane action items
associated with this Action Index.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcNumMeterTBCActions-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.3.1.3"
::={ rmcActionEntry 3 }
3.6.3.4
Mainline Lane Action Number
rmcMLActionNum
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"This object is used to point to a value of the rmcMLActionIndex-object.
A value of zero (0) indicates that there are no Mainline Lane action items
associated with this Action Index.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcNumMLTBCActions-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.3.1.4"
::={ rmcActionEntry 4 }
3.6.4 Maximum Number of Metered Lane TBC Actions
rmcMaxNumMeterTBCActions
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of metered lane timebase control actions that
can be stored in the Metered Lane Timebase Control Action table.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.4"
REFERENCE
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"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcTimebase 4 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.6.5 Number of Metered Lane TBC Actions
rmcNumMeterTBCActions
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of metered lane timebase control actions that are
present in this Metered Lane Timebase Control Action table.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumMeterTBCActions-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcTimebase 5 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.6.6 Metered Lane Timebase Control Action Table
rmcMeterActionTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMeterActionEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the metered lane actions that can be selected based on a
time-based scheduler. The rows within this table are pointed to by the
rmcMeterActionNum-object within the rmcActionTable.
This table is double-indexed describing what action to execute for which
metered lane.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6"
::={ rmcTimebase 6 }
rmcMeterActionEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMeterActionEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Parameters of the Timebase Control Action Table for a metered lane.
A particular row of this table can be managed using the rmcMeterActionModeobject. An action described within a row is unused when the value of that
object has been set to zero (0).
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterActionIndex, rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcMeterActionTable 1 }
RmcMeterActionEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
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rmcMeterActionIndex
rmcMeterActionMode
rmcTBActionCtrl
rmcTBPlanCtrl
rmcTBRateCtrl
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnCtrl
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl
}

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER

3.6.6.1
Metered Lane Action Index
rmcMeterActionIndex
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Primary index to this double indexed table showing an enumerated listing of
row entries. The value of the rmcMeterActionNum-object is pointing to THIS
object,not to a particular row. All rows that are associated with this
primary key will be activated if the scheduler points to the appropriate row
within the rmcActionTable.
The value of this object shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeterTBCActions–object nor that of the rmcNumMeterTBCActions–
object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 1 }
3.6.6.2
Metered Lane Action Mode
rmcMeterActionMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether this row is used.
0 = false - this row is NOT being used.
1 = true - this row is used.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.2"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 2 }
3.6.6.3
Timebase Action Control
rmcTBActionCtrl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER {
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the action that may be active if the metered lane is controlled by
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timebase control. This object is used to control the entry, while the
rmcTBActionStatus-object indicates the status. The values are:
dark - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the Pre-Metering
Non-Green interval.
restInGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the
Pre-Metering Green interval.
fixedRate - indicates that the metered lane will operate using the value of
the rmcTBRateCtrl-object.
trafficResponsive -indicates that the metered lane will operate using
mainline station traffic conditions and the value of the
rmcTBPlanCtrl-object.
emergencyGreen - indicates that the metered lane will advance to the
Post-metering Green interval without entering the Shutdown Green,
Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red or Shutdown Warning intervals when the
metered lane is NOT in the Non-metering state. The metered lane will
advance to the Pre-Metering Green interval when the metered lane is
in the Non-metering state.
skip - indicates that the next-lower level command source shall be
considered as specified by the rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder-object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 3 }
3.6.6.4
Timebase Plan Control
rmcTBPlanCtrl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering plan number that to be used if the metered lane is
commanded by timebase control and the rmcImplementAction-object has a value
of 'trafficResponsive'. This value shall not exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMeterPlans-object.
This object is used to control the entry, while the rmcTBPlanStatus-object
indicates the status.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 4 }
3.6.6.5
Timebase Rate Control
rmcTBRateCtrl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the metering rate that to be used if the metered lane is commanded
by timebase control and the rmcImplementAction-object has a value of
'fixedRate'. This object is used to control the entry, while the
rmcTBRateStatus-object indicates the status.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 120 to 1800.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
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<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 5 }
3.6.6.6
Timebase Vehicles-Per-Green Control
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnCtrl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the number of vehicles that are allowed to pass during the green
and yellow intervals of one cycle while the metered lane is commanded by
timebase control. This object is used to control the entry, while the
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnStatus-object indicates the status.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vehicle increments.
A suggested usable range is 1 to 5.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 6 }
3.6.6.7
Timebase Control Minimum Metering Rate Control
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational minimum metering rate. This object is used to
control the entry, while the rmcTBCMinMeterRateStatus-object indicates the
status.
This value shall be less than or equal to the rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl-object.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.7"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 7 }
3.6.6.8
Timebase Control Maximum Metering Rate Control
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the operational maximum metering rate. This object is used to
control the entry, while the rmcTBCMaxMeterRateStatus-object indicates the
status.
This value shall be expressed in 1-vph increments.
A suggested usable range is 0, 120 to 1800.
A value of zero (0) indicates this parameter shall not be used.
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The value, if non-zero, shall be greater than or equal to the value of the
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl-object.
<Unit> vehicles per hour
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.6.1.8"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMeterActionEntry 8 }

3.6.7 Maximum Number of Mainline Lane TBC Actions
rmcMaxNumMLTBCActions
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the maximum number of timebase control actions that can be stored
in the Mainline Lane Timebase Control Action Table.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.7"
::={ rmcTimebase 7 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.6.8 Number of Mainline Lane TBC Actions
rmcNumMLTBCActions
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the actual number of timebase control actions that are present in
the Mainline Lane Timebase Control Action Table.
This value shall not exceed the value of the rmcMaxNumMLTBCActions-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.8"
::={ rmcTimebase 8 }
-- USERS TAKE NOTE OF MULTIPLE VERSIONS -- the INTEGER range was changed to start at 1 instead of 0. This
-- does not cause backwards compatibility problems because this object would
-- not have been supported, if the function was not supported in the device.
3.6.9 Mainline Timebase Control Action Table
rmcMLActionTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF
RmcMLActionEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the actions for mainline lanes that can be selected based
on a time based scheduler. The rows within this table are pointed to by the
rmcMLActionNum-object within the rmcActionTable-object. This is a double
indexed table describing what action to execute for which mainline lane.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.9"
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::={ rmcTimebase 9 }
rmcMLActionEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMLActionEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Parameters of the Timebase Control Action Table for A mainline lane.
A particular row of this table can be managed using the rmcMLActionModeobject.
An action described within a row is unused when the value of that object has
been set to zero (0).
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.9.1"
INDEX { rmcMLActionIndex, rmcMLNumber }
::={ rmcMLActionTable 1 }
RmcMLActionEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMLActionIndex
INTEGER,
rmcMLActionMode
INTEGER,
rmcTBMLUsageMode
INTEGER
}
3.6.9.1
Mainline Lane Action Index
rmcMLActionIndex
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Primary index to this double indexed table showing an enumerated listing of
row entries. The value of the rmcMLActionNum-object is pointing to THIS
object, not to a particular row. All rows that are associated with this
primary key will be activated if the scheduler points to the appropriate row
within the rmcActionTable.
The value of this object cannot exceed the value of the
rmcMaxNumMLTBCActions-object.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.9.1.1"
::={ rmcMLActionEntry 1 }

3.6.9.2
Mainline Lane Action Mode
rmcMLActionMode
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..1)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates whether this row is used. The values are:
0 - false. This row is NOT being used
1 - true. This row is being used.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.9.1.2"
::={ rmcMLActionEntry 2 }
3.6.9.3
Timebase Control Lane Usage Mode
rmcTBMLUsageMode
OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX
INTEGER {
notUsed (1),
schemeF (2),
schemeO (3),
schemeFO (4),
schemeS (5),
schemeFS (6),
schemeOS (7),
schemeFOS (8)
}
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates which mainline station traffic parameters will use the data from
this lane based on time of day. This object shall take precedence over the
value entered in the rmcMLUsageMode-object (defined in the rmcMLCtrlTable).
This precedence shall be reflected in the rmcMLUsageStatus-object (defined in
the rmcMLStatTable). The values are
notUsed - the lane data will not be used to calculate any mainline station
parameter.
schemeF - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station flow
rate
schemeO - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station average
occupancy
schemeFO - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station flow
rate and average occupancy
schemeS - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station average
speed
schemeFS - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station flow
rate and average speed
schemeOS - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station
average occupancy and occupancy speed
schemeFOS - the lane data will be used to calculate the mainline station flow
rate, average occupancy and average speed.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.5.9.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.3.1"
::={ rmcMLActionEntry 3 }
3.7
Physical Input / Output Objects
rmcInOutput OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::={ ramp 6 }
-- This node is an identifier used to group all ramp meter control unit-- specific objects supporting remote setting of input and output
-- definitions.
3.7.1 Advance Warning Sign Output Number
rmcAdvSignOutNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical output number of the advance warning sign for the
entire RMC. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical output for
this function.
<Unit> number
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<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.1"
::={ rmcInOutput 1 }
3.7.2 Mainline Lane Physical Input Table
rmcMLInTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMLInEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for mainline lane physical
inputs.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.4"
::={ rmcInOutput 2 }
rmcMLInEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMLInEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters of the mainline lane physical input table. This
table is directly correlated to the Mainline Lane Configuration and Control
Table, which means that the number of rows in this table is exactly the same
as the number of rows in the Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table
(AUGMENT TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management can only take place
through the Mainline Lane Configuration and Control Table (rmcMLCtrlTable),
while this table defines the associated physical input and outputs.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.2.1"
INDEX { rmcMLNumber }
::={ rmcMLInTable 1 }
RmcMLInEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMLLeadInNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMLTrailInNumber
INTEGER
}
3.7.2.1
Leading Detector Input Number
rmcMLLeadInNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical input number of the leading detector for this
mainline lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical input
for this function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.2.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.4"
::={ rmcMLInEntry 1 }
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3.7.2.2
Trailing Detector Input Number
rmcMLTrailInNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical input number of the trailing detector for this
mainline lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical input
for this function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.2.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.4"
::={ rmcMLInEntry 2 }
3.7.3 Queue Detector Physical Input Table
rmcQueueInTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcQueueInEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for metered lane queue
detection physical inputs and outputs.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.4"
::={ rmcInOutput 3 }
rmcQueueInEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcQueueInEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters of the metered lane queue detector physical input
table. This table is directly correlated to the Queue Detector Configuration
and Control Table, which means that the number of rows in this table is
exactly the same as the number of rows in the Queue Detector Configuration
and Control Table (AUGMENT TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management
can only take place through the rmcQueueDetectMode-object within Queue
Detector Configuration and Control Table (rmcQueueCtrlTable), while this
table defines the associated physical input.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.3.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber, rmcQueueNum }
::={ rmcQueueInTable 1 }
RmcQueueInEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMetQueueInNumber
INTEGER}
3.7.3.1
Queue Detector Input Number
rmcMetQueueInNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
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STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical input number of the queue detector for the associated
metered lane and queue detector number. A value of 255 indicates that there
is no physical input for this function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.3.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3.1"
::={ rmcQueueInEntry 1 }
3.7.4 Metered Lane Physical Input/Output Table
rmcMeterInOutTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcMeterInOutEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for metered lane physical
inputs and outputs.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcInOutput 4 }
rmcMeterInOutEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcMeterInOutEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters of the metered lane physical input/output table.
This table is directly correlated to the Metered Lane Control Table, which
means that the number of rows in this table is exactly the same as the number
of rows in the Metered Lane Control Table (AUGMENT TABLE in SNMPv2
terminology). Table management can only take place through the Metered Lane
Control Table (rmcMeterCtrlTable), while this table defines the associated
physical input and outputs.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1"
INDEX { rmcMeterNumber }
::={ rmcMeterInOutTable 1 }
RmcMeterInOutEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcMeterDemandInNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMeterPassageInNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMeterRedOutNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMeterYellowOutNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMeterGreenOutNumber
INTEGER,
rmcMeterAdvSignOutNumber
INTEGER}
3.7.4.1
Demand Detector Input Number
rmcMeterDemandInNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
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"Indicates the physical input number of the demand detector for this metered
lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical input for this
function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcMeterInOutEntry 1 }
3.7.4.2
Passage Detector Input Number
rmcMeterPassageInNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical input number of the passage detector for this metered
lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical input for this
function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcMeterInOutEntry 2 }
3.7.4.3
Red Indication Output Number
rmcMeterRedOutNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical output number of the red indication for this metered
lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical output for this
function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1.3"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcMeterInOutEntry 3 }
3.7.4.4
Yellow Indication Output Number
rmcMeterYellowOutNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical output number of the yellow indication for this
metered lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical output
for this function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1.4"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcMeterInOutEntry 4 }
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3.7.4.5
Green Indication Output Number
rmcMeterGreenOutNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical output number of the green indication for this metered
lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical output for this
function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcMeterInOutEntry 5 }
3.7.4.6
Metered Lane Advance Warning Sign Output Number
rmcMeterAdvSignOutNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical output number of the advance warning sign for this
metered lane. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical output for
this function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.4.1.6"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.3"
::={ rmcMeterInOutEntry 6 }
3.7.5 Dependency Group Physical Input/Output Table
rmcDependInOutTable
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
SEQUENCE OF RmcDependInOutEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the configuration information for dependency group
physical inputs and outputs.
<Table Type> static
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.5"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.2"
::={ rmcInOutput 5 }
rmcDependInOutEntry
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
RmcDependInOutEntry
ACCESS
not-accessible
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Configuration parameters of the dependency group physical input/output table.
This table is directly correlated to the Dependency Group Configuration and
Control Table, which means that the number of rows in this table is exactly
the same as the number of rows in the Dependency Group Configuration and
Control Table (AUGMENT TABLE in SNMPv2 terminology). Table management can
only take place through the Dependency Group Configuration and Control Table
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(rmcDependGroupCtrlTable), while this table defines the associated physical
input and outputs.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.5.1"
INDEX { rmcDependGroupNumber }
::={ rmcDependInOutTable 1 }
RmcDependInOutEntry ::=SEQUENCE {
rmcDependMergeInNumber
INTEGER,
rmcDependAdvSignOutNumber
INTEGER}
3.7.5.1
Merge Detector Input Number
rmcDependMergeInNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical input number of the merge detector for this dependency
group. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical input for this
function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.5.1.1"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.2"
::={ rmcDependInOutEntry 1 }
3.7.5.2
Dependency Group Advance Warning Sign Output Number
rmcDependAdvSignOutNumber
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..255)
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"Indicates the physical output number of the advance warning sign for this
dependency group. A value of 255 indicates that there is no physical output
for this function.
<Unit> number
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.6.5.1.2"
REFERENCE
"See Clause A.10.2"
::={ rmcDependInOutEntry 2 }
3.8

Block Objects

rmcBlock

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { ramp 7 }

-- This object is an identifier used to group all objects for
-- support of RMC Unit Block Upload and Download activities.
3.8.1

Block Get Control

rmcBlockGetControl
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
OCTET STRING (SIZE(2..12))
ACCESS
read-write
STATUS
mandatory
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DESCRIPTION
"<Definition> An OER encoded string of reference
parameters for RMC Block Uploads. The parameter
values in this string are:
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255)
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255)
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockIndex3
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockQuantity3
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockIndex4
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockQuantity4
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockIndex5
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
rmcBlockQuantity5
INTEGER (1..255) if needed
A GET of rmcBlockData shall utilize values currently
in this object to define the data to be returned.
A SET of this object shall be evaluated for validity
and an Error Status of badValue(3) be returned for the
following conditions:
1) rmcBlockDataType is not supported
2) rmcBlockDataID is not supported
3) rmcBlockIndex1 is zero or is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
4) rmcBlockQuantity1 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1 - 1 is greater
than the table's maximum number of rows
5) rmcBlockIndex2 is zero or not supported
6) rmcBlockQuantity2 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2 - 1 is greater
than the table's maximum number of rows
7) rmcBlockIndex3 is zero or is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
8) rmcBlockQuantity3 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex3 + rmcBlockQuantity3 - 1 is greater
than the table's maximum number of rows
9) rmcBlockIndex4 is zero or is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
10) rmcBlockQuantity4 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex4 + rmcBlockQuantity4 - 1 is greater
than the table's maximum number of rows
11) rmcBlockIndex5 is zero or is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
12) rmcBlockQuantity5 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex5 + rmcBlockQuantity5 - 1 is greater
than the table's maximum number of rows
13) if the SET length is zero or incorrect for
rmcBlockDataType & rmcBlockDataID
14) if the GetResponse length for a GET on
rmcBlockData using maximum data field sizes
would exceed a local limitation
When this validity check fails, rmcBlockErrorStatus
shall be set equal to the Bullet Value above that
generated the error. Because of SNMP, it cannot be
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determined in advance which error of multiple,
simultaneous errors will be reported.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.7.1"
::= { rmcBlock 1 }
3.8.2

Block Data

rmcBlockData
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
OCTET STRING (SIZE(2..484))
ACCESS read-write
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"<Definition> An OER encoded string used for
uploading and downloading RMC parameters. See
SECTION 4 for encoding and decoding the block.
A SET on this object shall require the use of
'dbCreateTransaction' defined in NTCIP 1201 v03
Clause 2.3.1.
A SET of this object shall be evaluated for validity
and an Error Status of badValue(3) be returned for the
following conditions:
1) rmcBlockDataType is not supported
2) rmcBlockDataID is not supported
3) rmcBlockIndex1 is zero or is greater than the table's maximum
number of rows
4) rmcBlockQuantity1 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1 - 1 is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
5) rmcBlockIndex2 is zero or is greater than the table's maximum
number of rows
6) rmcBlockQuantity2 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2 - 1 is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
7) rmcBlockIndex3 is zero or is greater than the table's maximum
number of rows
8) rmcBlockQuantity3 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex3 + rmcBlockQuantity3 - 1 is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
9) rmcBlockIndex4 is zero or is greater than the table's maximum
number of rows
10) rmcBlockQuantity4 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex4 + rmcBlockQuantity4 - 1 is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
11) rmcBlockIndex5 is zero or is greater than the table's maximum
number of rows
12) rmcBlockQuantity5 is zero or
rmcBlockIndex5 + rmcBlockQuantity5 - 1 is greater than the table's
maximum number of rows
13) if the SET length is zero or incorrect for
rmcBlockDataType & rmcBlockDataID
14) if the SET (SEQUENCE OF) value is incorrect.
When this validity check fails, rmcBlockErrorStatus
shall be set equal to the Bullet Value above that
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generated the error. Because of SNMP, it cannot be
determined in advance which error of multiple,
simultaneous errors will be reported.
A SET that includes an unsupported value for a
supported data element shall return an Error Status
of badValue(3) and rmcBlockErrorStatus shall be set
equal to:
(data Sequence # * 100) + data Element #
A SET that includes a non-zero or non-null value in
the position of an unsupported data element shall
return an Error Status of badValue(3) and
rmcBlockErrorStatus shall be set equal to:
(data Sequence # * 100) + data Element #
A GET on this object shall utilize values currently in
rmcBlockGetControl to define the data to be returned.
When rmcBlockGetControl has invalid data, an Error
Status of badValue(3) shall be returned.
A GET shall return a zero or null value in the position
of an unsupported object.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.7.2"
::= { rmcBlock 2 }
3.8.3

RMC Block Error Status

rmcBlockErrorStatus
OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX
INTEGER (0..65535)
ACCESS
read-only
STATUS
mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"<Definition> This object defines the data element
within rmcBlockGetControl or rmcBlockData objects that
caused a badValue(3) Error Status.
This object should equal zero after any successful
SET to rmcBlockGetControl or rmcBlockData.
<Object Identifier> 1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.4.2.2.7.3”
::= { rmcBlock 3 }

END
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Section 4
RMC BLOCK OBJECT DEFINITIONS
4.1
Block Data Type & ID
All RMC Block Objects shall begin with two octets that define the Data Type and Data ID.
The Data Type octet (rmcBlockDataType) provides for the definition of both NTCIP Standard and Device
Proprietary data blocks. NTCIP Standard Data Blocks shall utilize an 'rmcBlockDataType' of zero. Device
Proprietary Data Blocks shall utilize an 'rmcBlockDataType' equal to the Private Node Number (PNN) as
assigned by NEMA (1.3.6.1.4.1.1206.3.PNN).
dataType
0x00
0xPNN

Description
Standard Data Block
Device Proprietary Data Block

The Data ID octet (rmcBlockDataID) provides for definition of included data parameters. NCTIP Standard
Data Blocks shall include an 'rmcBlockDataID' as listed in Table 1.
Table 1 mcBlockData-dataID Definitions
dataID
0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03
0x04
0x05
0x06
0x07
0x08
0x09
0x0A
0x0B
0x0C
0x0D
0x0E
0x0F
0x10
0x11
0x12
0x13
0x14
0x15
0x16
0x17

rmcBlockData-dataID Definitions
Name
Description
rmcMLBlock
Mainline Lane Data (see 4.2)
rmcMeterCfgBlock
Metered Lane Cfg Data (see 4.3)
rmcMeterCtrlBlock
Metered Lane Ctrl Data (see 4.4)
rmcDependGrpBlock
Dependency Group Cfg Data (see 4.5)
rmcQueueCtrlBlock
Queue Ctrl Data (see 4.6)
rmcPassageDetBlock
Passage Detector Data (see 4.7)
rmcMeterPlanBlock
Metering Plan Data (see 4.8)
rmcTimebaseBlock
Time Base Data (see 4.9)
rmcMeterTBCActionBlock
Metered Lane TBC Data (see 4.10)
rmcMLTBCActionBlock
Mainline Lane TBC Data (see 4.11)
rmcMLInputBlock
Mainline Lane Input Data (see 4.12)
rmcQueueInputBlock
Queue Det Input Data (see 4.13)
rmcMeterInOutBlock
Metered Lane I/O Data (see 4.14)
rmcDependInOutBlock
Dependency Grp I/O Data (see 4.15)
rmcScheduleBlock
rmcDayPlanBlock
rmcEventConfigBlock
rmcEventClassBlock
rmcDynObjConfigBlock (*)
rmcDynObjOwnerBlock (*)
rmcDynObjStatusBlock (*)
rmcMiscBlock
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityBlock
rmcDstBlock
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Schedule Data (see 4.16)
Day Plan Data (see 4.17)
Event Config Data (see 4.18)
Event Class Data (see 4.19)
Dynamic Obj Config Data (see 4.20)
Dynamic Obj Owner Data (see 4.21)
Dynamic Obj Status Data (see 4.22)
Miscellaneous RMC unit Data (see 4.23)
Mainline Flow-based No-Activity Data (see 4.24)
Daylight Saving Time Data (see 4.25)
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rmcBlockData-dataID Definitions
Name
Description
rmcMeterCritQueueAdjBlock
Metered Lane Criticial Values for Queue
Adjustment Data (see 4.26)
0x19-0xFF
Reserved For NTCIP RMC unit Usage
(*) Any attempt to GET or SET this data via STMP shall result in a genError
dataID
0x18

New versions of NTCIP 1207 v02 shall NOT change the structure (content or definition) for any dataID
block. New dataID blocks may be added for rmcBlockData for expansion to cover other parameters.
When a dataID block needs to be revised, the process shall be to deprecate rmcBlockData and establish
a new OID (i.e., rmcBlockData1) for all the current dataID blocks.
Proprietary Device Blocks shall include an 'rmcBlockDataID' as defined in their separate documentation.
4.2
Mainline Lane Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Mainline Lane Data shall be as follows:
rmcMLBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
rmcBlockDataID
rmcBlockIndex1
rmcBlockQuantity1

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x00 ML data
rmcMLNumber
## of lanes

-- for {
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMLBlockData

}
rmcMLBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMLMode.x
-rmcMLLeadZoneLength.x
-rmcMLTrailZoneLength.x
rmcMLUsageMode.x
-rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacing.x
rmcMLErraticCount.x
rmcMLMaxPresence.x
rmcMLNoActivity.x
-rmcVehicleLength.x
rmcMLLeadZoneLengthV2.x
rmcMLTrailZoneLengthV2.x
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacingV2.x
rmcVehicleLengthV2.x
}

INTEGER (1..5),
INTEGER (0..255), - deprecated for v02
INTEGER (0..255), - deprecated for v02
INTEGER (1..9),
INTEGER (0..255), - deprecated for v02
INTEGER (0..255),
INTEGER (0..65535),
INTEGER (0..65535),
INTEGER (0..255) – deprecated for v02
INTEGER (0..65535), -- new in v02
INTEGER (0..65535), -- new in v02
INTEGER (0..65535), -- new in v02
INTEGER (0..65535) -- new in v02

4.2.1 Mainline Lane Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a mainline lane block.
--
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00
00
02
02
01 02
04
31
|
01 2C
3D
05
32
|
00 14
4F

SEQUENCE
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
rmcBlockDataID (ML data)
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMLNumber=2)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
SEQUENCE OF
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMLNumber =2)
rmcMLMode.2
(dualEnabled)
rmcMLLeadZoneLength.2 (49)
etc, etc, to:
rmcMLNoActivity.2
(300)
rmcVehicleLength.2
(61)
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMLNumber =3)
rmcMLMode.3
(preprocessedEnabled)
rmcMLLeadZoneLength.3 (50)
etc, etc, to:
rmcMLNoActivity.3
(20)
rmcVehicleLength.3
(79)

4.3
Metered Lane Configuration Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Metered Lane Configuration Data shall be as follows:
rmcMeterCfgBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x01 Meter Cfg data
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMeterCfgBlockData

}
rmcMeterCfgBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcDependGroupNumber.x
rmcDependGroupSeqNumber.x
rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder.x
rmcDemandErraticCount.x
rmcDemandMaxPresence.x
rmcDemandNoActivity.x
rmcMinMeterTime.x
rmcMinNonMeterTime.x
rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate.x
rmcAbsoluteMaxMeterRate.x
rmcSystemMinMeterRate.x
rmcSystemMaxMeterRate.x
rmcStartAlert.x
rmcStartWarning.x
rmcStartGreen.x
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INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..6),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
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rmcStartGapTime.x
rmcStartGapQueueDetectorNum.x
rmcStartYellow.x
rmcStartRed.x
rmcMinRed.x
rmcRedViolationClearance.x
rmcRedViolationAdjust.x
rmcMinGreen.x
rmcMaxGreen.x
rmcYellow.x
rmcShortStopTime.x
rmcShortStopOccupancy.x
rmcShortStopQueueDetectorNum.x
rmcLongStopTime.x
rmcDemandGap.x
rmcDemandRed.x
rmcShutNormalRate.x
rmcShutWarning.x
rmcShutTime.x
rmcPostMeterGreen.x
rmcQueueViolationFlag.x
rmcQueueShutdownFlag.x
rmcQueueAdjustUsage.x
rmcDemandDependMaxPresence.x
rmcDemandDependNoActivity.x

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..1),
(0..1),
(1..3),
(0..65535),
(0..255)

}
4.3.1 Metered Lane Configuration Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Metered Lane Configuration block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 01
rmcBlockDataID (Meter Cfg data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 01
rmcDependGroupNumber.2
(1)
-- 02
rmcDependGroupSeqNumber.2
(2)
-- |
etc, etc, to:
-- 01
rmcQueueShutdownFlag.2
(TRUE)
-- 03
rmcQueueAdjustUsage.2
(priorityXI)
-- 2A 30
rmcDemandDependMaxPresence.2
(10,800)
-- 02
rmcDemandDependNoActivity.2
(2)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=3)
-- 04
rmcDependGroupNumber.3
(4)
-- 03
rmcDependGroupSeqNumber.3
(3)
-- |
etc, etc, to:
-- 01
rmcQueueShutdownFlag.3
(TRUE)
-- 02
rmcQueueAdjustUsage.3
(additiveXI)
-- 0E 10
rmcDemandDependMaxPresence.2
(3600)
-- 03
rmcDemandDependNoActivity.2
(3)
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4.4
Metered Lane Control Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Metered Lane Control Data shall be as follows:
rmcMeterCtrlBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x02 Meter Ctrl data
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMeterCtrlBlockData

}
rmcMeterCtrlBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMeterMode.x
rmcManualAction.x
rmcManualPlan.x
rmcManualRate.x
rmcManualVehiclesPerGrn.x
rmcIntercoAction.x
rmcIntercoPlan.x
rmcIntercoRate.x
rmcIntercoVehiclesPerGrn.x
rmcCommActionMode.x
rmcCommPlan.x
rmcCommRate.x
rmcCommVehiclesPerGrn.x
rmcDefaultAction.x
rmcDefaultPlan.x
rmcDefaultRate.x
rmcDefaultVehiclesPerGrn.x
rmcDemandMode.x
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..1),
(1..6),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(1..6),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(1..6),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(1..5),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(1..3)

4.4.1 Metered Lane Control Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Metered Lane Control block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 02
rmcBlockDataID (Meter Ctrl data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 01
rmcMeterMode.2
(enabled)
-- 05
rmcManualAction.2
(emergencyGreen)
-- |
etc, etc, to:
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01
03
01
06
|
03
02

rmcDefaultVehiclesPerGrn.2
rmcDemandMode.2
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=3)
rmcMeterMode.3
rmcManualAction.3
etc, etc, to:
rmcDefaultVehiclesPerGrn.3
rmcDemandMode.3

(1)
(enabledStop)
(enabled)
(skip)
(3)
(enabledCall)

4.5
Dependency Group Configuration Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Dependency Group Configuration Data shall be as follows:
rmcDependGrpBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x03 Depend Grp data
rmcDependGroupNumber
## of groups

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcDependGrpBlockData

}
rmcDependGrpBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcDependGroupMode.x
rmcSignalServiceMode.x
rmcShutGapTime.x
rmcShutGapReductTime.x
rmcShutGapReductValue.x
rmcGreenOffset.x
rmcMinFractionalOffset.x
rmcPriorityLaneNum.x
rmcPriorityRedDelay.x
rmcMergeMode.x
rmcMergeGap.x
rmcMergeDelay.x
rmcQueueMergeFlag.x
rmcMergeErraticCount.x
rmcMergeMaxPresence.x
rmcMergeNoActivity.x
rmcMinMutexRed.x
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..1),
(1..4),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..1),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..1),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255)

4.5.1 Dependency Group Configuration Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Dependency Group Configuration block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
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03
02
02
01 02
01
03
|
01 2C
00 28
0A
01
04
|
00 19
00 05
0F

rmcBlockDataID (Depend Grp data)
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcDependGroupNumber=2)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of groups=2)
SEQUENCE OF
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcDependGroupNumber=2)
rmcDependGroupMode.2
(enabled)
rmcSignalServiceMode.2
(fixedOffset)
etc, etc, to:
rmcMergeMaxPresence.2
(300)
rmcMergeNoActivity.2
(40)
rmcMinMutexRed.2
(10)
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcDependGroupNumber=3)
rmcDependGroupMode.3
(enabled)
rmcSignalServiceMode.3
(fractionalOffset)
etc, etc, to:
rmcMergeMaxPresence.3
(25)
rmcMergeNoActivity.3
(5)
rmcMinMutexRed.3
(15)

4.6
Queue Control Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Queue Control Data shall be as follows:
rmcQueueCtrlBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x04 Queue Ctrl data
rmcQueueNum
## of queues
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-y = rmcBlockIndex2;
-y < (rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcQueueCtrlBlockData

}
rmcQueueCtrlBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcQueueType.y.x
rmcQueueDetectMode.y.x
rmcQueueLengthUpLimit.y.x
rmcQueueLengthLowLimit.y.x
rmcQueueOccUpLimit.y.x
rmcQueueOccUpDelay.y.x
rmcQueueOccLowLimit.y.x
rmcQueueOccLowDelay.y.x
rmcQueueQOccUpLimit.y.x
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INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(1..3),
(1..4),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
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rmcQueueQOccUpDelay.y.x
rmcQueueQOccLowLimit.y.x
rmcQueueQOccLowDelay.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustMode.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustRate.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustRateLimit.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustRateDelay.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustRateIter.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustLevel.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustLevelLimit.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustLevelDelay.y.x
rmcQueueAdjustLevelIter.y.x
rmcQueueReplaceRate.y.x
rmcQueueErraticCount.y.x
rmcQueueMaxPresence.y.x
rmcQueueNoActivity.y.x
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence.y.x
rmcQueueDependNoActivity.y.x

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(1..4),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255)

}
4.6.1 Queue Control Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Queue Control block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 04
rmcBlockDataID (Queue Ctrl data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcQueueNum=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with rmcMeterNumber=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of queues=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 04
qty of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=1 / rmcQueueNum=1)
-- 02
rmcQueueType.1.1
(intermediate)
-- 04
rmcQueueDetectMode.1.1
(quickOccupancy)
-- |
etc, etc, to:
-- 00 3C
rmcQueueNoActivity.1.1
(60)
-- 00 0F
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence.1.1 (15)
-- 01
rmcQueueDependNoActivity.1.1
(1)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=1 / rmcQueueNum=2)
-- 03
rmcQueueType.1.2
(excessive)
-- 02
rmcQueueDetectMode.1.2
(count)
-- |
etc, etc, to:
-- 00 3C
rmcQueueNoActivity.1.2
(60)
-- 00 2D
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence.1.2 (45)
-- 02
rmcQueueDependNoActivity.1.2
(2)
-SEQUENCE # 3 (rmcMeterNumber=2 / rmcQueueNum=1)
-- 02
rmcQueueType.2.1
(intermediate)
-- 02
rmcQueueDetectMode.2.1
(count)
-- |
etc, etc, to:
-- 01 68
rmcQueueNoActivity.2.1
(360)
-- 00 14
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence.2.1 (20)
-- 00
rmcQueueDependNoActivity.2.1
(0)
-SEQUENCE # 4 (rmcMeterNumber=2 / rmcQueueNum=2)
-- 01
rmcQueueType.2.2
(other)
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03
|
01 E0
00 00
03

rmcQueueDetectMode.2.2
etc, etc, to:
rmcQueueNoActivity.2.2
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence.2.2
rmcQueueDependNoActivity.2.2

(occupancy)
(480)
(0)
(3)

4.7
Passage Detector Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Passage Detector Data shall be as follows:
rmcPassageDetBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x05 Passage Det data
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcPassageDetBlockData

}
rmcPassageDetBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcPassageMode.x
rmcPassageErraticCount.x
rmcPassageMaxPresence.x
rmcPassageNoActivity.x
rmcPassageDependNoActivity.x
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(1..3),
(0..255),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255)

4.7.1 Passage Detector Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Passage Detector block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 05
rmcBlockDataID (Passage Det data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 03
rmcPassageMode.2
(enabledNoCall)
-- 11
rmcPassageErraticCount.2
(17)
-- 00 2D
rmcPassageMaxPresence.2
(45)
-- 03 84
rmcPassageNoActivity.2
(900)
-- 01
rmcPassageDependNoActivity.2
(1)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=3)
-- 02
rmcPassageMode.3
(enabledCall)
-- 0C
rmcPassageErraticCount.3
(12)
-- 00 78
rmcPassageMaxPresence.3
(120)
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-- 01 E0
-- 02

rmcPassageNoActivity.3
rmcPassageDependNoActivity.3

(480)
(2)

4.8
Metering Plan Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Metering Plan Data shall be as follows:
rmcMeterPlanBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x06 Metering Plan data
rmcMeteringLevel
## of levels per plan
rmcMeteringPlanNumber
## of plans

-- for (
-y = rmcBlockIndex2;
-y < (rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMeterPlanBlockData

}
rmcMeterPlanBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMeteringRate.y.x
rmcFlowRateThreshold.y.x
rmcOccupancyThreshold.y.x
rmcSpeedThreshold.y.x
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..65535),
(0..255)

4.8.1 Metering Plan Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Metering Plan block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 06
rmcBlockDataID (Meter Plan data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeteringLevel=1)
-- 03
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of levels=3)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with rmcMeteringPlanNumber=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of plans=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 06
qty of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeteringPlanNumber=1 / rmcMeteringLevel=1)
-- 03 84
rmcMeteringRate.1.1
(900)
-- 05 46
rmcFlowRateThreshold.1.1
(1350)
-- 00 6E
rmcOccupancyThreshold.1.1
(110)
-- 32
rmcSpeedThreshold.1.1
(50)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeteringPlanNumber=1 / rmcMeteringLevel=2)
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00 FA
07 08
00 80
1E
00 00
00 00
00 00
00
03 84
03 84
00 78
28
03 20
03 E8
00 90
1E
01 90
07 08
00 B6
14

rmcMeteringRate.1.2
(250)
rmcFlowRateThreshold.1.2
(1800)
rmcOccupancyThreshold.1.2
(128)
rmcSpeedThreshold.1.2
(30)
SEQUENCE # 3 (rmcMeteringPlanNumber=1 /
rmcMeteringRate.1.2
(00)
rmcFlowRateThreshold.1.2
(00)
rmcOccupancyThreshold.1.2
(00)
rmcSpeedThreshold.1.2
(00)
SEQUENCE # 4 (rmcMeteringPlanNumber=2 /
rmcMeteringRate.2.1
(900)
rmcFlowRateThreshold.2.1
(900)
rmcOccupancyThreshold.2.1
(120)
rmcSpeedThreshold.2.1
(40)
SEQUENCE # 5 (rmcMeteringPlanNumber=2 /
rmcMeteringRate.2.2
(800)
rmcFlowRateThreshold.2.2
(1000)
rmcOccupancyThreshold.2.2
(144)
rmcSpeedThreshold.2.2
(30)
SEQUENCE # 6 (rmcMeteringPlanNumber=2 /
rmcMeteringRate.2.2
(400)
rmcFlowRateThreshold.2.2
(1800)
rmcOccupancyThreshold.2.2
(180)
rmcSpeedThreshold.2.2
(20)

rmcMeteringLevel=3)

rmcMeteringLevel=1)

rmcMeteringLevel=2)

rmcMeteringLevel=3)

4.9
Time Base Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Time Base Data shall be as follows:
rmcTimebaseBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x07 Time Base data
rmcActionNum
## of actions

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcTimebaseBlockData

}
rmcTimebaseBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcActionMode.x
rmcMeterActionNum.x
rmcMLActionNum.x
}

INTEGER (0..1),
INTEGER (0..255),
INTEGER (0..255)

4.9.1 Time Base Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a time base block.
--
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00
07
02
02
01 02
00
0B
06
01
8B
2F

SEQUENCE
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
rmcBlockDataID (Time Base data)
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcActionNumber=2)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of actions=2)
SEQUENCE OF
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcActionNumber=2)
rmcActionMode.2
(false)
rmcMeterActionNum.2
(11)
rmcMLActionNum.2
(6)
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcActionNumber=3)
rmcActionMode.3
(true)
rmcMeterActionNum.3
(139)
rmcMLActionNum.3
(47)

4.10 Metered Lane TBC Actions Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Metered Lane TBC Actions Data shall be as follows:
rmcMeterTBCActionBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER (1..255),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x08 Meter TBC Action data
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes
rmcMeterActionIndex
## of actions

-- for (
-y = rmcBlockIndex2;
-y < (rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMeterTBCActionBlockData

}
rmcMeterTBCActionBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMeterActionMode.y.x
INTEGER (0..1),
rmcTBActionCtrl.y.x
INTEGER (1..6),
rmcTBPlanCtrl.y.x
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcTBRateCtrl.y.x
INTEGER (0..65535),
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnCtrl.y.x
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl.y.x
INTEGER (0..65535),
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl.y.x
INTEGER (0..65535)
}
4.10.1 Metered Lane TBC Actions Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Metered Lane TBC Action block.
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00
08
01
02
01
02
01 04
01
03
|
00 78
06 59
01
02
|
00 96
05 DC
00
05
|
01 2C
01 2C
01
04
|
01 A9
06 D6

SEQUENCE
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
rmcBlockDataID (Meter TBC Action data)
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeterNumber=1)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with rmcMeterActionIndex=1)
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of actions=2)
SEQUENCE OF
qty of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMLActionIndex=1 / rmcMLNumber=1)
rmcMeterActionMode.1.1
(true)
rmcTBActionCtrl.1.1
(fixedRate)
etc, etc, to:
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl.1.1
(120)
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl.1.1
(1625)
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMLActionIndex=1 / rmcMLNumber=2)
rmcMeterActionMode.1.2
(true)
rmcTBActionCtrl.1.2
(restInGreen)
etc, etc, to:
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl.1.2
(150)
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl.1.2
(1500)
SEQUENCE # 3 (rmcMLActionIndex=2 / rmcMLNumber=1)
rmcMeterActionMode.2.1
(false)
rmcTBActionCtrl.2.1
(emergencyGreen)
etc, etc, to:
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl.2.1
(300)
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl.2.1
(300)
SEQUENCE # 4 (rmcMLActionIndex=2 / rmcMLNumber=2)
rmcMeterActionMode.2.2
(true)
rmcTBActionCtrl.2.2
(trafficResponsive)
etc, etc, to:
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl.2.2
(425)
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl.2.2
(1750)

4.11 Mainline Lane TBC Actions Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Mainline Lane TBC Actions Data shall be as follows:
rmcMLTBCActionBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER (1..255),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x09 ML TBC Action data
rmcMLNumber
## of lanes
rmcMLActionIndex
## of actions

-- for (
-y = rmcBlockIndex2;
-y < (rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
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data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMLTBCActionBlockData

}
rmcMLTBCActionBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMLActionMode.y.x
rmcTBMLUsageMode.y.x
}

INTEGER (0..1),
INTEGER (1..8)

4.11.1 Mainline Lane TBC Actions Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a ML TBC Action block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 09
rmcBlockDataID (ML TBC Action data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMLNumber=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with rmcMLActionIndex=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of actions=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 04
qty of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMLActionIndex=1 / rmcMLNumber=1)
-- 01
rmcMLActionMode.1.1
(true)
-- 08
rmcTBMLUsageMode.1.1
(schemeFOS)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMLActionIndex=1 / rmcMLNumber=2)
-- 01
rmcMLActionMode.1.2
(true)
-- 06
rmcTBMLUsageMode.1.2
(schemeFS)
-SEQUENCE # 3 (rmcMLActionIndex=2 / rmcMLNumber=1)
-- 01
rmcMLActionMode.2.1
(true)
-- 04
rmcTBMLUsageMode.2.1
(schemeFO)
-SEQUENCE # 4 (rmcMLActionIndex=2 / rmcMLNumber=2)
-- 01
rmcMLActionMode.2.2
(true)
-- 03
rmcTBMLUsageMode.2.2
(schemeO)
4.12 Mainline Lane Input Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Mainline Lane Input Data shall be as follows:
rmcMLInputBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x0A time base data
rmcMLNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMLInputBlockData

}
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rmcMLInputBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMLLeadInNumber.x
rmcMLTrailInNumber.x
}

INTEGER (0..255),
INTEGER (0..255),

4.12.1 Mainline Lane Input Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Mainline Lane Input block
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 0A
rmcBlockDataID (ML Input data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMLNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMLNumber =2)
-- 7B
rmcMLLeadInNumber.2
(123)
-- FF
rmcMLTrailInNumber.2
(255)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMLNumber =3)
-- 7C
rmcMLLeadInNumber.3
(124)
-- 88
rmcMLTrailInNumber.3
(136)
4.13 Queue Detector Input Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Queue Detector Input Data shall be as follows:
rmcQueueInputBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x0B Queue Input data
rmcQueueNum
## of queues
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-y = rmcBlockIndex2;
-y < (rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcQueueInputBlockData

}
rmcQueueInputBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMetQueueInNumber.y.x
}
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4.13.1 Queue Detector Input Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Queue Detector Input block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 0B
rmcBlockDataID (Queue Input data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcQueueNum=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of queues=2)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with rmcMeterNumber=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 04
qty of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=1 / rmcQueueNum=1)
-- 7D
rmcMetQueueInNumber.1.1
(125)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=1 / rmcQueueNum=2)
-- 82
rmcMetQueueInNumber.1.2
(130)
-SEQUENCE # 3 (rmcMeterNumber=2 / rmcQueueNum=1)
-- 7E
rmcMetQueueInNumber.2.1
(126)
-SEQUENCE # 4 (rmcMeterNumber=2 / rmcQueueNum=2)
-- 81
rmcMetQueueInNumber.2.2
(129)
4.14 Metered Lane I/O Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Metered Lane I/O Data shall be as follows:
rmcMeterInOutBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x0C Meter I/O data
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMeterInOutBlockData

}
rmcMeterInOutBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcMeterDemandInNumber.x
rmcMeterPassageInNumber.x
rmcMeterRedOutNumber.x
rmcMeterYellowOutNumber.x
rmcMeterGreenOutNumber.x
rmcMeterAdvSignOutNumber.x
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255)

4.14.1 Metered Lane I/O Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Metered Lane I/O block.
--
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00
0C
02
02
01 02
78
13
|
13
7D
4C
4D
|
53
FF

SEQUENCE
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
rmcBlockDataID (Metered Lane I/O Data)
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeterNumber=2)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
SEQUENCE OF
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=2)
rmcMeterDemandInNumber.2
(120)
rmcMeterPassageInNumber.2
(19)
etc, etc, to:
rmcMeterGreenOutNumber.2
(19)
rmcMeterAdvSignOutNumber.2
(125)
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=3)
rmcMeterDemandInNumber.3
(76)
rmcMeterPassageInNumber.3
(77)
etc, etc, to:
rmcMeterGreenOutNumber.3
(83)
rmcMeterAdvSignOutNumber.3
(255)

4.15 Dependency Group I/O Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Dependency Group I/O Data shall be as follows:
rmcDependInOutBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x0D Meter I/O data
rmcDependGroupNumber
## of groups

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcDependInOutBlockData

}
rmcDependInOutBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcDependMergeInNumber.x
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcDependAdvSignOutNumber.x
INTEGER (0..255)
}
4.15.1 Dependency Group I/O Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Dependency Group I/O block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 0D
rmcBlockDataID (Depend Grp I/O data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcDependGroupNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of groups=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
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01 02
8E
01
FF
03

quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcDependGroupNumber=2)
rmcDependMergeInNumber.2
(142)
rmcDependAdvSignOutNumber.2 (1)
SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcDependGroupNumber=3)
rmcDependMergeInNumber.3
(255)
rmcDependAdvSignOutNumber.3 (3)

4.16 Schedule Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Schedule Data shall be as follows:
rmcScheduleBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{ --For discussion - this range tracks ASC
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255), -rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255), -rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255), -rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255), --

0x00 standard block
0x0E schedule data
timeBaseScheduleNumber
## of schedules

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcScheduleBlockData

}
rmcScheduleBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
timeBaseScheduleMonth.x
INTEGER
timeBaseScheduleDay.x
INTEGER
timeBaseScheduleDate.x
INTEGER
timeBaseScheduleDayPlan.x
INTEGER
}

(0..65535),
(0..255),
(0..4294967295),
(1..255)

4.16.1 Schedule Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a schedule block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 0E
rmcBlockDataID (schedule data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with timeBaseScheduleNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of schedules=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (timeBaseScheduleNumber=2)
-- 1F FE
timeBaseScheduleMonth.2
(all)
-- 04
timeBaseScheduleDay.2
(Mon)
-- FF FF FF FE
timeBaseScheduleDate.2
(all)
-- 02
timeBaseScheduleDayPlan.2 (dp 2)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (timeBaseScheduleNumber=3)
-- 1F FE
timeBaseScheduleMonth.3
(all)
-- 08
timeBaseScheduleDay.3
(Tue)
-- FF FF FF FE
timeBaseScheduleDate.3
(all)
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-- 03

timeBaseScheduleDayPlan.3 (dp 3)

4.17 Day Plan Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Day Plan Data shall be as follows:
rmcDayPlanBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x0F day plan data
dayPlanEventNumber
## of day plan events
dayPlanNumber
## of day plans

-- for (
-y = rmcBlockIndex2;
-y < (rmcBlockIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcDayPlanBlockData

}
rmcDayPlanBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
dayPlanHour.y.x
INTEGER (0..23),
dayPlanMinute.y.x
INTEGER (0..59),
dayPlanActionNumberOID.y.x
OBJECT IDENTIFIER
}
4.17.1 Day Plan Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a day plan block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 0F
rmcBlockDataID (day plan data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with dayPlanEventNumber=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of day plan events=2)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with dayPlanNumber=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of day plans=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 04
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (dayPlanNumber=1 / dayPlanEventNumber=1)
-- 04
dayPlanHour.1.1 (04 hours)
-- 1E
dayPlanMinute.1.1 (30 minutes)
-dayPlanActionNumberOID.1.1 (rmcTBRateCtrl = 100)
-- 0F 2B 06 01 04 01 89 36 04 02 02 05 06 01 05 00 64
-SEQUENCE # 2 (dayPlanNumber=1 / dayPlanEventNumber=2)
-- 06
dayPlanHour.1.2 (06 hours)
-- 00
dayPlanMinute.1.2 (00 minutes)
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dayPlanActionNumberOID.1.2 (rmcTBRateCtrl = 200)
0F 2B 06 01 04 01 89 36 04 02 02 05 06 01 05 00 C8
SEQUENCE # 3 (dayPlanNumber=2 / dayPlanEventNumber=1)
05
dayPlanHour.2.1 (05 hours)
1E
dayPlanMinute.2.1 (30 minutes)
dayPlanActionNumberOID.2.1 (rmcTBRateCtrl = 150)
0F 2B 06 01 04 01 89 36 04 02 02 05 06 01 05 00 96
SEQUENCE # 4 (dayPlanNumber=2 / dayPlanEventNumber=2)
08
dayPlanHour.2.2 (08 hours)
00
dayPlanMinute.2.2 (00 minutes)
dayPlanActionNumberOID.2.2 (rmcTBRateCtrl = 250)
0F 2B 06 01 04 01 89 36 04 02 02 05 06 01 05 00 FA

4.18 Event Log Config Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Event Config Data shall be as follows:
rmcEventConfigBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{--For discussion - this range tracks ASC
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255), -rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255), -rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255), -rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255), --

0x00 standard block
0x10 event log config data
eventConfigID
## of events

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcEventConfigBlockData

}
rmcEventConfigBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
eventConfigClass.x
INTEGER (1..255),
eventConfigMode.x
INTEGER (1..6),
eventConfigCompareValue.x
INTEGER,
eventConfigCompareValue2.x
INTEGER,
eventConfigCompareOID.x
OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
eventConfigLogOID.x
OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
eventConfigAction.x
INTEGER (1..3)
}
4.18.1 Event Log Config Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a event log config block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 10
rmcBlockDataID (event log config data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with eventConfigID=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of events=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (eventConfigID=2)
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01
02
00
00
0D 2B 06 01 04
0D 2B 06 01 04
03
01
05
03
09
0D 2B 06 01 04
0D 2B 06 01 04
03

eventConfigClass.2
(class=1)
eventConfigMode.2
(onChange)
eventConfigCompareValue.2 (no value)
eventConfigCompareValue2.2 (no value)
eventConfigCompareOID.2
(rmcRequestAction.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 07
eventConfigLogOID.2
(rmcImplementAction.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 03
eventConfigAction.2
(log)
SEQUENCE # 2 (eventConfigID=3)
eventConfigClass.3
(class=1)
eventConfigMode.3
(hysteresisBound)
eventConfigCompareValue.3 (3)
eventConfigCompareValue2.3 (9)
eventConfigCompareOID.3
(rmcRequestPlan.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 08
eventConfigLogOID.3
(rmcImplementPlan.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 04
eventConfigAction.3
(log)

4.19 Event Class Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Event Class Data shall be as follows:
rmccEventClassBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x11 event class data
eventClassNumber
## of classes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcEventClassBlockData

}
rmcEventClassBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
eventClassLimit.x
INTEGER (0..255),
eventClassClearTime.x
Counter,
eventClassDescription.x
OCTET STRING
}
4.19.1 Event Class Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a event class block.
-- Note – the sum of all eventClassLimit values can not be
-- greater than maxEventLogSize. The values may need to be
-- set to zero prior to setting new values.
--SEQUENCE
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00
11
02
02
01 02
0A
00 00
07 43
0A
00 00
07 43

rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
rmcBlockDataID (event class data)
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with eventClassNumber=2)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of classes=2)
SEQUENCE OF
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (eventClassNumber=2)
eventClassLimit.2 (10)
00 00
eventClassClearTime.2 (00:00:00 01/01/1970)
eventClassDescription.2 (Class 2)
6C 61 73 73 20 32
SEQUENCE # 2 (eventClassNumber=3)
eventClassLimit.3 (10)
00 00
eventClassClearTime.3 (00:00:00 01/01/1970)
eventClassDescription.3 (Class 3)
6C 61 73 73 20 33

4.20 Dynamic Object Config Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Dynamic Object Config Data shall be as follows:
rmcObjConfigBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER
rmcBlockIndex2
INTEGER
rmcBlockQuantity2
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..13),
(1..13),

-------

0x00 standard block
0x12 dyn obj config data
dynObjIndex
## of indexes
dynObjNumber
## of dyn objects

-- for (
-y = rmcckIndex2;
-y < (rmcckIndex2 + rmcBlockQuantity2);
-y++)
-for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcDynObjConfigBlockData

}
rmcDynObjConfigBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
dynObjVariable.y.x
OBJECT IDENTIFIER
}
4.20.1 Dynamic Object Config Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a dynamic object config block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 12
rmcBlockDataID (dyn obj config data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with dynObjIndex=1)
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02
01
02
01 04

0D 2B 06 01 04

0D 2B 06 01 04

0E 2B 06 01 04

0E 2B 06 01 04

rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of indexes=2)
rmcBlockIndex2 (start with dynObjNumber=1)
rmcBlockQuantity2 (## of dyn objects=2)
SEQUENCE OF
qty of items (rmcBlockQuantity1 * rmcBlockQuantity2)
SEQUENCE # 1 (dynObjNumber=1 / dynObjIndex=1)
dynObjVariable.1.1 (rmcRequestCommandSource.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 01
SEQUENCE # 2 (dynObjNumber=1 / dynObjIndex=2)
dynObjVariable.1.2 (rmcImplementCommandSource.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 02
SEQUENCE # 3 (dynObjNumber=2 / dynObjIndex=1)
dynObjVariable.2.1 (rmcImplementAction.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 03
SEQUENCE # 4 (dynObjNumber=2 / dynObjIndex=2)
dynObjVariable.2.2 (rmcImplementPlan.1.1)
01 89 36 04 02 02 03 01 08 01 04

4.21 Dynamic Object Owner Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Dynamic Object Owner Data shall be as follows:
rmcDynObjOwnerBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..13),
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..13),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x13 dyn obj owner data
dynObjNumber
## of dyn obj

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcDynObjOwnerBlockData

}
rmcDynObjOwnerBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
dynObjConfigOwner.x
OwnerString
}
4.21.1 Dynamic Object Owner Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a dynamic object owner block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 13
rmcBlockDataID (dyn obj owner data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with dynObjNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of dyn obj=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (dynObjNumber=2)
-dynObjConfigOwner.2 (TMC 2)
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-- 05 54 4D 43 20 32
-SEQUENCE # 2 (dynObjNumber=3)
-dynObjConfigOwner.3 (TMC 2)
-- 05 54 4D 43 20 32
4.22 Dynamic Object Status Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Dynamic Object Status Data shall be as follows:
rmcDynObjStatusBlock ::=
{
rmcBlockDataType
rmcBlockDataID
rmcBlockIndex1
rmcBlockQuantity1

SEQUENCE
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(1..13),
(1..13),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x14 dyn obj status data
dynObjNumber
## of dyn obj

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcDynObjStatusBlockData

}
rmcDynObjStatusBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
dynObjConfigStatus.x
ConfigEntryStatus
}
4.22.1 Dynamic Object Status Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a dynamic object status block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 14
rmcBlockDataID (dyn obj status data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with dynObjNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of dyn obj=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (dynObjNumber=2)
-- 01
dynObjConfigStatus.2 (valid)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (dynObjNumber=3)
-- 01
dynObjConfigStatus.3 (valid)
4.23 Miscellaneous RMC Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Miscellaneous RMC Data shall be as follows:
rmcMiscBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
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data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMiscBlockData

}
rmcMiscBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcCommRefreshThreshold.0
rmcCalcInterval.0
rmcAveragingPeriods.0
rmcHistDetectorReset.0
rmcAdvSignOutNumber.0
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..65535),
(1..255),
(1..255),
(1..4294967295),
(0..255)

4.23.1 Miscellaneous RMC Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a miscellaneous rmc block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 15
rmcBlockDataID (misc rmc data)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 01
quantity of items
-SEQUENCE # 1
-- 03 84
rmcCommRefreshThreshold.0
(900 sec)
-- 14
rmcCalcInterval.0
(20 Sec)
-- 02
rmcAveragingPeriods.0
(2)
-- 00
rmcHistDetectorReset.0
(0)
-- FF
rmcAdvSignOutNumber.0
(255)
4.24 Mainline flow-based No-Activity Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Mainline Flow-based No-Activity Data shall be as follows:
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
INTEGER (1..255),
rmcBlockQuantity1
INTEGER (1..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x16 ML Flowbased NoActive data
rmcMLNumber
## of lanes

-- for {
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityBlockData

}
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold.x
INTEGER (0..65535),
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval.x
INTEGER (0..65535)
}
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4.24.1 Mainline Flow-based No-Activity Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a mainline lane block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 16
rmcBlockDataID (FlowBasedNoActivity data)
-- 01
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with table entry=1)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (table entry =1)
-- 05 78
rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold.1 (1400)
-- 00 0A
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval.1
(10)
-SEQUENCE # 2 (table entry =2)
-- 01 36
rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold.2 (310)
-- 00 46
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval.2
(70)
4.25 Daylight Saving Time Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Daylight Saving Time RMC Data shall be as follows:
rmcDSTBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
rmcBlockDataID
rmcBlockIndex1
rmcBlockQuantity1
data

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),
(0..255),

-----

0x00 standard block
0x17 DST data
dstEntryNumber
## of DST definitions

SEQUENCE OF rmcDSTBlockData

}
rmcDSTBlockData ::= SEQUENCE
{
controllerBeginDSTMonth.x
controllerBeginDSTOccurances.x
controllerBeginDSTDayOfWeek.x
controllerBeginDSTDayOfWeek.x
controllerBeginDSTSecondsToTransition.x
controllerBeginDSTSecondsToAdjust.x
controllerEndDSTMonth.x
controllerEndDSTOccurances.x
controllerEndDSTDayOfWeek.x
controllerEndDSTDayOfWeek.x
controllerEndDSTSecondsToTransition.x
controllerEndDSTSecondsToAdjust.x
}

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

(1..15),
(1..9),
(1..7),
(1..31),
(0..4294967295),
(-32768..32767),
(1..13),
(1..9),
(1..7),
(1..31),
(0..4294967295),
(-32768..32767)

4.25.1 Daylight Saving Time RMC Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a DST rmc block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 17
rmcBlockDataID (DST data)
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01
01
01 01
04
03
01
|
17
00
00

rmcBlockIndex1 (start with dstEntryNumber=1)
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of DST definitions=1)
SEQUENCE OF
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
SEQUENCE # 1 (dstEntryNumber=1)
controllerBeginDSTMonth.1
(April)
controllerBeginDSTOccurances.1
(thrid)
controllerBeginDSTDayOfWeek.1
(Sunday)
controllerEndDSTDayOfMonth.1
controllerEndDSTSecondsToTransition.1
controllerEndDSTSecondsToAdjust.1

(23)
(0)
(0)

4.26 Metered Lane Critical Values for Queue Adjustment Block Data
-- rmcBlockData values for standard Block
-- Metered Lane Critical Queue Adjustment Data shall be as follows:
rmcMeterCritQueueAdjBlock ::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcBlockDataType
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockDataID
INTEGER (0..255),
rmcBlockIndex1
rmcBlockQuantity1

INTEGER (1..255),
INTEGER (1..255),

------

0x00 standard block
0x18 Meter Critical Queue
Adjustment data
rmcMeterNumber
## of lanes

-- for (
-x = rmcBlockIndex1;
-x < (rmcBlockIndex1 + rmcBlockQuantity1);
-x++)
data

SEQUENCE OF rmcMeterCritQueueAdjBlockData

}
rmcMeterCritQueueAdjBlockData::= SEQUENCE
{
rmcCritFlowRateThresh.x
INTEGER (0..65535),
rmcCritOccupancyThresh.x
INTEGER (0..65535),
rmcCriticalSpeedThreshold.x
INTEGER (0..255)
}
4.26.1 Metered Lane Critical Values for Queue Adjustment Block Example
-- The following provides an example octet string value for
-- a set or get of a Metered Lane Critical Queue Adjustment Values block.
--SEQUENCE
-- 00
rmcBlockDataType (standard block)
-- 18
rmcBlockDataID (Meter Critical Queue Adjustment data)
-- 02
rmcBlockIndex1 (start with rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 02
rmcBlockQuantity1 (## of lanes=2)
-SEQUENCE OF
-- 01 02
quantity of items (rmcBlockQuantity1)
-SEQUENCE # 1 (rmcMeterNumber=2)
-- 07 08
rmcCritFlowRateThres.2
(1800)
-- 00 C8
rmcCritOccupancyThresh.2
(200)
-- 19
rmcCriticalSpeedThreshold.2
(25)
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--- 01
-- 05
-- 19

SEQUENCE # 2 (rmcMeterNumber=3)
rmcCritFlowRateThres.2
rmcCritOccupancyThresh.2
rmcCriticalSpeedThreshold.2
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Annex A
RAMP METER CONTROL UNIT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION

The operations description contained in this annex was used and is the basis for the object definitions
shown in Section 3.
A.1 General
The requirements in this document respond to the need for functional interoperability of Ramp Meter Control
(RMC) units.
a) All flow rates and metering rates shall be expressed in vehicles per hour per lane (vphpl).
b) All speeds shall be expressed in kilometers per hour (km/h).
c) All occupancies shall be expressed in 0.1%.
A.2 Detectors
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the different types of detectors that may
be used within an RMC unit.
A.2.1 Mainline Detector Station
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Mainline Lanes parameter to indicate the number supported
by the RMC unit, and a Number of Mainline Lanes parameter to indicate how many mainline lanes are currently
operational. Each lane shall have a Mainline Lane Number parameter identifying which lane it represents.
Each lane shall have a Speed Trap Spacing - Version 2 (0, 2.00-15.00 m in 0.01-m increments; a value
of ‘0’ shall inhibit the speed calculation for this lane) parameter indicating the upstream edge-to-upstream
edge spacing between the leading and trailing detectors.
Each lane shall have a Leading Detection Zone Length - Version 2 (0, 0.01-5.00 m in 0.01-m
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit the speed estimation for this zone of the lane) parameter indicating
the length of the detection zone of the leading detector.
Each lane shall have a Trailing Detection Zone Length - Version 2 (0, 0.01-5.00 m in 0.01-m
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit the speed estimation for this zone of the lane) parameter indicating
the length of the detection zone of the trailing detector.
Each lane shall have a Typical Vehicle Length - Version 2 (0, 1.50-10.00 m in 0.01-m increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall inhibit speed estimation for this lane) parameter.
The RMC unit shall use the Speed Trap Spacing parameter to calculate the average speed in that lane.
Speed calculation will only work when Lane Mode is ‘Dual Enabled’ and Lane Status is ‘Working’. The
RMC unit shall estimate the average speed only when it cannot calculate same based on inappropriate
parameters or status as noted above.
The RMC unit shall use the Typical Vehicle Length, and Leading Detection Zone Length or Trailing
Detection Zone Length parameters, as well as the occupancy to estimate average speed in the mainline
lane. The RMC unit shall utilize the Leading Detection Zone Length and occupancy parameters, when
the Leading Detector Status is ‘Working’, otherwise it shall utilize the Trailing Detection Zone Length
and occupancy parameters.
Each lane shall have a Lane Mode parameter, which shall operate as follows:
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a) Disabled - no physical input shall be monitored and no traffic data will be calculated for this lane.
b) Single Enabled Lead - only the physical input from the leading detection zone shall be monitored and
used to calculate traffic data for this lane. The Trailing Detector Status shall be ‘Disabled’.
c) Single Enabled Trail - only the physical input from the trailing detection zone shall be monitored and
used to calculate traffic data for this lane. The Leading Detector Status shall be ‘Disabled’.
d) Dual Enabled - two physical inputs shall be monitored and used to calculate traffic data for this lane.
e) Pre-processed Enabled - no physical input shall be monitored but traffic data will be provided for this
lane.
Each lane shall have a Leading Detector Status parameter. This status shall be as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Disabled - the leading detector is disabled.
Working - no error was detected on the leading detector.
Other Error - an unknown error was detected on the leading detector.
Erratic Count - the vehicle count on the leading detector measured over the preceding calculation
interval is greater than the Mainline Erratic Count Threshold (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test.).
e) Maximum Presence - the leading detector has been continuously actuated for Mainline Maximum
Presence Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test.).
f) No Activity - the leading detector has been continuously non-actuated for Mainline No Activity
Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test.).
g) Error At Sensor - the sensor for the leading detector reported an error based on an internal
diagnostic.
h) Flow-based No Activity - the leading detector has been continuously non-actuated for Mainline Flowbased No Activity Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit
this test.).

Each lane shall have a Historic Leading Detector Status parameter indicating the cumulative status of
the leading detector. This status shall be cleared by performing a SET operation on the Historic Detector
Reset parameter. The bits for this status shall be as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Disabled (=bit0) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Disabled’ since reset.
Working (=bit1) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Working’ since reset.
Other Error - (=bit2) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Other Error’ since reset.
Erratic Count (=bit3) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Erratic Count’ since reset.
Maximum Presence (=bit4) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Maximum Presence’
since reset.
f) No Activity (=bit5) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘No Activity’ since reset.
g) Error At Sensor (=bit6) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Error At Sensor’ since reset.
h) Flow-based No Activity (=bit7) - the Leading Detector Status is or has been ‘Flow-based No
Activity’ since reset.
Each lane shall have a Trailing Detector Status parameter indicating the status of the trailing detector.
This status shall be as follows:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Disabled - the trailing detector is disabled.
Working - no error was detected on the trailing detector.
Other Error - an unknown error was detected on the trailing detector.
Erratic Count - the vehicle count on the trailing detector measured over the preceding calculation
interval is greater than the Mainline Erratic Count Threshold (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
e) Maximum Presence - the trailing detector has been continuously actuated for Mainline Maximum
Presence Threshold (0, 1-1500 minuntes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
f) No Activity - the trailing detector has been continuously non-actuated for Mainline No Activity
Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
g) Error At Sensor - the sensor for the trailing detector reported an error based on an internal diagnostic.
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h) Flow-based No Activity - the leading detector has been continuously non-actuated for Mainline Flowbased No Activity Threshold (0, 1-1500 minuntes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit
this test.).
Each lane shall have a Historic Trailing Detector Status parameter indicating the cumulative status of
the trailing detector. This status shall be cleared by performing a SET operation on the Historic Detector
Reset parameter. The bits for this status shall be as follows:
a) Disabled (=bit0) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Disabled’ since the last SET
operation.
b) Working (=bit1) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Working’ since the last SET
operation.
c) Other Error - (=bit2) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Other Error’ since the last SET
operation.
d) Erratic Count (=bit3) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Erratic Count’ since the last SET
operation.
e) Maximum Presence (=bit4) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Maximum Presence’
since the last SET operation.
f) No Activity (=bit5) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘No Activity’ since the last SET
operation.
g) Error At Sensor (=bit6) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Error At Sensor’ since the last
SET operation.
h) Flow-based No Activity (=bit7) - the Trailing Detector Status is or has been ‘Flow-based No
Activity’ since the last SET operation.
Each lane shall have a Lane Usage Mode parameter indicating which station traffic parameters, if any,
will use the data from this lane.
Each lane shall have a Lane Usage Status parameter indicating which mainline traffic parameters from
this lane, if any, are currently being used. If the Lane Usage Mode is set to ‘Determined by Other’, the
Lane Usage Status will be determined from the Timebase Control Action Table.
Each lane shall have a Lane Status parameter, which shall operate as follows:
1. Working the Lane Mode is ‘Single Enabled Lead’ and
the Leading Detector Status is ‘Working’ and
the Lane Usage Status is NOT ‘Not Used’.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Single Enabled Trail’ and
the Trailing Detector Status is ‘Working’ and
the Lane Usage Status is NOT ‘Not Used’.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Dual Enabled’ and
the Leading Detector Status is 'Working’ and
the Trailing Detector Status is ‘Working’ and
the Lane Usage Status is NOT ‘Not Used’.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Pre-processed Enabled’ and
the Leading Detector Status is ‘Working’ and
the Lane Usage Status is NOT ‘Not Used’.
2. Disabled –
the Lane Mode is ‘Disabled’, or
the Lane Usage Status is ‘Not Used’.
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3. Partial Failure the Lane Mode is ‘Dual Enabled’ and
the Leading Detector Status is 'Working' and
the Trailing Detector Status is NOT 'Working'.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Dual Enabled’ and
the Leading Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and
the Trailing Detector Status is 'Working'.
4. Total Failure the Lane Mode is ‘Single Enabled Lead’ and
the Leading Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Single Enabled Trail’ and
the Trailing Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Dual Enabled’ and
the Leading Detector Status is NOT 'Working' and
the Trailing Detector Status is NOT 'Working'.
or
the Lane Mode is ‘Pre-processed Enabled’ and
the device providing the data has reported an error.
A.2.2 Metered Lanes
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Metered Lanes parameter to indicate the number
supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of Metered Lanes parameter to indicate how many metered
lanes are currently operational. Each lane shall have a Metered Lane Number parameter identifying
which metered lane it represents.
Each lane consists of one passage detector, one demand detector, and a variable number of queue detectors.
Each lane shall have a Metered Lane Mode parameter, which shall be either ‘Disabled’ or ‘Enabled’.
Each lane shall have a Dependency Group Number parameter indicating the group of metered lanes
with which this lane will be operated in a dependent fashion.
Each lane shall have an Active Interval Status parameter indicating in which interval the metered lane currently
resides. Valid metered lane intervals are as follows and are also shown on the Metered Lane Interval State
Diagram (see Figure 3).
a) Initialization: During the non-metering state this interval indicates that the RMC unit is just being
powered up.
b) Pre-Metering Non Green: During the non-metering state, the green indication within the signal
head(s) is OFF during this interval. The values of other indications within the signal head are
dependent upon the Pre-metering Non-green Indication Mode parameter (defined below).
c) Pre-Metering Green: During the non-metering state, the green indication within the signal head(s) is
ON during this interval.
d) Startup Alert: This interval is used when the metered lane signal is in transition from the non-metering
state to the metering state.
e) Startup Warning: This interval is used when the metered lane signal is in transition from the nonmetering state to the metering state.
f) Startup Green: The green interval during the transition from the non-metering state to the metering
state.
g) Startup Yellow: The yellow interval during the transition from the non-metering state to the metering
state.
h) Startup Red: The red interval during the transition from the non-metering state to the metering state.
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i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

Red: An interval during the metering state requiring motorists to stop.
Green: The interval during the metering state allowing motorists to cross the stopbar.
Yellow: An interval during the metering state requiring motorists to prepare to stop.
Shutdown Warning: Following the metering state, this interval is used when the signal operation is
changing to the non-metering state.
Shutdown Green: The green interval during transition from the metering state to the non-metering
state.
Shutdown Yellow: The yellow interval during transition from the metering state to the non-metering
state.
Shutdown Red: The red interval during transition from the metering state to the non-metering state.
Post-metering Green: This interval is used to when the metered lane signal is in transition from the
metering state to the non-metering state. The green indication within the signal head(s) is ON during
this interval.

Each lane shall have a Pre-metering Non-green Indication Mode parameter indicating which signal
indication(s) for the metered lane shall be ON during the Pre-metering Non-green interval. This shall
operate as follows:
a) Other: indicates that the red, yellow and green indications used are not defined in NTCIP 1207 v02.
b) All Dark: indicates that the red, yellow and green indications will be OFF.
c) Flash Yellow: indicates that the yellow indication will be flashed and the red and green indications will
be OFF. Reference MUTCD 2003, revision 1, section 4D.11.
Each lane shall have an Absolute Maximum Metering Rate (0, 120-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a constraint) parameter indicating the
maximum geometric metering rate to account for the different geometric conditions of a metered lane
such as the length of the merge section of the ramp, width of a ramp, and sight distances at the ramp.
Each lane shall have an Absolute Minimum Metering Rate (0, 120-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a constraint) parameter indicating the
minimum geometric metering rate to account for the different geometric conditions of a metered lane such
as the length of the merge section of the ramp, width of a ramp, and sight distances at the ramp.
Each lane shall have a System Maximum Metering Rate (0, 120-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a constraint) parameter indicating the
maximum metering rate to account for policy agreements, corridor-wide metering and/or interagency
agreements.
Each lane shall have a System Minimum Metering Rate (0, 120-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a constraint) parameter indicating the
minimum metering rate to account for policy agreements, corridor-wide metering and/or interagency
agreements..
Each lane shall have a Timebase Control Maximum Metering Rate Status parameter indicating the
maximum metering rate allowed for the metered lane (determined by the Timebase Control Maximum
Metering Rate Control parameter within the Timebase Control Action Table) to account for time-of-day
specific conditions such as peak periods or special events.
Each lane shall have a Timebase Control Minimum Metering Rate Status parameter indicating the
minimum metering rate allowed for the metered lane (determined by the Timebase Control Minimum
Metering Rate Control parameter within the Timebase Control Action Table) to account for time-of-day
specific conditions such as peak periods or special events.
Each lane shall have an Operational Maximum Metering Rate parameter indicating the smallest of the
maximum metering rate values (Absolute, System, TBC) that is currently active for the metered lane.
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Each lane shall have an Operational Minimum Metering Rate parameter indicating the largest of the
minimum metering rate values (Absolute, System, TBC) that is currently active the minimum metering rate
allowed for the metered lane.
Each lane shall have a Cycle Count parameter indicating the number of green intervals started in the
most recently completed calculation interval.
A.2.2.1 Demand Detector
Each lane shall have a Demand Detector Mode parameter, which shall operate as follows:
a) Recalled - indicates that the demand detector will constantly place a call even without a vehicle being
present in its detection zone.
b) Enabled Call - indicates that the demand detector is ready to detect, and shall constantly place a call
when it has failed.
c) Enabled Stop - indicates that the demand detector is ready to detect, and shall exit the Metering state
when it has failed.
Each lane shall have a Demand Detector Status parameter, which shall operate as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Recalled - indicates that the Demand Detector Mode is ‘Recalled’.
Working - no error was detected on the demand detector.
Other Error - an unknown error was detected on the demand detector.
Erratic Count - the vehicle count on the demand detector measured over the preceding calculation
interval is greater than the Demand Detector Erratic Count Threshold (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
e) Maximum Presence - the demand detector has been continuously actuated for Demand Detector
Maximum Presence Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit
this test).
f) No Activity - the demand detector has been continuously non-actuated for Demand Detector No
Activity Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
g) Error At Sensor - the sensor for the demand detector reported an error based on an internal
diagnostic.
h) Dependent No Activity - the demand detector has been continuously non-actuated while Demand
Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold vehicles (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test.) have been counted on the passage detector and the Passage
Detector Mode is NOT ‘Recalled’ and the Passage Detector Status is ‘Working’.
i) Dependent Maximum Presence – the demand detector has been continuously actuated while the
passage detector has been continuously non-actuated for Demand Detector Dependent Maximum
Presence Threshold (0, 1-600 seconds in 1-second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test)
and the Passage Detector Mode is NOT ‘Recalled’ and the Passage Detector Status is ‘Working’
and the Merge Override Flag is ‘False’.
Each lane shall have a Historic Demand Detector Status parameter indicating the cumulative status of
the demand detector. This status shall be cleared by performing a SET operation on the Historic
Detector Reset parameter. The bits for this status shall be as follows:
a) Disabled (=bit0) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Disabled’ since the last SET
operation.
b) Working (=bit1) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Working’ since the last SET
operation.
c) Other Error - (=bit2) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Other Error’ since the last SET
operation.
d) Erratic Count (=bit3) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Erratic Count’ since the last
SET operation.
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e) Maximum Presence (=bit4) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Maximum Presence’
since the last SET operation.
f) No Activity (=bit5) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘No Activity’ since the last SET
operation.
g) Error At Sensor (=bit6) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Error At Sensor’ since the
last SET operation.
h) Dependent No Activity (=bit7) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Dependent No
Activity’ since the last SET operation.
i) Dependent Maximum Presence (=bit8) - the Demand Detector Status is or has been ‘Dependent
Maximum Presence’ since the last SET operation.
A.2.2.2 Passage Detector
Each lane shall have a Passage Detector Mode parameter, which shall operate as follows:
a) Recalled - indicates that the passage detector shall constantly place a call, even without a vehicle
being present in its detection zone.
b) Enabled Call - indicates that the passage detector is ready to detect, and shall constantly place a call
when it has failed.
c) Enabled No Call - indicates that the passage detector is ready to detect, and shall NOT place a call
when it has failed.
Each lane shall have a Passage Detector Status parameter, which shall operate as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Recalled - indicates that the Passage Detector Mode is ‘Recalled’.
Working - no error was detected on the passage detector.
Other Error - an unknown error was detected on the passage detector.
Erratic Count - the vehicle count on the passage detector measured over the preceding calculation
interval is greater than the Passage Detector Erratic Count Threshold (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
e) Maximum Presence - the passage detector has been continuously actuated for Passage Detector
Maximum Presence Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit
this test).
f) No Activity - the passage detector has been continuously non-actuated for Passage Detector No
Activity Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
g) Error At Sensor - the sensor for the passage detector reported an error based on an internal
diagnostic.
h) Dependent No Activity - the passage detector has been continuously non-actuated while Passage
Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold vehicles (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test) have been counted on the demand detector and the Demand
Detector Mode is NOT ‘Recalled’ and the Demand Detector Status is ‘Working’.

Each lane shall have a Historic Passage Detector Status parameter indicating the cumulative status of
the passage detector. This status shall be cleared by performing a SET operation on the Historic
Detector Reset parameter. The bits for this status shall be as follows:
a) Disabled (=bit0) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Disabled’ since the last SET
operation.
b) Working (=bit1) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Working’ since the last SET
operation.
c) Other Error - (=bit2) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Other Error’ since the last SET
operation.
d) Erratic Count (=bit3) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Erratic Count’ since the last
SET operation.
e) Maximum Presence (=bit4) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Maximum Presence’
since the last SET operation.
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f)

No Activity (=bit5) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘No Activity’ since the last SET
operation.
g) Error At Sensor (=bit6) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Error At Sensor’ since the
last SET operation.
h) Dependent No Activity (=bit7) - the Passage Detector Status is or has been ‘Dependent No
Activity’ since the last SET operation.
Each lane shall have a Passage Vehicle Count parameter indicating the number of passage detector
actuations that have been detected in the most recently completed calculation interval.
Each lane shall have a Red Violation Count parameter indicating the number of red violations that have
been detected in the most recently completed calculation interval.

A.2.2.3 Queue Detectors
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Queue Detectors parameter to indicate the number
supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of Queue Detectors parameter to indicate the number
currently operational.
Each queue detector shall have a Queue Detector Number identifying the queue detector it represents.
The Queue Detector Number is used to prioritize the queue detectors of each queue type for queue
override, where lowest number represents the highest priority.
Each metered lane shall support multiple queue detectors. Each queue detector shall have a Queue
Type parameter, which shall be either ‘Other’, ‘Intermediate’, or ‘Excessive’. Excessive queue
detectors are usually considered equal or higher priority than intermediate queue detectors. Queues on
excessive queue detectors are usually overridden with one adjustment, while queues on intermediate
queue detectors are usually overridden with a series of iterative adjustments implemented over time. If
more than one ‘Excessive’ or more than one ‘Intermediate’ queue detector is defined for a metered lane,
then the numerically lower queue detector number shall take precedence.
Each queue detector shall have a Queue Detector Status parameter, which shall be as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Disabled - the queue detector is disabled.
Working - no error was detected on the queue detector.
Other Error - an unknown error was detected on the queue detector.
Erratic Count - the vehicle count on the queue detector measured over the preceding calculation
interval is greater than the Queue Detector Erratic Count Threshold (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
e) Maximum Presence - the queue detector has been continuously actuated for Queue Detector
Maximum Presence Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit
this test).
f) No Activity - the queue detector has been continuously non-actuated for Queue Detector No Activity
Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
g) Error At Sensor - the sensor for the queue detector reported an error based on an internal diagnostic.
h) Dependent No Activity - the queue detector has been continuously non-actuated while Queue
Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold vehicles (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle increments; a
value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test) have been counted on the passage detector and the Passage
Detector Mode is NOT ‘Recalled’ and the Passage Detector Status is ‘Working’.
i) Dependent Maximum Presence - the queue detector has been continuously actuated while the
passage detector has been continuously non-actuated for Queue Detector Dependent Maximum
Presence Threshold (0, 1-600 seconds in 1-second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test)
and the Passage Detector Mode is NOT ‘Recalled’ and the Passage Detector Status is ‘Working’
and the Merge Override Flag is ‘False’.
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Each queue detector shall have a Historic Queue Detector Status parameter indicating the cumulative
status of the queue detector. This status shall be cleared by performing a SET operation on the Historic
Detector Reset parameter. The bits for this status shall be as follows:
a) Disabled (=bit0) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Disabled’ since the last SET operation.
b) Working (=bit1) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Working’ since the last SET operation.
c) Other Error - (=bit2) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Other Error’ since the last SET
operation.
d) Erratic Count (=bit3) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Erratic Count’ since the last SET
operation.
e) Maximum Presence (=bit4) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Maximum Presence’ since
the last SET operation.
f) No Activity (=bit5) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘No Activity’ since the last SET
operation.
g) Error At Sensor (=bit6) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Error At Sensor’ since the last
SET operation.
h) Dependent No Activity (=bit7) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Dependent No Activity’
since the last SET operation.
i) Dependent Maximum Presence (=bit8) - the Queue Detector Status is or has been ‘Dependent
Maximum Presence’ since the last SET operation.
Each lane shall have a Cumulative Queue Adjustment Status parameter, which shall be as follows:
a) None – none of the queue detectors is adjusting the lane’s metering rate.
b) Adjust – one or more of the queue detectors is adjusting the lane’s metering rate.
c) Override – queue adjustment for the lane is being overridden.
A.2.3 Dependency Group
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Dependency Groups parameter to indicate the number
supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of Dependency Groups parameter to indicate the number that are
currently operational in the RMC unit. Each group shall have a Dependency Group Number parameter
identifying which group it represents.
Each dependency group shall have a Dependency Group Mode parameter that shall either be ‘Disabled’ (group
is not used) or ‘Enabled’ (group is used).
Actions for each metered lane in a dependency group are usually the same.
Each dependency group may contain one merge detector.
A.2.3.1 Merge Detector
Each dependency group shall have a Merge Detector Mode parameter indicating the mode of its merge
detector. This mode shall be either ‘Disabled’ or ‘Enabled’.
Each dependency group shall have a Merge Detector Status parameter, which shall operate as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Disabled - the Merge Detector Mode is ’Disabled’.
Working - no error was detected on the merge detector.
Other Error - an error not defined in NTCIP 1207 v02 was detected on the merge detector.
Erratic Count - the vehicle count on the merge detector measured over the preceding calculation
interval is greater than the Merge Detector Erratic Count Threshold (0, 1-30 vehicles in 1-vehicle
increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
e) Maximum Presence - the merge detector has been continuously actuated for Merge Detector
Maximum Presence Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit
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this test).
No Activity - the merge detector has been continuously non-actuated for Merge Detector No Activity
Threshold (0, 1-1500 minutes in 1-minute increments; a value of ‘0’ shall inhibit this test).
g) Error At Sensor - the sensor for the merge detector reported an error based on an internal diagnostic.
f)

Each dependency group shall have a Historical Merge Detector Status parameter indicating the
cumulative status of the merge detector. This status shall be cleared by performing a SET operation on
the Historic Detector Reset object. The bits for this status shall be as follows:
a) Disabled (=bit0) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘Disabled’ since the last SET operation.
b) Working (=bit1) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘Working’ since the last SET operation.
c) Other Error - (=bit2) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘Other Error’ since the last SET
operation.
d) Erratic Count (=bit3) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘Erratic Count’ since the last SET
operation.
e) Maximum Presence (=bit4) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘Maximum Presence’ since
the last SET operation.
f) No Activity (=bit5) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘No Activity’ since the last SET
operation.
g) Error At Sensor (=bit6) - the Merge Detector Status is or has been ‘Error At Sensor’ since the last
SET operation.
Each dependency group shall have a Merge Override Status parameter indicating if the Merge Override
Flag is or has been ‘True’ in the most recently completed calculation interval.
A.2.3.2 Signal Sequence
Each dependency group shall have a Signal Service Mode parameter that shall operate as follows:
a) None - each metered lane in the dependency group shall cycle independently of all other lanes.
b) Mutex (mutually exclusive) - one and only lane in the dependency group shall display green at any
given time during the Metering state or during Shutdown metering.
c) Fixed Offset - the start of the Green interval for any lane will occur no sooner than the Green Offset
Time (0-25.5 seconds in 0.1-second increments) after the start of a previous Green interval for a lane
in the same dependency group.
d) Fractional Offset - the start of the Green interval for any lane will occur no sooner than the Fractional
Offset Time after the start of a previous Green interval for a lane in the same dependency group.
This time shall be no shorter than the Minimum Fractional Offset Time (0, 0.5-5.0 seconds in 0.1second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a constraint).
Each dependency group shall have a Priority Lane Number parameter indicating which metered lane in the
dependency group shall be treated as a priority lane. A value of ‘0’ shall indicate the absence of a priority lane in
this dependency group.
For each dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’, the Ramp Lane Sequence is defined
as the monotone increasing Dependency Group Sequence Number until the highest Dependency Group
Sequence Number for that dependency group is reached, at which time the sequence shall repeat.
For each dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and whose Priority Lane Number is 0,
the metered lanes in that dependency group shall transition into the Green interval based on the Ramp Lane
Sequence.
For each dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and whose Priority Lane Number is
NOT 0, the metered lanes in that dependency group shall transition into the Green interval based on the Ramp
Lane Sequence, 1:1 interleaved with the Priority Lane.
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A.3 Command Source Priority
Each metered lane shall have five metering command sources, which are Manual, Communications,
Interconnect, Time Base Control and Default.
These five command sources allow for a priority-based mechanism to control the RMC unit. Manual commands
are entered into the RMC unit locally through front panel, laptop or other user interface; fixing this at the highest
priority indicates that an authorized user at the RMC unit may need to take complete control. Communications
commands are issued by the Transportation Management Center or other control center. Interconnect commands
are peer-to-peer communications from other field controller(s) which may have more knowledge of local
conditions or may contain the mainline detectors instead of the RMC unit. Time Base Control commands use the
NTCIP global plan and event tables and are executed on a regular basis or for special events / holidays. Default
commands are implemented in the absence of any other mode or upon initial startup.
The following Metering Command Source / Action combinations are not recommended:
a) Manual / Traffic Responsive,
b) Time Base Control / Emergency Green, and
c) Default / Emergency Green.
The Manual command shall always have the highest priority. The Default command shall always have
the lowest priority. Each metered lane shall have a Command Source Priority Order parameter
indicating the sequence of decreasing priority for the Communications, Interconnect and Time Base
Control command sources.
The command source priority mechanism shall be implemented within the length of one calculation interval of the
SET operation of any command source.
Each metering command source shall have four parameters which are Action, Rate, Plan and Vehicles-perGreen.
Each Action parameter shall operate as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Dark - the metered lane shall advance to the Pre-metering Non-green interval.
Rest-in-Green - the metered lane shall advance to the Pre-metering Green interval.
Fixed Rate - the metered lane shall meter at the rate contained in the Rate parameter.
Traffic Responsive - the metered lane shall meter or not meter using the metering plan # contained in
the Plan parameter using those parameters.
e) Emergency Green - the metered lane shall advance to the Post-metering Green interval without
entering the Shutdown Green, Shutdown Yellow, Shutdown Red, or Shutdown Warning
intervals.
f) Skip - the next highest priority command shall be considered.
Each metered lane shall have a Requested Metering Command Source parameter indicating the
highest priority metering command source whose Action is NOT ‘Skip’.
Each metered lane shall have a Requested Action parameter, which shall be the Action parameter of the
Requested Metering Command Source. Each metered lane shall have a Requested Rate parameter,
which shall be the rate parameter of the Requested Metering Command Source. Each metered lane
shall have a Requested Plan parameter, which shall be the plan parameter of the Requested Metering
Command Source. Each metered lane shall have a Requested Vehicle-per-Green parameter, which
shall be the vehicle-per-green parameter of the Requested Metering Command Source.
Each metered lane shall have an Implemented Metering Command Source parameter indicating the
metering command source which commands the metered lane.
Each metered lane shall have an Implemented Action parameter, which shall operate as follows:
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a) Dark - the Requested Action is ‘Dark’ and the metered lane has no other timing constraints which
prevent it from advancing to the Pre-metering Non-green interval.
b) Rest-in-Green - the Requested Action is ‘Rest-in-Green’ and the metered lane has no other timing
constraints which prevent it from advancing to the Pre-metering Green interval.
c) Fixed Rate - the Requested Action is ‘Fixed Rate’ and the metered lane has no other timing
constraints which prevent it from implementing Fixed Rate metering.
d) Traffic Responsive - the Requested Action is ‘Traffic Responsive’ and the metered lane has no
other timing constraints that prevent it from implementing Traffic Responsive metering.
e) Emergency Green - the Requested Action is ‘Emergency Green’ and the metered lane has no
other timing constraints which prevent it from advancing to the Post-metering Green interval.
f) Hold Meter - indicates that the metering lane will remain in the metering state regardless of the
Requested Action due to restrictions such as minimum metering times.
g) Hold Non-meter - indicates that the metering lane will remain in the non-metering state regardless of
the Requested Action due to restrictions such as minimum non-metering times.
h) Hold Rest-in-Green - the Requested Action is ‘Dark’ but another metered lane in the same
dependency group, whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and whose interval is not in the nonmetering state.
If the Implemented Action is 'Hold Meter' or 'Hold Non-meter', then the Implemented Rate,
Implemented Plan and Implemented Vehicles-per-Green shall not change; otherwise, the
Implemented Rate shall be set to the Requested Rate, and the Implemented Plan shall be set to the
Requested Plan and the Implemented Vehicle-Per-Green shall be set to the Requested Vehicle-perGreen. Each metered lane shall have a Base Metering Rate parameter indicating the metering rate for
the metered lane prior to any adjustment.
Each metered lane shall have an Active Metering Rate parameter indicating the current metering rate for
the metered lane.
If the Communication Refresh Threshold Time (0, 20-1440 seconds in 1-second increments, a value of
‘0’ shall inhibit the timeout) elapses without a SET operation to the Communications Action for a
metered lane, the Communications Action parameter for that metered lane shall be set to ‘Skip’.
If there is no valid Action parameter for any metering command source other than ‘Default’, that Action
parameter shall be set to ‘Skip’.
If there is no valid Default Action parameter, the Default Action parameter shall be set to ‘Dark’.
A.3.1 Action Table
Use of action tables requires the support of the Timebase Event Scheduler from the Global object
definition set.
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of TBC Actions parameter to indicate the number
supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of TBC Actions parameter to indicate the number of entries
currently operational in this main action table. Each entry shall have an Action Number parameter
identifying which entry it represents.
Each timebased Action Number entry shall have a Metered Lane Action Number and a Mainline Lane
Action Number.
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Mainline Lane TBC Actions parameter to indicate the
number supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of Mainline Lane TBC Actions parameter to indicate
the number of entries currently operational in the mainline lane table. Each entry shall have an Mainline
Lane Action Index parameter identifying which entry it represents.
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Each Mainline Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Control Lane Usage Mode parameter
for each mainline lane.
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Metered Lane TBC Actions parameter to indicate the
number supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of Metered Lane TBC Actions parameter to indicate
the number of entries currently operational in the metered lane table. Each entry shall have an Metered
Lane Action Index parameter identifying which entry it represents.
Each Metered Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Action Control parameter for each
metered lane to allow the setting of the desired action during timebased metering. Additionally, each
metered lane shall have a Timebase Control Action Status parameter to indicate which action, if any, is
currently active.
Each Metered Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Plan Control parameter for each
metered lane to allow the setting of the desired metering plan during timebased metering. Additionally,
each metered lane shall have a Timebase Control Plan Status parameter to indicate which metering
plan, if any, is currently active.
Each Metered Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Rate Control parameter for each
metered lane to allow the setting of the desired metering rate during timebased metering. Additionally,
each metered lane shall have a Timebase Control Rate Status parameter to indicate which metering
rate, if any, is currently active.
Each Metered Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Vehicles-per-Green Control parameter
for each metered lane to allow the setting of the desired numbers of vehicles per green during timebased
metering. Additionally, each metered lane shall have a Timebase Control Vehicles-Per-Green Status
parameter to indicate the number of vehicles-per-green, if any, that is currently active.
Each Metered Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Control Minimum Metering Rate
Control parameter for each metered lane to allow the setting of the desired minimum metering rate
during timebased metering. Additionally, each metered lane shall have a Timebase Control Minimum
Metering Rate Status parameter to indicate which minimum metering rate, if any, is currently active.
Each Metered Lane Action Index entry shall have a Timebase Control Maximum Metering Rate
Control parameter for each metered lane to allow the setting of the desired maximum metering rate
during timebased metering. Additionally, each metered lane shall have a Timebase Control Maximum
Metering Rate Status parameter to indicate which maximum metering rate, if any, is currently active.
A.4 Calculation of Mainline Traffic Parameters
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the calculation of the mainline detector
station parameters that may be used within an RMC unit.
A.4.1 Station Averages
The RMC unit shall provide an Averaging Periods parameter (1-60 intervals in 1-interval increments) to
indicate the number of calculation intervals over, which station averages will be calculated.
The RMC unit shall have an Average Mainline Station Flow Rate parameter whose value will be
calculated over the Averaging Periods number of preceding calculation intervals for those lanes whose
Lane Status parameter was NOT ‘Total Failure’ or ‘Disabled’ at any time during the previous averaging
periods number of calculation intervals and whose Lane Usage Status is ‘SchemeF’, ‘SchemeFO’,
‘SchemeFS’, or ‘SchemeFOS’. The Average Mainline Station Flow Rate parameter shall be calculated
using a lane average.
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The RMC unit shall have an Average Mainline Station Occupancy parameter whose value will be
calculated over the Averaging Periods number of preceding calculation intervals for those lanes whose
Lane Status parameter was NOT ‘Total Failure’ or ‘Disabled’ at any time during the previous averaging
periods number of calculation intervals and whose Lane Usage Status is ‘SchemeO’, ‘SchemeFO’,
‘SchemeOS’, or ‘SchemeFOS’. The Average Mainline Station Occupancy parameter shall be
calculated using a lane average.
The RMC unit shall have an Average Mainline Station Speed parameter whose value will be calculated
over the Averaging Periods number of preceding calculation intervals for those lanes whose Lane
Status parameter was NOT ‘Total Failure’ or ‘Disabled’, or whose Lane Status was ‘Partial Failure’
and whose Typical Vehicle Length is NOT ‘0’, at any time during the previous averaging periods number
of calculation intervals and whose Lane Usage Status is ‘SchemeS’, ‘SchemeFS’, ‘SchemeOS’, or
‘SchemeFOS’. The Average Mainline Station Speed parameter shall be calculated using a vehicle
average.
The RMC unit shall have Number of Flow Rate Lanes, Number of Occupancy Lanes and Number of
Speed Lanes parameters indicating the number of mainline lanes that were used to calculate the
corresponding mainline station parameter as defined above.
A.4.2 Mainline Flow-based No Activity Table
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Mainline Flow-based No Activity Entries parameter to
indicate the number of entries (2-20) supported by the RMC unit, and a Number of Mainline Flow-based No
Activity Entries parameter to indicate how many entries are currently operational.
The RMC unit shall have a Mainline Flow-based No Activity Duration parameter to indicate the current value of
the Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval being used for each mainline detector.
Each Entry shall consist of:
a) Mainline Flow-based No Activity Threshold (0, 200-3600 vph in 1-vph increments).
b) Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval (0, 1-240 minutes in 1-minute increments).
The table shall be organized as follows:
a) If the Average Mainline Station Flow Rate value is greater than the maximum threshold defined in
the table, then the Mainline Flow-based No Activity test shall be disabled.
b) Mainline Flow Rate No Activity Threshold value in the first entry shall be the maximum threshold.
c) If the Average Mainline Station Flow Rate value is less than the Mainline Flow Rate No Activity
Threshold value in this entry row and greater than the following entry, then the Mainline Flow-based
No Activity Interval defined in the same entry shall be used. Also, the Mainline Flow-based No
Activity Duration parameter shall be set to the Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval value in
this entry row.
d) If the Average Mainline Station Flow Rate value is less than the value defined in the last entry, then
the Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval of the last entry shall be used. . Also, the Mainline
Flow-based No Activity Duration parameter shall be set to the Mainline Flow-based No Activity
Interval value in this entry row.
Additionally, the following rules shall be used when configuring this table:
a) All Mainline Flow Rate No Activity Threshold entries in the table shall be decreasing for increasing
indices.
b) All Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval entries in the table shall be non-decreasing for
increasing indices.
c) If the Number of Flow Rate Lanes is ‘0’, then the Mainline Flow-based No Activity test shall be
disabled.
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A.4.3 Mainline Critical Values
Each metered lane shall have a Critical Occupancy Threshold (0, 5.0-30.0 percent in 0.1-percent
increments), a Critical Flow Rate Threshold (0, 1000-3600 vph in 1-vph increments) and a Critical
Speed Threshold (0, 15-100 km/h in 1-km/h increments).
For each metered lane whose Implemented Action is ‘Traffic Responsive’, the Mainline versus
Queue Flag shall be ‘True’ when:
1. The Number of Occupancy Lanes is greater than ‘0’,
and
the Critical Occupancy Threshold is NOT ‘0’,
and
the Critical Occupancy Threshold is less than the Average Mainline Station Occupancy,
OR
2. The Number of Flow Rate Lanes is greater than ‘0’,
and
the Critical Flow Rate Threshold is NOT ‘0’,
and
the Critical Flow Rate Threshold is greater than the Average Mainline Station Flow Rate,
OR
3. The Number of Speed Lanes is greater than ‘0’,
and
the Critical Speed Threshold is NOT ‘0’,
and
the Critical Speed Threshold is greater than the Average Mainline Station Speed,
Otherwise, the Mainline versus Queue Flag shall be ‘False’.
A.5 Starting Metering
Following a Metering state, the duration of a Non-Metering state shall be no shorter than the Minimum
Non-Metering Time parameter (0-60 minutes in 1-minute increments). Immediately after initialization, this
duration shall not apply. Once this interval has been met, the metered lane will be allowed to start
metering.
A.5.1 Fixed Rate
If the Implemented Action is Fixed Rate, then the transition from the Non-Metering state to the
Metering state will begin immediately.
A.5.2 Traffic Responsive
If the Implemented Action is Traffic Responsive, then the Average Mainline Station traffic parameters
will be used with metering level 2 of the metering plan that is indicated in the Implemented Plan to
determine whether to start metering.
If the Average Mainline Station Occupancy value is greater than the Occupancy Threshold value of
the Level 2 entry, or the Average Mainline Station Flow Rate value is greater than the Flow Rate
Threshold value of the Level 2 entry, or the Average Mainline Speed value is less than the Speed
Threshold value of the Level 2 entry, then the transition from the Non-Metering state to the Metering
state shall begin immediately.
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A.6 Stopping Metering
The duration of a Metering state shall be no shorter than the Minimum Metering Time parameter (0-60
minutes in 1-minute increments). Once this interval has been met, the metered lane will be allowed to
stop metering.
If the Queue versus Shutdown Flag is ‘True’ and any Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’, the metered lane
will not be allowed to stop metering. This will prevent shutdown during queue override.
A.6.1 Dark or Rest-in-Green
If the Implemented Action is ‘Dark’ or ‘Rest-in-Green’, then the transition from the Metering state to
the Non-Metering state will begin immediately. The lane shall meter at the Shutdown Normal Metering
Rate (120-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments).
A.6.2 Traffic Responsive
If the Implemented Action is ‘Traffic Responsive’, then the Average Mainline Station traffic
parameters will be used with metering level 1 of the metering plan that is indicated in the Implemented
Plan to determine whether to stop metering.
If the Average Mainline Station Occupancy value is less than the Occupancy Threshold value of the
Level 1 entry, or the Average Mainline Station Flow Rate value is less than the Flow Rate Threshold
value of the Level 1 entry, or the Average Mainline Speed value is greater than the Speed Threshold
value of the Level 1 entry, then the transition from the ‘Metering’ state to the ‘Non-Metering’ state shall
begin immediately. The lane shall meter at the metering rate corresponding to level 1 of the identified
metering plan.
A.6.3 Emergency Green
If the Implemented Action is ‘Emergency Green’, then the transition from the Metering state to the
Non-Metering state begins immediately. The metered lane shall bypass the ‘Shutdown Green’,
‘Shutdown Yellow’, ‘Shutdown Red’and ‘Shutdown Warning’ intervals; advance directly to the ‘PostMetering Green’ interval; and remain in the ‘Post-Metering Green’ interval as long as the Implemented
Action is ‘Emergency Green’. This shall supersede queue override.
A.7 Steady-State Metering
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the steady state operations that may be
used within an RMC unit.
A.7.1 Metering Plan
The RMC unit shall have a Metering Plan Table containing all of the Metering Plans.
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Metering Plans parameter to indicate the number of
metering plans (4-100) supported by the Metering Plan Table, and a Number of Metering Plans
parameter to indicate how many metering plans are currently supported, e.g., have one or more Metering
Levels with non-zero Metering Rate entries. Each plan shall have a Metering Plan Number parameter
identifying which plan it represents.
The RMC unit shall have a Maximum Number of Levels per Metering Plan parameter to indicate the
number of levels (2-50) in each plan supported by the Metering Plan Table for each plan, and a Number
of Metering Levels parameter to indicate how many metering levels are currently operational.
All non-zero Metering Rate entries in each metering plan shall be non-increasing for increasing Metering
Levels. Interspersed values of zero (0) are allowed; a value of zero (0) shall indicate that the entire level
shall not be used during traffic-responsive metering, including queue override adjustment.
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Each Metering Level shall consist of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Metering Rate (0, 120-1800 vph in 1-vph increments).
Occupancy Threshold (0, 5.0-30.0 percent in 0.1-percent increments).
Flow Rate Threshold (0, 1000-3600 vph in 1-vph increments).
Speed Threshold (0, 15-100 km/h in 1-km/h increments).

Additionally, the following rules shall be used when configuring this table:
a) All non-zero Flow Rate Threshold and Occupancy Threshold entries in each metering plan shall
be non-decreasing for increasing Metering Levels. Interspersed values of zero (0) are allowed; a
value of zero (0) shall indicate that the threshold shall NOT be used with the corresponding Station
Average parameter during traffic-responsive metering.
b) All non-zero Speed Threshold and Metering Rate entries in each metering plan shall be nonincreasing for increasing Metering Levels. Interspersed values of zero (0) are allowed; a value of
zero (0) shall indicate that the threshold shall NOT be used with the Station Average Speed
parameter during traffic-responsive metering.
A.7.2 Metering Rate
If the criteria listed above to make the transition from the Metering state to the Non-Metering state are
not met, then the metering rate for each metered lane shall be recalculated every Calculation Interval.
If the Implemented Action is ‘Fixed Rate’, then metering will continue at the Requested Rate.
If the Implemented Action is ‘Traffic Responsive’, then the Average Mainline Station traffic
parameters will be used with metering levels greater than 1 of the metering plan that is indicated in the
Implemented Plan to determine the Requested Rate; then the most restrictive (lowest) metering rate
shall be chosen as the Requested Rate.
The conceptual use of this table is:
Preconditions:
Note: Only rows that have metering rates with a value greater than zero (0) can be used in this step.
Note: The value of a threshold parameter has to be greater than zero (0) to select a Metering Rate
that will be used in the next step.
The Requested Metering Rate is the lowest Metering Rate resulting from the following three (3)
evaluations.
a) If the Average Occupancy value is less than the Occupancy Threshold value in this entry row
and greater than the following entry, then the Metering Rate defined in the same entry shall be
used the comparison below. If the Average Occupancy value is greater than the value defined in
the last entry, then the Metering Rate of the last entry shall be used. Note that the Number of
Occupancy Lanes has to be greater than zero (0) for this comparison to be valid.
b) If the Average Flow Rate value is less than the Flow Rate Threshold value in this entry row and
greater than the following entry, then the Metering Rate defined in the same entry shall be used
the comparison below. If the Average Flow Rate value is greater than the value defined in the
last entry, then the Metering Rate of the last entry shall be used. Note that the Number of Flow
Rate Lanes has to be greater than zero (0) for this comparison to be valid.
c) If the Average Speed value is greater than the Speed Threshold value in this entry row and less
than the following entry, then the Metering Rate defined in the same entry shall be used the
comparison below. If the Average Speed value is less than the value defined in the last entry,
then the Metering Rate of the last entry shall be used. Note that the Number of Speed Lanes
has to be greater than zero (0) for this comparison to be valid.
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A.8 Signal Service
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the different stages and transitions that
may be used within an RMC unit.
A.8.1 Initialization
Each metered lane shall initialize in the Non-Metering state and the Pre-metering Non-green interval.
A.8.2 Transition from Non-Metering state to Metering state
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the transition from non-metering to
metering including the intervals of Startup Alert, Startup Warning, Startup Green, Startup Yellow, and
Startup Red.
A.8.2.1 Startup Alert
The Startup Alert interval shall terminate when the Startup Alert Time (0, 0.1-60.0 seconds in 0.1second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has elapsed.
All other metered lanes in the same dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and
who remain in the Non-Metering state shall be placed in the Pre-metering Green interval.
A.8.2.2 Startup Warning
The Startup Warning interval shall terminate when the Startup Warning Time (0, 0.1-60.0 seconds in
0.1-second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has elapsed.
All other metered lanes in the same dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and
who remain in the Non-Metering state shall be placed in the Pre-metering Green interval.
A.8.2.3 Startup Green
The Startup Green interval shall terminate when the Startup Green Time (0, 0.1-60.0 seconds in 0.1second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has elapsed and a
gap in excess of the Startup Gap Time (0, 0.1-15.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of ‘0’
shall make the termination of this interval dependent only on Startup Green Time) has been detected on
the queue detector whose Queue Detector Number is the Startup Gap Queue Detector Number.
When the Startup Gap Time is zero, the termination of the Startup Green interval is dependent only on
Startup Green Time.
A.8.2.4 Startup Yellow
The Startup Yellow interval shall terminate when the Startup Yellow Time (0, 0.1-10.0 seconds in 0.1second increments; a value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has elapsed.
A.8.2.5 Startup Red
The Startup Red interval shall terminate when the Startup Red Time (0, 0.1-10.0 seconds in 0.1-second
increments; a value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has elapsed.
A.8.3 Metering Operation
Upon completion of the Startup Red interval, the Metering state shall begin.
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A.8.3.1 Red
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the different stages of the Red interval
that may be used within an RMC unit.
A.8.3.1.1 Minimum Red
The Red interval shall not terminate until the Minimum Red Time (1.0-15.0 seconds in 0.1-second
increments) has elapsed.
A.8.3.1.2 Red Violation
When the Red interval has been active for Red Violation Clearance Time (0, 0.1-5.0 seconds in 0.1second increments) and the passage detector changes to actuated, the current cycle shall be extended
by the Red Violation Adjustment Time (0, 1.0-5.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments). This extension
shall be disabled when the Red Violation Adjustment Time is zero, or when any Queue Detected Flag
is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Violations Flag is ‘True’.
A.8.3.1.3 Priority Red Delay
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and whose
Metered Lane Number is not the Priority Lane Number, the higher of the time remaining in the Red
interval and the Priority Lane Red Delay Time (0-5.0 seconds in 0.1 second increments) shall be used
as the time remaining in the Red interval when the demand detector is actuated for the Priority Lane
Number. This delays the issuance of the green for the next lane in the sequence when there is demand
on the priority lane.
A.8.3.1.4 Termination of Red
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the termination of the Red interval that
may be used within an RMC unit.
A.8.3.1.4.1 Normal
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘None’, the Red interval
shall terminate when:
1. The Red interval has expired, and
2. The demand detector is actuated,
or
the Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
the Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ’Enable
Call’, and
3. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘Mutex’, the Red interval
shall terminate when:
1. The Red interval has expired, and
2. All metered lanes in the dependency group have been in the Red interval for at least the Minimum
Mutex Red Time (0, 0.1-10.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of ‘0’ shall indicate that no
minimum simultaneous red is required), and
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3. No other metered lane in the dependency group is in the Green interval, and
4. The metered lane is the next lane in the Ramp Lane Sequence whose demand detector is actuated,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ’Enable
Call’, and
5. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘Fixed Offset’, the Red
interval shall terminate when:
1. The Red interval has expired, and
2. No other metered lane in the dependency group has begun its Green interval within Green Offset
Time, and
3. The metered lane is the next lane in the Ramp Lane Sequence whose demand detector is actuated,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ‘Enable
Call’, and
4. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘Fractional Offset’, the
Red interval shall terminate when:
1. The Red interval has expired, and
2. No other metered lane in the dependency group has begun its Green interval within the higher of the
Minimum Fractional Offset Time (0, 0.5-5.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0)
shall indicate that this parameter does not represent a constraint) and the Fractional Offset Time,
and
3. The metered lane is the next lane in the Ramp Lane Sequence whose demand detector is actuated,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ’Enable
Call’, and
4. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
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A.8.3.1.4.2 Short Stop
When the Short Stop Time (0, 1.0-120.0 in 0.1-s increments) is non-zero, the Red interval shall
terminate when:
1. The Red interval has expired, and
2. The demand detector is not actuated, and
3. The Short Stop Time (0, 1.0-120.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall
inhibit short stop termination of the Red interval) has expired, and
4. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’, and
5. The Queue Detector Status is ‘Disabled’,
or
the Queue Detection Mode is ‘Occupancy’ and the occupancy on the queue detector whose Queue
Detector Number is the Short Stop Queue Detector Number for the preceding calculation interval
exceeds the Short Stop Occupancy Threshold (0-100.0 percent in 0.1-percent increments).
This allows for either time- or occupancy-based short stop.
A.8.3.1.4.3 Long Stop
If the Red interval has expired and the passage detector is actuated, the current cycle shall be extended
by the Long Stop Time (0, 1.0-10.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall inhibit
long stop termination of the Red interval). At the end of the current cycle, the Red interval shall terminate.
A.8.3.1.4.4 Demand Gap
If the Red interval has expired and the demand detector has not been actuated for Demand Gap Time
(1.0-5.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments) after the Red interval has expired, the current cycle shall be
extended by the Demand Red Time (0, 1.0-15.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0)
shall inhibit demand red extension of the current cycle) after the demand detector becomes actuated. At
the end of the current cycle, the Red interval shall terminate.
A.8.3.2 Green
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the Green interval including the
termination of green, minimum green, and maximum green.
A.8.3.2.1 Termination of Green
For each metered lane whose Implemented Vehicles-per-Green is ‘1’, the Green interval shall terminate
upon one actuation on the passage detector.
For each metered lane whose Implemented Vehicles-per-Green is greater than ‘1’ and whose Yellow
Time is non-zero, the Green interval shall terminate upon distinct actuations on the passage detector
equal to one less than the Implemented Vehicles-per-Green parameter.
For each metered lane whose Implemented Vehicles-per-Green is greater than ‘1’ and whose Yellow
Time is zero, the Green interval shall terminate upon distinct actuations on the passage detector equal to
the Implemented Vehicles-per-Green parameter.
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A.8.3.2.2 Minimum Green
If distinct actuations on the passage detector occur prior to the timing of the Minimum Green Time (1.05.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments), the Green interval shall not terminate until the Minimum Green
Time has elapsed.
For each metered lane whose Passage Detector Status is NOT ’Working’ and whose Implemented
Vehicles-per-Green is ‘1’, the Green interval shall terminate when the Minimum Green Time has
elapsed.
A.8.3.2.3 Maximum Green
If distinct actuations on the passage detector do not occur prior to the timing of the Maximum Green
Time (1.0-15.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments), the Green interval shall terminate.
For each metered lane whose Passage Detector Status is NOT ’Working’ and whose Implemented
Vehicles-per-Green is greater than ‘1’, the Green interval shall terminate when the Maximum Green
Time has elapsed.
A.8.3.3 Yellow
The Yellow interval shall terminate when the Yellow Time (0, 0.5-5.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments;
a value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has elapsed.
A.8.4 Stop Timing Conditions
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the different conditions that may lead to
stopping of timing of the RMC unit during the Metering state. The only possible condition includes the
merge override condition.
A.8.4.1 Merge Override
When the merge detector of a dependency group is actuated for longer than the Merge Delay Time (025.5 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall force the Merge Override Flag to be
‘False’ while the merge detector is actuated), the Merge Override Flag for that dependency group shall
be ‘True’. Each metered lane in that dependency group shall remain in the Red interval as long as the
Merge Override Flag is ‘True’.
When the merge detector of that dependency group is not actuated for longer than the Merge Gap Time
(0, 0.1-25.5 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall force the Merge Override Flag to
be ‘False’ while the merge detector is not actuated), the Merge Override Flag shall be ‘False’.
The Merge Override Flag shall be ‘False’ when the Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue
versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
A.8.5 Transition from Metering state to Non-Metering state
The metering rate used during the Shutdown Green, Shutdown Yellow and Shutdown Red intervals is
discussed in A.6.1 and A.6.2 above.
A.8.5.1 Shutdown Green
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the Shutdown Green interval including
the termination of shutdown green, minimum shutdown green, and maximum shutdown green.
A.8.5.1.1 Termination of Shutdown Green
For each metered lane whose Implemented Vehicles-per-Green is ‘1’, the Shutdown Green interval
shall terminate upon one actuation on the passage detector.
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For each metered lane whose Implemented Vehicles-per-Green is greater than ‘1’ and whose Yellow
Time is non-zero, the Shutdown Green interval shall terminate upon distinct actuations on the passage
detector equal to one less than the Implemented Vehicles-per-Green parameter.
For each metered lane whose Implemented Vehicles-per-Green is greater than ‘1’ and whose Yellow
Time is zero, the Shutdown Green interval shall terminate upon distinct actuations on the passage
detector equal to the Implemented Vehicles-per-Green parameter.
A.8.5.1.2 Minimum Shutdown Green
If distinct actuations on the passage detector occur prior to the timing of the Minimum Green Time, the
Shutdown Green interval shall not terminate until the Minimum Green Time has elapsed.
For each metered lane whose Passage Detector Status is NOT ’Working’ and whose Implemented
Vehicles-per-Green is ‘1’, the Shutdown Green interval shall terminate when the Minimum Green Time
has elapsed.
A.8.5.1.3 Maximum Shutdown Green
If these distinct actuations on the passage detector do not occur prior to the timing of the Maximum
Green Time, the Shutdown Green interval shall terminate.
For each metered lane whose Passage Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and whose Implemented
Vehicles-per-Green is greater than ‘1’, the Shutdown Green interval shall terminate when the
Maximum Green Time has elapsed.
A.8.5.2 Shutdown Yellow
The Shutdown Yellow interval shall terminate when the Yellow Time has elapsed. A value of zero (0) for
the Yellow Time shall cause the metered lane to bypass the Shutdown Yellow interval.
A.8.5.3 Shutdown Red
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the termination of the Shutdown Red
interval that may be used within an RMC unit.
A.8.5.3.1 Minimum Shutdown Red
The Shutdown Red interval shall not terminate until the Minimum Red Time has elapsed.
A.8.5.3.2 Shutdown Red Violation
When the Shutdown Red interval has been active for Red Violation Clearance Time and the passage
detector changes to actuated, the current cycle shall be extended by the Red Violation Adjustment
Time.
A.8.5.3.3 Priority Shutdown Red Delay
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is NOT ‘None’ and whose
Metered Lane Number is not the Priority Lane Number, the higher of the time remaining in the
Shutdown Red interval and the Priority Lane Red Delay Time shall be used as the time remaining in
the Shutdown Red interval when demand detector is actuated for the Priority Lane Number. This
delays the issuance of the green for the next lane in the sequence when there is demand on the priority
lane.
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A.8.5.3.4 Termination of Shutdown Red
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the termination of the Shutdown Red
interval that may be used within an RMC unit.
A.8.5.3.4.1 Normal Termination of Shutdown Red
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘None’, the Shutdown
Red interval shall terminate when:
1. The Shutdown Red interval has expired, and
2. The demand detector is actuated,
or
the Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
the Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ’Enable Call’,
and
3. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘Mutex’, the Shutdown
Red interval shall terminate when:
1. The Shutdown Red interval has expired, and
2. All metered lanes in the dependency group have been in the ‘Red’ interval for at least the Minimum
Mutex Red Time, and
3. No other metered lane in the dependency group is in the Shutdown Green interval, and
4. The metered lane is the next lane in the Ramp Lane Sequence whose demand detector is actuated,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ’Enable
Call’, and
5. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘Fixed Offset’, the
Shutdown Red interval shall terminate when:
1. The Shutdown Red interval has expired, and
2. No other metered lane in the dependency group has begun its Shutdown Green interval within
Green Offset Time, and
3. The metered lane is the next lane in the Ramp Lane Sequence whose demand detector is actuated,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
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whose Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ and the Demand Detector Mode is ‘Enable
Call’, and
4. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
For each metered lane in a dependency group whose Signal Service Mode is ‘Fractional Offset’, the
Shutdown Red interval shall terminate when:
1. The Shutdown Red interval has expired, and
2. No other metered lane in the dependency group has begun its Shutdown Green interval within the
higher of the Fractional Offset Time and the Minimum Fractional Offset Time, and
3. The metered lane is the next lane in the Ramp Lane Sequence whose demand detector is actuated,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is ‘Recalled’,
or
whose Demand Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’, and the Demand Detector Mode is ’Enable
Call’, and
4. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’.
A.8.5.3.4.2 Shutdown Short Stop
When the Short Stop Time is non-zero, the Shutdown Red interval shall terminate when:
1. The Shutdown Red interval has expired, and
2. The demand detector is not actuated, and
3. The Short Stop Time has expired, and
4. The Merge Override Flag is ‘False’,
or
the Merge Override Flag is ‘True’ and the Queue versus Merge Flag is ‘True’, and
5. The Queue Detector Status is ‘Disabled’,
or
the Queue Detection Mode is ‘Occupancy’ and the occupancy on the queue detector whose Queue
Detector Number is the Short Stop Queue Number for the preceding calculation interval exceeds
the Short Stop Occupancy Threshold.
This allows for either time- or occupancy-based shutdown short stop.
A.8.5.3.4.3 Shutdown Long Stop
If the Shutdown Red interval has expired and the passage detector is actuated, the Shutdown Red
interval shall be extended by the Long Stop Time. At the end of this extended Shutdown Red interval,
the Shutdown Red interval shall terminate.
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A.8.5.3.4.4 Shutdown Demand Gap
If the Shutdown Red interval has expired and the demand detector has not been actuated for Demand
Gap Time after the Shutdown Red interval has expired, the current cycle shall be extended by the
Demand Red Time after the demand detector becomes actuated. At the end of the current cycle, the
Shutdown Red interval shall terminate.
A.8.5.3.5 End of Shutdown Metering
Shutdown metering shall terminate when:
a) The Shutdown Time (0-600 seconds in 1-second increments) has elapsed, and
b) The Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’ for each queue detector, and
c) A gap in excess of Shutdown Gap Time (0, 1.0-10.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of
zero (0) shall make the termination of shutdown metering dependent only on Shutdown Time) has
been detected on the demand detector for each metered lane in the dependency group whose Signal
Service Mode is NOT ‘None’.
While each Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’, the shutdown gap time shall be reduced by Shutdown Gap
Reduction Value (0, 0.1-10.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall inhibit
shutdown gap time reduction) every Shutdown Gap Reduction Time (0-20 seconds in 1-second
increments). If a queue is detected, gap reduction shall be suspended. When the queue is cleared, gap
reduction shall resume.
When the initial value of Shutdown Gap Time is zero (0), the termination of shutdown metering is
dependent only on Shutdown Time.
A.8.5.4 Shutdown Warning
The Shutdown Warning interval shall terminate when the Shutdown Warning Time (0-60.0 seconds in
0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this interval) has
elapsed.
A.8.6 Non Metering Operation
Upon completion of the Shutdown Warning interval, the Non-Metering state shall begin.
A.8.6.1 Post-metering Green
The Post-metering Green interval shall terminate when the Post-metering Green Time (0, 0.1-60.0
seconds in 0.1-second increments; a value of zero (0) shall cause the metered lane to bypass this
interval) has elapsed unless the Implemented Action is ‘Emergency Green’.
A.8.6.2 Pre-metering Green
If the Implemented Action is ‘Traffic Responsive’, ‘Fixed Rate’, or ‘Rest-in-Green’, then the metered
lane shall enter the Pre-metering Green interval.
A.8.6.3 Pre-metering Non-green
If the Implemented Action is ‘Dark’, then the metered lane shall enter the Pre-metering Non-green
interval.
If any other metered lane in the same dependency group has a Signal Service Mode of NOT ‘None’ and
is in a state other than the Non-Metering state, then the metered lane shall enter the Pre-metering
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Green interval. In this case, the Implemented Action shall be ‘HoldRestInGreen’ and shall remain there
until either:
a) the Requested Action is NOT ‘Dark’, or
b) all other metered lanes in the same dependency group enter the Non-Metering state.
A.9 Queue Override
This subsection describes the concept of operations pertaining to the queue override operations that may
be used within an RMC unit.
A.9.1 Queue Detection
The Queue Detection Mode parameter shall operate as follows:
a) Disabled - no queue detection shall occur and the Queue Detected Flag shall be ‘False’.
b) Count - when the Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’ and the difference between the vehicle counts at
the queue detector and the passage detector exceeds the Queue Length Upper Limit (0-100
vehicles in 1-vehicle increments), the Queue Detected Flag shall be set to ‘True’; otherwise, it shall
remain ‘False’.
When the Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’ and the difference between the vehicle counts at the queue
detector and the passage detector is below the Queue Length Lower Limit (0-100 vehicles in 1vehicle increments), the Queue Detected Flag shall be set to ‘False’; otherwise, it shall remain
‘True’.
c) Occupancy - when the Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’ and the preceding calculation interval
occupancy at the queue detector exceeds the Queue Occupancy Upper Limit (0-100.0 percent in
0.1-percent increments) for Queue Occupancy Upper Delay Time (0-30 intervals in 1-interval
increments), the Queue Detected Flag shall be set to ‘True’; otherwise, it shall remain ‘False’.
When the Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’ and the preceding calculation interval occupancy at the
queue detector is below the Queue Occupancy Lower Limit (0-100.0 percent in 0.1-percent
increments) for Queue Occupancy Lower Delay Time (0-30 intervals in 1-interval increments), the
Queue Detected Flag shall be set to ‘False’; otherwise, it shall remain ‘True’.
d) Quick occupancy - when the Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’ and the occupancy at the queue
detector exceeds the Queue Quick Occupancy Upper Limit (0-100.0 percent in 0.1-percent
increments) for Queue Quick Occupancy Upper Delay Time (0-30.0 seconds in 0.1-second
increments), the Queue Detected Flag shall be set to ‘True’; otherwise, it shall remain ‘False’.
When the Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’ and the occupancy at the queue detector is below the
Queue Quick Occupancy Lower Limit (0-100.0 percent in 0.1-percent increments) for Queue
Quick Occupancy Lower Delay Time (0-30.0 seconds in 0.1-second increments), the Queue
Detected Flag shall be set to ‘False’; otherwise, it shall remain ‘True’.
A.9.2 Queue Adjustment
The Queue Adjustment Mode parameter shall operate as follows:
a) Rate - the Queue Adjustment Rate (0, 5-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments) shall represent an
increase to the current metering rate. The Queue Adjustment Rate Iterations (0, 1-20 iterations in
1-iteration increments) shall identify the maximum number of times the Queue Adjustment Rate will
be added to the current metering rate. This adjustment shall occur every Queue Adjustment Rate
Delay Time (20-240 seconds in 1-second increments) while the Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’. The
Queue Adjustment Rate Limit (0, 120-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments) shall represent the highest
metering rate at which the metered lane shall be metered. If the current metering rate is greater than
the Queue Adjustment Rate Limit, then no adjustment shall be made.
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When the Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’ or if the Queue Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ or if
the Mainline versus Queue Flag is ‘True’, the reverse process shall occur. The Queue Adjustment
Rate shall be subtracted from the current metering rate. This decrease shall take place every Queue
Adjustment Rate Delay Time until the appropriate metering rate is reached.
b) Level - the Queue Adjustment Level (0, 1-5 levels in 1-level increments) shall represent a decrease
to the current metering level. The Queue Adjustment Level Iterations (0, 1-5 iterations in 1-iteration
increments) shall identify the maximum number of times the Queue Adjustment Level will be
subtracted from the current metering level. This adjustment shall occur every Queue Occupancy
Level Delay Time (20-240 seconds in 1-second increments) while the Queue Detected Flag is
‘True’. The Queue Adjustment Level Limit (1-5 levels in 1-level increments) shall represent the
lowest metering level at which the metered lane shall be metered. If the current metering level is less
than the Queue Adjustment Level Limit, then no adjustment shall be made.
When the Queue Detected Flag is ‘False’ or if the Queue Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ or if
the Mainline versus Queue Flag is ‘True’, the reverse process shall occur. The Queue Adjustment
Level shall be added to the current metering level. This decrease shall take place every Queue
Adjustment Level Delay Time until the appropriate metering level is reached.
Level Adjustment Mode can only be used when the Implemented Action is ‘Traffic Responsive’.
If the Implemented Action is NOT ‘Traffic Responsive’, no adjustment will be made.
c) Fixed - the Queue Replacement Rate (0, 600-1800 vphpl in 1-vphpl increments) shall represent a
replacement of the Base Metering Rate while the Queue Detected Flag is ‘True’. When the Queue
Detected Flag is ‘False’ or if the Queue Detector Status is NOT ‘Working’ or if the Mainline
versus Queue Flag is ‘True’, the reverse process shall occur. The Queue Replacement Rate shall
be replaced with the Base Metering Rate.
Each metered lane shall have a Queue Adjustment Usage parameter indicating the process by which
adjustments will be combined from each of its queue detectors. This parameter shall operate as follows:
a) Additive - the queue override adjustment from each queue detector whose Queue Detected Flag is
‘True’ shall be combined into one adjustment.
b) AdditiveXI - the queue override adjustment from each queue detector whose Queue Detected Flag is
‘True’ and whose Queue Type is ‘Excessive’ shall be combined into one adjustment. If there are no
such detectors, the queue override adjustment from each queue detector whose Queue Detected
Flag is ‘True’ and whose Queue Type is ‘Intermediate’ shall be combined into one adjustment.
c) PriorityXI - the queue override adjustment from the highest priority queue detector whose Queue
Detected Flag is ‘True’ and whose Queue Type is ‘Excessive’ shall be applied. If there is no such
detector, the queue override adjustment from the highest priority queue detector whose Queue
Detected Flag is ‘True’ and whose Queue Type is ‘Intermediate’ shall be applied.
A.10 Physical Outputs
Physical input or output numbers set to a value of 255 shall not be used.
A.10.1 RMC unit Global
The RMC unit shall have an Advance Warning Sign Output Number. When all metered lanes of the
RMC unit are in the Non-Metering state, the RMC unit advance warning sign shall be OFF; otherwise, it
shall be ON.
A.10.2 Dependency Group
Each dependency group shall have a Merge Detector Input Number.
Each dependency group shall have an Dependency Group Advance Warning Sign Output Number.
When all metered lanes of the dependency group, whose Signal Service Mode is NOT 'None', are in the
Non-Metering state, the dependency group advance warning sign shall be OFF; otherwise, it shall be
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ON.
A.10.3 Metered Lanes
Each metered lane shall have a Demand Detector Input Number and a Passage Detector Input
Number.
Each metered lane shall have a Red Indication Output Number, a Yellow Indication Output Number
and a Green Indication Output Number. The signal indications shall operate as shown in Figure 3.
Each metered lane shall have an Metered Lane Advance Warning Sign Output Number. When the
metered lane is in the Non-Metering state, the metered lane advance warning sign shall be OFF;
otherwise, it shall be ON.
A.10.3.1 Queue Detectors
Each queue detector shall have a Queue Detector Input Number.
A.10.4 Mainline Lanes
Each mainline lane shall have an Leading Detector Input Number and a Trailing Detector Input
Number.
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Annex B
Profile Requirement Lists (PRL) [Normative]
Note: Since 2007 when NTCIP 1207 v02 last underwent major revision, the organization and
formatting of the systems engineering content in 1200-series standards has evolved. The NTCIP
1207 v03 will present systems engineering content in the more complete and correct format. The
“Conformance Group” references in this annex will be revised into a single PRL table with
multiple parts.
A Conformance Group is a basic unit of conformance and is used to specify a collection of related
managed objects. The Conformance Group designation applied to a set of objects provides a systematic
means for determining which objects are required to support a function. If a device has multiple functions,
a Conformance Group will be defined for each function. Conformance Group definitions will be found in
the NTCIP Object Definition Standard documents. The Object Definition Standard may define a
Conformance Group with objects that are not in lexicographic order and only apply to devices of that type.
The related managed objects of a Conformance Group may include mandatory and/or optional objects.
Mandatory objects within a Conformance Group shall be implemented. Optional objects shall be
implemented only if a defined function of the device requires that particular object.
For example, assume a device implements an asynchronous RS-232 interface. It is required to implement
all the mandatory objects in the Asynchronous Conformance Group of the RS-232 MIB. It would not have
to implement the Synchronous Conformance Group of objects unless it also provided a synchronous
interface.
Assume also that the Asynchronous Conformance Group has a CRC error counter object that is optional.
The CRC error counter object would not have to be implemented unless the device used CRC checking
on the asynchronous interface.
Conformance Groups are defined as either mandatory or optional. If a Conformance Group is mandatory,
all of the objects with STATUS "mandatory" that are part of the Conformance Group shall be present for a
device to claim conformance to the Conformance Group. If a Conformance Group is optional, all of the
objects that are part of the Conformance Group with the STATUS "mandatory" shall be present if the
device supports the Conformance Group. Objects with the STATUS "optional" may be supported.
When a table is included in a Conformance Group, all objects contained in the table are included by
reference. This is because a table is defined as a SEQUENCE OF {SEQUENCE}. Thus, all objects listed
in the sequence are defined as an integral part of the table. Tables are defined as either mandatory or
optional. If a table is mandatory, all of the objects with STATUS "mandatory" shall be present. If a table is
optional, all of the objects with the STATUS "mandatory" shall be present if the device supports the table.
Objects in the table with the STATUS "optional" may be supported.
B.1 Notation
The following notations and symbols are used to indicate status and conditional status within NTCIP 1207
v02.
B.1.1 Type Symbols
The symbols in Table 2 are used to indicate type.
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Table 2 Type Symbols
Symbol
C
P

P2

S

Type
Control Object: use of 'dbCreateTransaction' in NTCIP 1201 v03 Section
2.3.1 shall NOT delay a SET to this object.
Parameter Object: use of 'dbCreateTransaction' in NTCIP 1201 v03
Section 2.3.1 to SET this object is optional. Note: The device is required
to support both the normal SNMP SET and a SET via
dbCreateTransaction.
Parameter Object: use of 'dbCreateTransaction' in NTCIP 1201 v03
Section 2.3.1 to SET this object is mandatory. Note: The device is
required to NOT allow a normal SNMP SET.
Status / Information Object: this object is read only therefore a SET is
not permitted.

For this device, all ‘P’ and ‘P2’ objects should be stored in non-volatile memory.
B.1.2 Status Symbols
The symbols in Table 3 are used to indicate status.
Table 3 Status Symbols
Symbol
M
M.<n>
O
O.<n>
C
N/A
X
D

Status
Mandatory
Support of every item of the group labeled by the same
numeral <n> required, but only one is active at a time.
Optional
Optional, but support of at least one of the group of
options labeled by the same numeral <n> is required
Conditional
Non-applicable (i.e., logically impossible in the scope of
the profile)
Excluded or prohibited
Deprecated

Note: The SYMBOL 'D' was added to allow an indication within the following Conformance Tables
that certain objects are not be used, but instead object definitions that convey the same or similar
meanings. Specifically, objects pertaining to the daylight saving time reference the new objects
defined in NTCIP 1201 v03 and indicated that the old objects defined in NTCIP 1201 v02 are not
to be used.
To provide a summary of all the objects that were deprecated in NTCIP 1207 v02, the following list
servers this purpose:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

rmcMLLeadZoneLength
rmcMLTrailZoneLength
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacing
rmcVehicleLength
rmcNumMeteringLevels
globalDaylightSaving (defined in NTCIP 1201 v02)
globalLocalTimeDifferential (defined in NTCIP 1201 v02)

Additional information and reasons for deprecation of these objects are provided in Annex E.
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B.1.3 Conditional Status Notation
The predicate notation in Table 4 is used.
Table 4 Predicate Notation
Notation
"<predicate>: M

Status
Item is conditional on the <predicate>.

The <predicate>: notation means that the Status following it applies only when the feature or features
identified by the predicate are supported. In the simplest case, <predicate> is the identifying tag of a
single item.
B.1.4 Support Column
This section is in the form of a PICS and, therefore, includes a support column. An implementer claims
support of an item by circling the appropriate answer (Yes or No) in the support column:
B.2 RMC Unit Requirements
The Conformance Group definitions for RMC units are defined in this clause. A RMC unit has multiple
functions; thus, Conformance Groups are defined for each function.
The following table lists functional requirements for an RMC unit, and asks if the listed features have been
implemented.
Ref

Clause of Profile

Status

Support

NTCIP 1207 – 3.2
NTCIP 1207 – 3.3
NTCIP 1207 – 3.3
NTCIP 1207 – 3.4
NTCIP 1207 – 3.4

B.11

General Configuration Conformance Group
Traffic Responsive Conformance Group
Metered Lane Conformance Group
Dependency Group Conformance Group
Queue Detection Conformance Group
- Length Based Queue Detection
- Occupancy Based Queue Detection
- Quick Occupancy Based Queue Detection
- Rate Adjusted Queue Adjustment
- Level Adjusted Queue Adjustment
- Fixed Rate Queue Adjustment
Passage Detection Conformance Group
- Long Stop
Time Base Conformance Group
- Mainline Scheduling
Physical I/O Conformance Group
- Metered Lane Output
- Dependency Group Output
Block Object Conformance Group

NTCIP 1207 – 3.5
NTCIP 1207 – 3.5
NTCIP 1207 – 3.6
NTCIP 1207 – 3.6
NTCIP 1207 – 3.7
NTCIP 1207 – 3.7
NTCIP 1207 – 3.7
NTCIP 1207 – 3.8

O
O
M
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

B.12
B.13
B.14
B.15
B.16

Configuration Conformance Group
Database Management Conformance Group
Report Conformance Group
Auxiliary I/O Group
PMPP Group

NTCIP 1201 - 2.2
NTCIP 1201 - 2.3
NTCIP 1201 - 2.5
NTCIP 1201 - 2.5
NTCIP1201 - 2.6

M
O
O
O
O

Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

B.17
B.18
B.19
B.20
B.21
B.22
B.23

SNMP Group
System Group
SFMP Group
STMP Group
Logical Name Group
Trap Management Group
Security Group

rfc1213
rfc1213
NTCIP 1103 - A.4
NTCIP 1103 - A.5
NTCIP 1103 - A.6
NTCIP 1103 – A.7-9
NTCIP 1103 - A.10

M
M
O
O
O
O
M

Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes

B.3
B.4
B.5
B.6
B.7

B.8
B.9
B.10

Areas
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Ref
B.24
B.25
B.26
B.27
B.28
B.29
B.30
B.31

Areas
RS232 Group
HDLC Group
Interfaces Group
IP Group
ICMP Group
TCP Group
UDP Group
Ethernet Group

Clause of Profile

Status

Support

rfc1317
rfc1381
rfc1213
rfc1213
rfc1213
rfc1213
rfc1213
rfc1643

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

Ramp Metering Control (RMC) units shall adhere to the conformance requirements specified in the above
as a minimum to claim compliance to NTCIP 1207 v02. If a device supprts the functionality defined within
a group, then the device shall implement the functionality in the standard format. Additional objects or
groups may be supported without being non-compliant with RMC unit objects or NTCIP. Minimum and
maximum ranges of objects that differ from the values of the object’s SYNTAX field may be enforced by
an application running on a device.
A device which enforces range limits within the bounds specified by the values of the object’s SYNTAX
field shall not be categorized as being non-compliant with RMC unit objects or NTCIP.
A device which supports a subset of objects with enumerated values shall not be categorized as being
non-compliant with RMC unit objects or NTCIP.
B.3 General Configuration Conformance Group
The RMC General Configuration Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
GENERAL CONFIGURATION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2

Object
Name
General Configuration
rmcCommRefreshThreshold
rmcCalcInterval

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--P
P

O
3.2 : M
3.2 : M

Yes/No
Yes
Yes

--0-65535
1-255

---

B.4 Traffic Responsive Conformance Group
The RMC Traffic Responsive Conformance Group consists of the following objects:
TRAFFIC RESPONSIVE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
TRSP
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.4.1
3.3.4.2

3.3.4.3
3.3.4.4

Object
Name
Traffic Responsive
Mainline Lane
rmcAveragingPeriods
rmcMaxNumML
rmcNumML
rmcMLCtrlTable
rmcMLCtrlEntry
rmcMLNumber
rmcMLMode
disabled(1)
singleEnabledLead(2)
singleEnabledTrail(3)
dualEnabled(4)
preprocessedEnabled(5)
rmcMLLeadZoneLength
rmcMLTrailZoneLength
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--P
S
S
--S
P
-----P
P

O
TRSP : O
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
---3.3.4 : M
3.3.4 : M
----------D
D

Yes/No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
No
No

------1-255
1-255
1-255
------1-255
1-5
----------0-255
0-255

---------

-------

-----------
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TRAFFIC RESPONSIVE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.3.4.5

3.3.4.6
3.3.4.7
3.3.4.8
3.3.4.9
3.3.4.10
3.3.4.11
3.3.4.12
3.3.4.13
3.3.4.14
3.3.5
3.3.6
3.3.7
3.3.7.1
3.3.7.2
3.3.7.3
3.3.15
3.3.8
3.3.9
3.3.10
3.3.11
3.3.12
3.3.13
3.3.14
3.3.14.1

3.3.14.2

3.3.14.3

3.3.14.4

Object
Name
rmcMLUsageMode
notUsed (1)
schemeF (2)
schemeO (3)
schemeFO (4)
schemeS (5)
schemeFS (6),
schemeOS (7),
schemeFOS (8),
determinedByOther (9)
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacing
rmcMLErraticCount
rmcMLMaxPresence
rmcMLNoActivity
rmcVehicleLength
rmcMLLeadZoneLengthV2
rmcMLTrailZoneLengthV2
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacingV2
rmcVehicleLengthV2
rmcMaxNumFlowNoActivityTableEntries
rmcNumFlowNoActivityTableEntries
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityTable
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityEntry
rmcMLFlowBasedNoActivityIndex
rmcFlowRateNoActivityThreshold
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityInterval
rmcFlowBasedNoActivityDuraction
rmcAverageFlowRate
rmcAverageOccupancy
rmcAverageSpeed
rmcNumFlowRateLanes
rmcNumAverageOccupancyLanes
rmcNumAverageSpeedLanes
rmcMLStatTable
rmcMLStatEntry
rmcMLLeadStatus
disabled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7)
flowBasedNoActivity (8)
rmcMLTrailStatus
disabled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7)
flowBasedNoActivity (8)
rmcMLStatus
working (1),
disabled (2),
partialFailure (3),
totalFailure (4)
rmcMLUsageStatus
notUsed (1)
schemeF (2)
schemeO (3)
schemeFO (4)
schemeS (5)
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

P
---------P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
S
S
--S
P
P
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
--S
--------S
--------S
----S
------

3.3.4 : M
------------------D
3.3.4 : O
3.3.4 : O
3.3.4 : O
D
3.3.4 : O
3.3.4 : O
3.3.4 : O
3.3.4 : O
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
---3.3.7 : M
3.3.7 : M
3.3.7 : M
3.3.7 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
3.3 : M
---3.3.14 : O
----------------3.3.14 : O
----------------3.3.14 : M
--------3.3.14 : M
-----------

Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

1-9
------------------0-255
0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-65536
0-65535
1-255
1-255
------1-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
------1-8
----------------1-8
----------------1-4
--------1-8
-----------

Supported
Values
-------------------

-------

---------------------------------------------------------
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TRAFFIC RESPONSIVE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause

3.3.14.5

3.3.14.6

3.7.2
3.7.2.1
3.7.2.2
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3
3.5.4
3.5.5
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.2
3.5.5.3
3.5.5.4
3.5.5.5
3.5.5.6

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

schemeFS (6),
schemeOS (7),
schemeFOS (8),
rmcMLHistLeadStatus
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 - reserved
Bit 11 - reserved
Bit 10 - reserved
Bit 09 - reserved
Bit 08 - reserved
Bit 07 – Flow-based No Activity
Bit 06 – Error at Sensor
Bit 05 – No Activtity
Bit 04 – Max Presence
Bit 03 – Erratic Count
Bit 02 – Other Error
Bit 01 – Working
Bit 00 – Disabled
rmcMLHistTrailStatus
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 - reserved
Bit 11 - reserved
Bit 10 - reserved
Bit 09 - reserved
Bit 08 - reserved
Bit 07 – Flow-based No Activity
Bit 06 – Error at Sensor
Bit 05 – No Activtity
Bit 04 – Max Presence
Bit 03 – Erratic Count
Bit 02 – Other Error
Bit 01 – Working
Bit 00 – Disabled
rmcMLInTable
rmcMLInEntry
rmcMLLeadInNumber
rmcMLTrailInNumber

---S
----------------S
------------------P
P

------3.3.14 : O
--------------------------------3.3.14 : O
--------------------------------3.3 : O
---3.7.2 : M
3.7.2 : M

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

------0-65535
--------------------------------0-65535
--------------------------------------0-255
0-255

-------

Metering Plan
rmcMaxNumMeteringPlans
rmcNumMeteringPlans
rmcMaxNumLevelsPerPlan
rmcNumMeteringLevels
rmcMeteringPlanTable
rmcMeteringPlanEntry
rmcMeteringPlanNumber
rmcMeteringLevel
rmcMeteringRate
rmcFlowRateThreshold
rmcOccupancyThreshold
rmcSpeedThreshold

-S
S
S
S
--S
S
P
P
P
P

TRSP : O
3.5 : M
3.5 : M
3.5 : M
3.5 : D
3.5 : M
---3.5.5 : M
3.5.5 : M
3.5.5 : M
3.5.5 : M
3.5.5 : M
3.5.5 : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---1-255
1-255
1-255
1-255
------1-255
1-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-255

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

-----

-------

B.5 Metered Lane Conformance Group
The Metered Lane Conformance Group consists of the following objects:
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METERED LANE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.1
3.4.1.3.4

3.4.1.3.8
3.4.1.3.9
3.4.1.3.10
3.4.1.3.11
3.4.1.3.12
3.4.1.3.13
3.4.1.3.14
3.4.1.3.15
3.4.1.3.16
3.4.1.3.19
3.4.1.3.20
3.4.1.3.21
3.4.1.3.24
3.4.1.3.25
3.4.1.3.26
3.4.1.3.33
3.4.1.3.34
3.4.1.3.35
3.4.1.3.36
3.4.1.4
3.4.1.4.1

3.4.1.4.2

3.4.1.4.3
3.4.1.4.4
3.4.1.4.5
3.4.1.4.6

3.4.1.4.7
3.4.1.4.8
3.4.1.4.9
3.4.1.4.10

Object
Name
Metered Lane
Metered Lane Main
rmcMaxNumMeteredLanes
rmcNumMeteredLanes
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcMeterNumber
rmcCmdSourcePriorityOrder
schemeCIT (1),
schemeICT (2),
schemeTCI (3),
schemeTIC (4),
schemeCTI (5),
schemeITC (6)
rmcMinMeterTime
rmcMinNonMeterTime
rmcAbsoluteMinMeterRate
rmcAbsoluteMaxMeterRate
rmcSystemMinMeterRate
rmcSystemMaxMeterRate
rmcStartAlert
rmcStartWarning
rmcStartGreen
rmcStartYellow
rmcStartRed
rmcMinRed
rmcMinGreen
rmcMaxGreen
rmcYellow
rmcShutNormalRate
rmcShutWarning
rmcShutTime
rmcPostMeterGreen
rmcMeterCtrlTable
rmcMeterCtrlEntry
rmcMeterMode
disabled (0)
enabled (1)
rmcManualAction
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
rmcManualPlan
rmcManualRate
rmcManualVehiclesPerGrn
rmcIntercoAction
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
rmcIntercoPlan
rmcIntercoRate
rmcIntercoVehiclesPerGrn
rmcCommActionMode
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--S
S
--S
P
------P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
--P
--P
------P
P
P
P
------P
P
P
P
------

M
M
M
M
M
---M
M
------------O
O
M
M
O
O
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
---M
----O
------------O
O
O
O
------------O
O
O
O
-----------

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

------1-255
1-255
------1-255
1-6
------------0-255
0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
------0-1
----1-6
------------0-255
0-65535
0-255
1-6
------------0-255
0-65535
0-255
1-6
-----------

-------

-------

-------------

-----------------------

-------------

-----------
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METERED LANE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4.1.4.11
3.4.1.4.12
3.4.1.4.13
3.4.1.4.14

3.4.1.4.15
3.4.1.4.16
3.4.1.4.17
3.4.1.4.18

3.4.1.4.19

3.4.1.5
3.4.1.5.1

3.4.1.5.2

3.4.1.5.3

3.4.1.5.4
3.4.1.5.5
3.4.1.5.6
3.4.1.5.7

3.4.1.5.8
3.4.1.5.9
3.4.1.5.10
3.4.1.5.11

Object
Name
skip (6)
rmcCommPlan
rmcCommRate
rmcCommVehiclesPerGrn
rmcDefaultAction
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
rmcDefaultPlan
rmcDefaultRate
rmcDefaultVehiclesPerGrn
rmcDemandMode
recalled(1),
enabledCall (2),
enabledStop (3),
rmcPreMeterNonGreen
other (1),
allDark (2),
flashYellow (3),
rmcMeterStatTable
rmcMeterStatEntry
rmcRequestCommandSource
manual (1),
communications (2),
interconnect (3),
timebaseControl (4),
default (5)
rmcImplementCommandSource
manual (1),
communications (2),
interconnect (3),
timebaseControl (4),
default (5)
rmcImplementAction
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
holdMeter (6),
holdNonMeter (7),
holdRestInGreen (8)
rmcImplementPlan
rmcImplementRate
rmcImplementVehiclesPerGrn
rmcRequestAction
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5)
rmcRequestPlan
rmcRequestRate
rmcRequestVehiclesPerGrn
rmcCommActionStatus
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6),
noComm (7)
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-P
P
P
P
-----P
P
P
P
---P
-----S
-----S
-----S
--------S
S
S
S
-----S
S
S
S
--------

--O
O
O
M
----------M
M
M
M
------M
------M
---M
----------M
----------M
----------------M
M
M
M
----------M
M
M
M
---------------

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

--0-255
0-65535
0-255
1-5
----------0-255
0-65535
0-255
1-3
------1-3
------------1-5
----------1-5
----------1-8
----------------0-255
0-65535
0-255
1-5
----------0-255
0-65535
0-255
1-7
---------------

---

-----------

-------------------------------------------------------

-----------

---------------
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METERED LANE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4.1.5.12
3.4.1.5.13
3.4.1.5.18

3.4.1.5.22
3.4.1.5.24
3.4.1.5.25

3.4.1.5.26

3.4.1.5.27
3.4.4.1
3.4.4.1.1

3.4.4.2
3.4.4.2.1

Object
Name
rmcBaseMeterRate
rmcActiveMeterRate
rmcActiveInterval
initialization (1),
preMeteringNonGreen (2),
preMeteringGreen (3),
startupAlert (4),
startupWarning (5),
startupGreen (6),
startupYellow (7)
startupRed (8),
red (9),
green (10),
yellow (11),
shutdownGreen (12),
shutdownYellow (13),
shutdownRed (14),
shutdownWarning (15),
postMeteringGreen (16)
rmcOperMinMeterRateStatusV2
rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatusV2
rmcDemandStatus
recalled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7)
depNoActivity (8),
depMaxPresence (9)
rmcHistDemandStatus
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 - reserved
Bit 11 - reserved
Bit 10 - reserved
Bit 09 - reserved
Bit 08 – Dependent max presence
Bit 07 – Dependent no activity
Bit 06 – Error at Sensor
Bit 05 – No Activtity
Bit 04 – Max Presence
Bit 03 – Erratic Count
Bit 02 – Other Error
Bit 01 – Working
Bit 00 – Disabled
rmcCycleCount
rmcPassageCtrlTable
rmcPassageCtrlEntry
rmcPassageMode
recalled(1),
enabledCall (2),
enabledNoCall (3),
rmcPassageStatTable
rmcPassageStatEntry
rmcPassageStatus
recalled (1),
working (2),
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

S
S
S
----------------S
S
S
---------S
----------------S
--P
-----S
-------

M
M
M
--------------------------------O
O
M
------------------O
--------------------------------M
M
---M
------M
---M
-------------

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

0-65535
0-65535
1-16
--------------------------------0-65535
0-65535
1-9
------------------0-65535
--------------------------------0-255
------1-3
------------1-8
-------------

Supported
Values

---------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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METERED LANE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause

3.4.4.2.2

3.4.4.2.3
3.4.4.2.4
3.4.5

demDet
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.5
3.4.1.3.6
3.4.1.3.7
3.4.1.3.40
3.4.1.3.41
3.7.4
3.7.4.1
demGap
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.31
3.4.1.3.32
upGap
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.17
3.4.1.3.18
dnGap
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.3.3
3.4.2.3.4
3.4.2.3.5
redVio
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.22
3.4.1.3.23
sStop
3.4.1.3

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

errorAtSensor (7)
depNoActivity (8)
rmcHistPassageStatus
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 - reserved
Bit 11 - reserved
Bit 10 - reserved
Bit 09 - reserved
Bit 08 – reserved
Bit 07 – Dependent no activity
Bit 06 – Error at Sensor
Bit 05 – No Activtity
Bit 04 – Max Presence
Bit 03 – Erratic Count
Bit 02 – Other Error
Bit 01 – Working
Bit 00 – Disabled
rmcPassageVehicleCount
rmcRedViolationCount
rmcHistDetectorReset

--S
----------------S
S
P

----O
--------------------------------M
M
M

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

----0..65535
--------------------------------0-255
0-255
0..
4294967295

-----

Demand Detector
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcDemandErraticCount
rmcDemandMaxPresence
rmcDemandNoActivity
rmcDemandDependMaxPresence
rmcDemandDependNoActivity
rmcMeterInOutTable
rmcMeterInOutEntry
rmcMeterDemandInNumber

---P
P
P
P
P
--P

O
-----demDet: M
demDet: M
demDet: M
demDet: O
demDet: O

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-255
------0-255

-----------

Demand Gap
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcDemandGap
rmcDemandRed

---P
P

O
----

---------0-255
0-255

-----------

demGap: M
demGap: M

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Startup Gap
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcStartGapTime
rmcStartGapQueueDetectorNum

---P
P

O
-----upGap : M
upGap : M

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255

-----------

Shutdown Gap
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable
rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
rmcShutGapTime
rmcShutGapReductTime
rmcShutGapReductValue

---P
P
P

O
-----dnGap : M
dnGap : M
dnGap : M

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255
0-255

-----------

Red Violation
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcRedViolationClearance
rmcRedViolationAdjust

---P
P

O
-----redVio : M
redVio : M

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255

-----------

Short Stop
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry

----

O
------

Yes/No
Yes
Yes

----------

-----------
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METERED LANE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4.1.3.27
3.4.1.3.28
3.4.1.3.29

Object
Name
rmcShortStopTime
rmcShortStopOccupancy
rmcShortStopQueueDetectorNum

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

P
P
P

sStop : M
sStop : M
sStop : M

Yes
Yes
Yes

0-65535
0-65535
0-255

Supported
Values

B.6 Dependency Group Conformance Group
The Dependency Group Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
DEPENDENCY GROUP CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

Dependency Group
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcDependGroupNumber
rmcDependGroupSeqNumber
rmcMaxNumDependGroup
rmcNumDependGroup
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable
rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
rmcDependGroupMode
disabled (0)
enabled (1)
rmcSignalServiceMode
none (1),
mutex (2),
fixedOffset (3),
fractionalOffset (4)
rmcGreenOffset
rmcMinFractionalOffset
rmcMinMutexRed

---P
P
S
S
--P
--P
----P
P
P

O
---depend : M
depend : M
depend : M
depend : M
depend : M
---depend : M
----depend : M
--------depend : M
depend : M
depend : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

----------1-255
1-255
1-255
1-255
------0-1
----1-4
--------0-255
0-255
0-255

----------

priLan
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.3.8
3.4.2.3.9

Priority Lane
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable
rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
rmcPriorityLaneNum
rmcPriorityRedDelay

---P
P

depend : O
-----prilan: M
prilan: M

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255

-----------

merge
3.4.2.3

Merge Detector
rmcDependGroupCtrlTable
rmcDependGroupCtrlEntry
rmcMergeMode
disabled (0)
enabled (1)
rmcMergeGap
rmcMergeDelay
rmcQueueMergeFlag
false (0)
true (1)
rmcMergeErraticCount
rmcMergeMaxPresence
rmcMergeNoActivity
rmcDependGroupStatTable
rmcDependGroupStatEntry
rmcMergeFlag
false (0)
true (1)
rmcMergeStatus
disabled (1),
working (2),

---P
--P
P
P
--P
P
P
--S
--S
---

O
-----merge : M
----merge : M
merge : M
merge : M
----merge : M
merge : M
merge : M
merge : M
---merge : M
----merge : M
-----

Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No

---------0-1
----0-255
0-255
0-1
----0-255
0-65535
0-65535
------0-1
----1-7
-----

-----------

depend
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.2
3.4.1.3.3
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.3.1

3.4.2.3.2

3.4.2.3.6
3.4.2.3.7
3.4.2.3.17

3.4.2.3.10

3.4.2.3.11
3.4.2.3.12
3.4.2.3.13

3.4.2.3.14
3.4.2.3.15
3.4.2.3.16
3.4.2.4
3.4.2.4
3.4.2.4.1

3.4.2.4.2

Object
Name
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DEPENDENCY GROUP CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause

3.4.2.4.3

3.4.2.4.4

3.7.5
3.7.5.1

Object
Name
otherError (3),
erraticCount (4),
maxPresence (5),
noActivity (6),
errorAtSensor (7)
rmcHistMergeStatus
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 - reserved
Bit 11 - reserved
Bit 10 - reserved
Bit 09 - reserved
Bit 08 – reserved
Bit 07 – reserved
Bit 06 – Error at Sensor
Bit 05 – No Activtity
Bit 04 – Max Presence
Bit 03 – Erratic Count
Bit 02 – Other Error
Bit 01 – Working
Bit 00 – Disabled
rmcMergeOverStat
false (0)
true (1)
rmcDependInOutTable
rmcDependInOutEntry
rmcDependMergeInNumber

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-----S
----------------S
----P

----------merge : M
--------------------------------merge : M
----merge : M
---merge : M

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----------0-65535
--------------------------------0-1
----------0-255

-----------------------------------------------------

B.7 Queue Detection Conformance Group
The Queue Detection Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
QUEUE DETECTION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
queue
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.38

3.4.1.3.39

3.4.1.5
3.4.1.5.28

3.4.1.5.29

3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
3.4.3.3.1

Object
Name
Queue Detection
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcQueueShutdownFlag
false (0)
true (1)
rmcQueueAdjustUsage
additive (1)
additiveXI (2)
priorityXI (3)
rmcMeterStatTable
rmcMeterStatEntry
rmcCumulQueAdjStat
none (1)
adjust (2)
override (3)
rmcMainQueueFlag
false (0)
true (1)
rmcMaxNumQueueEntries
rmcNumQueueEntries
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
rmcQueueNum
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

---P
--P
-----S
---S
--S
S
--S

O
-----queue : M
----queue : M
-----------queue : M
------queue : M
----queue : M
queue : M
queue : M
---queue : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-----

-----

0-1
----1-3
--------1-3
------0-1
----1-255
1-255
------1-255

-------------

-----------

-------
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QUEUE DETECTION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4.3.3.2

3.4.3.3.3

3.4.3.3.14

3.4.3.3.24
3.4.3.3.25
3.4.3.3.26
3.4.3.3.27
3.4.3.3.28
3.4.3.4
3.4.3.4.1

3.4.3.4.2

3.4.3.4.3

3.7.3
3.7.3.1
lbQue
3.4.3.3
3.4.3.3.4
3.4.3.3.5
obQue
3.4.3.3

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

rmcQueueType
other (1)
intermediate (2)
excessive (3)
rmcQueueDetectMode
disabled (1)
count (2)
occupancy (3)
quickOccupancy (4)
rmcQueueAdjustMode
other (1)
rate (2)
level (3)
fixed (4)
rmcQueueErraticCount
rmcQueueMaxPresence
rmcQueueNoActivity
rmcQueueDependMaxPresence
rmcQueueDependNoActivity
rmcQueueStatTable
rmcQueueStatEntry
rmcQueueFlag
false (0)
true (1)
rmcQueueStatus
disabled (1)
working (2)
otherError (3)
erraticCount (4)
maxPresence (5)
noActivity (6)
errorAtSensor (7)
noDepActivity (8)
maxDepPresence (9)
rmcHistQueueStatus
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 - reserved
Bit 11 - reserved
Bit 10 - reserved
Bit 09 - reserved
Bit 08 – Dependent Max Presence
Bit 07 – Dependent No Activity
Bit 06 – Error At Sensor
Bit 05 – No Activtity
Bit 04 – Max Presence
Bit 03 – Erratic Count
Bit 02 – Other Error
Bit 01 – Working
Bit 00 – Disabled
rmcQueueInTable
rmcQueueInEntry
rmcMetQueueInNumber

P
---P
----P
----P
P
P
P
P
--S
--S
---------S
--------------------P

queue : M
------queue : M
--------queue : M
--------queue : M
queue : M
queue : M
queue : M
queue : M
queue : M
---queue : M
----queue : M
------------------queue : M
--------------------------------queue : M
---queue : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

1-3
------1-4
--------1-4
--------0-255
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-255
------0-1
----1-9
------------------0..65535
--------------------------------------0-255

Length-Based Queue Detection
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
rmcQueueLengthUpLimit
rmcQueueLengthLowLimit

---P
P

queue : O
-----lbQue : M
lbQue : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255

---------

Occupancy-Based Queue Detection
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry

----

queue : O
------

Yes / No
Yes
Yes

----------

---------
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Supported
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-----------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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QUEUE DETECTION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4.3.3.6
3.4.3.3.7
3.4.3.3.8
3.4.3.3.9
qobQue
3.4.3.3
3.4.3.3.10
3.4.3.3.11
3.4.3.3.12
3.4.3.3.13

adjQue
3.4.1.4
3.4.1.4.20
3.4.1.4.21
3.4.1.4.22
raQue
3.4.3.3
3.4.3.3.15
3.4.3.3.16
3.4.3.3.17
3.4.3.3.18
3.4.1.3.37

laQue
3.4.3.3
3.4.3.3.19
3.4.3.3.20
3.4.3.3.21
3.4.3.3.22
3.4.1.3.37

frQue
3.4.3.3
3.4.3.3.23

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

P
P
P
P

obQue : M
obQue : M
obQue : M
obQue : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0-65535
0-255
0-65535
0-255

Quick-Occupancy-Based Queue Detect
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
rmcQueueQOccUpLimit
rmcQueueQOccUpDelay
rmcQueueQOccLowLimit
rmcQueueQOccLowDelay

---P
P
P
P

queue : O
-----qobQue : M
qobQue : M
qobQue : M
qobQue : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-65535
0-65535
0-65535
0-65535

---------

Critical Values for Queue Adjustments
rmcMeterCtrlTable
rmcMeterCtrlEntry
rmcCritFlowRateThresh
rmcCritOccupancyThresh
rmcCriticalSpeedThreshold

---P
P
P

queue : O
-----adjQue : M
adjQue : M
adjQue : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-65535
0-65535
0-255

---------

Rate-Adjusted-Queue Adjustment
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
rmcQueueAdjustRate
rmcQueueAdjustRateLimit
rmcQueueAdjustRateDelay
rmcQueueAdjustRateIter
rmcQueueViolationFlag
false (0)
true (1)

---P
P
P
P
P
---

queue : O
-----raQue : M
raQue : M
raQue : M
raQue : M
raQue : M
-----

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-65535
0-65535
0-255
0-255
0-1
-----

---------

Level-Adjusted-Queue Adjustment
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
rmcQueueAdjustLevel
rmcQueueAdjustLevelLimit
rmcQueueAdjustLevelDelay
rmcQueueAdjustLevelIter
rmcQueueViolationFlag
false (0)
true (1)

---P
P
P
P
P
---

queue : O
-----laQue : M
laQue : M
laQue : M
laQue : M
laQue : M
-----

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255
0-1
-----

---------

Fixed-Rate-Queue Adjustment
rmcQueueCtrlTable
rmcQueueCtrlEntry
rmcQueueReplaceRate

---P

queue : O
-----frQue : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-65535

---------

rmcQueueOccUpLimit
rmcQueueOccUpDelay
rmcQueueOccLowLimit
rmcQueueOccLowDelay

Supported
Values

-----

-----

B.8 Passage Detection Conformance Group
The Passage Detection Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
PASSAGE DETECTION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
pass
3.4.4.1
3.4.4.1.2
3.4.4.1.3

Object
Name
Passage Detection
rmcPassageCtrlTable
rmcPassageCtrlEntry
rmcPassageErraticCount
rmcPassageMaxPresence
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

---P
P

O
-----pass : M
pass : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-65535

----------
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PASSAGE DETECTION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.4.4.1.4
3.4.4.1.5
3.7.4
3.7.4.2
long
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.3.30

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

rmcPassageNoActivity
rmcPassageDependNoActivity
rmcMeterInOutTable
rmcMeterInOutEntry
rmcMeterPassageInNumber

P
P
---

pass : M
pass : O
pass : M
---pass : M

Yes
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

0-65535
0-255
------0-255

Long Stop
rmcMeterCfgTable
rmcMeterCfgEntry
rmcLongStopTime

---P

O
-----long : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

----------0-255

Supported
Values

-------

----------

B.9 Time Base Conformance Group
The timebase scheduling object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1201 v03. The Time Base Conformance
Group shall consist of the following objects defined in the next two tables:
TIME BASE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause
time
2.4.1
2.4.2

2.4.3
2.4.3.1
2.4.3.2
2.4.3.2.1
2.4.3.2.2

Object
Name
Time Base Group
globalTme
globalDaylightSavings
other (1),
disabledDST (2),
enableUSDST (3),
enableEuropeDST (4),
enableAustraliaDST (5),
enableTasmaniaDST (6),
enableEgyptDST (7),
enableNamibiaDST (8),
enableIraqDST (9),
enableMangoliaDST (10),
enableIranDST (11),
enableFijiDST (12),
enableNewZealandDST (13),
enableTongaDST (14),
enableCubaDST (15),
enableBrazilDST (16),
enableChileDST (17),
enableFalklandDST (18),
enableParaguayDST (19)
timebase
maxTimeBaseScheduleEntries
timeBaseScheduleTable
timeBaseScheduleEntry
timeBaseScheduleNumber
timeBaseScheduleMonth
Bit 15 - reserved
Bit 14 - reserved
Bit 13 - reserved
Bit 12 – December
Bit 11 – November
Bit 10 – October
Bit 09 – September
Bit 08 – August
Bit 07 – July
Bit 06 – June
Bit 05 – May
Bit 04 – April
Bit 03 – March
Bit 02 – February
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-C
P
--------------------S
--S
P
---------------

O
time : M
time : D
--------------------------------------time : M
time : M
time : M
---time : M
time : M
-----------------------------

Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----counter
1-19
-----------------------------------------1-65535
----1-65535
0-65535
-----------------------------

----

---------------------------------------------

-----------------------------
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TIME BASE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause

Object
Type
--P
--------P

Object
Status
----time : M
----------------time : M

Object
Support
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

--------------------------------P
S
S
--S
S
P
P
P
S
S
P

----------------------------------------------------------------time : M
time : M
time : M
time : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2.4.4.3.1
2.4.4.3.2
2.4.4.3.3
2.4.4.3.4
2.4.4.3.5
2.4.4.4
2.4.4.5
2.4.5

Bit 31 – Day 31
Bit 30 – Day 30
Bit 29 – Day 29
Bit 28 – Day 28
Bit 27 – Day 27
Bit 26 – Day 26
Bit 25 – Day 25
Bit 24 – Day 24
Bit 23 – Day 23
Bit 22 – Day 22
Bit 21 – Day 21
Bit 20 – Day 20
Bit 19 – Day 19
Bit 18 – Day 18
Bit 17 – Day 17
Bit 16 – Day 16
Bit 15 – Day 15
Bit 14 – Day 14
Bit 13 – Day 13
Bit 12 – Day 12
Bit 11 – Day 11
Bit 10 – Day 10
Bit 09 – Day 9
Bit 08 – Day 8
Bit 07 – Day 7
Bit 06 – Day 6
Bit 05 – Day 5
Bit 04 – Day 4
Bit 03 – Day 3
Bit 02 – Day 2
Bit 01 – Day 1
Bit 00 – Reserved
timeBaseScheduleDayPlan
maxDayPlans
maxDayPlanEvents
timeBaseDayPlanTable
timeBaseDayPlanEntry
dayPlanNumber
dayPlanEventNumber
dayPlanHour
dayPlanMinute
dayPlanActionNumberOID
dayPlanStatus
timeBaseScheduleTableStatus
globalLocalTimeDifferential

time : M
time : M
time : M
time : M
time : M
time : M
time : M
time : D

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No

2.4.6

controllerStandardTimeZone

P

time : M

Yes

2.4.7
2.4.8
2.4.8.1

controllerLocalTime
daylightSavingNode
maxDaylightSavingEntries

S
-S

time : M
time : M
time : M

Yes
Yes
Yes

2.4.3.2.3

2.4.3.2.4

2.4.3.2.5
2.4.4.1
2.4.4.2
2.4.4.3

Object
Name
Bit 01 – January
Bit 00 – Reserved
timeBaseScheduleDay
Bit 07 – Saturday
Bit 06 – Friday
Bit 05 – Thursday
Bit 04 – Wednesday
Bit 03 – Tuesday
Bit 02 – Monday
Bit 01 – Sunday
Bit 00 – Reserved - Holiday
timeBaseScheduleDate
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Allowed
Values
----0-255
----------------04294967295
----------------------------------------------------------------0-255
1-255
1-255
----1-255
1-255
0-23
0-59
OID
0-255
0-65535
-43200..
43200
-43200 ..
43200
counter
---1-100

Supported
Values
---------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------

-----

---
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TIME BASE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause
2.4.8.2
2.4.8.2.1
2.4.8.2.2

2.4.8.2.3

2.4.8.2.4

2.4.8.2.5
2.4.8.2.6
2.4.8.2.7

2.4.8.2.8

2.4.8.2.9

Object
Name
dstTable
dstEntry
dstEntryNumber
dstBeginMonth
january (1),
february (2),
march (3),
april (4),
may (5),
june (6),
july (7),
august (8),
september (9),
october (10),
november (11),
december (12),
absolute (13),
disabled (14),
other (15)
dstBeginOccurances
first (1),
second (2),
third (3),
fourth (4),
last (5)
secondLast (6),
thirdLast (7),
fourthLast (8),
specificDayOfMonth (9)
dstBeginDayOfWeek
sunday (1),
monday (2),
tuesday (3),
wednesday (4),
thursday (5),
friday (6),
saturday (7),
dstBeginDayOfMonth
dstBeginSecondsToTransition

Object
Type
--S
P
---------------P
---------P
-------P
P

Object
Status
time : M

Object
Support
Yes

time : M
time : M
------------------------------time : M
------------------time : M
--------------time : M
time : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

dstEndMonth
january (1),
february (2),
march (3),
april (4),
may (5),
june (6),
july (7),
august (8),
september (9),
october (10),
november (11),
december (12),
dstEndOccurances
first (1),
second (2),
third (3),
fourth (4),
last (5)
secondLast (6),
thirdLast (7),
fourthLast (8),
specificDayOfMonth (9)
dstEndDayOfWeek
sunday (1),

P
------------P
---------P
--

time : M
------------------------time : M
------------------time : M
---

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Allowed
Values
----0-100
1-15
------------------------------1-9
------------------1-7
--------------1-31
04294967295
1-12
------------------------1-9
------------------1-7
---

Supported
Values
-----

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------
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TIME BASE CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause

2.4.8.2.10
2.4.8.2.11

Object
Name
monday (2),
tuesday (3),
wednesday (4),
thursday (5),
friday (6),
saturday (7),
dstEndDayOfMonth
dstEndSecondsToTransition

2.4.8.2.12

dstSecondsToAdjust

Object
Type
------P
P

Object
Status
------------time : M
time : M

Object
Support
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

P

time : M

Yes

Allowed
Values
------------1-31
04294967295
0 .. 21600

Supported
Values
-------------

This table is still part of the Time Base Conformance Group. However, all of the following object
definitions are defined in NTCIP 1207 v02.
SCHEDULING CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
sch
3.6.1
3.6.2
3.6.3
3.6.3.1
3.6.3.2

mlSch
3.4.1.5
3.4.1.5.14

3.4.1.5.15
3.4.1.5.16
3.4.1.5.17
3.4.1.5.19
3.4.1.5.20
3.6.3
3.6.3.3
3.6.4
3.6.5
3.6.6
3.6.6.1
3.6.6.2

3.6.6.3

3.6.6.4

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

Scheduling
rmcMaxNumTBCActions
rmcNumTBCActions
rmcActionTable
rmcActionEntry
rmcActionNum
rmcActionMode
false (0)
true (1)

-S
S
--S
P
---

time : M
sch : M
sch : M
sch : M
---sch : M
sch : M
-----

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----1-255
1-255
------1-255
0-1
-----

----

Metered Lane Scheduling
rmcMeterStatTable
rmcMeterStatEntry
rmcTBActionStatus
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
rmcTBPlanStatus
rmcTBRateStatus
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnStatus
rmcTBCMinMeterRateStatus
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateStatus
rmcActionTable
rmcActionEntry
rmcMeterActionNum
rmcMaxNumMeterTBCActions
rmcNumMeterTBCActions
rmcMeterActionTable
rmcMeterActionEntry
rmcMeterActionIndex
rmcMeterActionMode
false(0),
true (1)
rmcTBActionCtrl
dark (1),
restInGreen (2),
fixedRate (3),
trafficResponsive (4),
emergencyGreen (5),
skip (6)
rmcTBPlanCtrl

---S
------S
S
S
S
S
--P
S
S
--S
P
--P
------P

time : M
mlSch : M
---mlSch: M
------------mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
---mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
---mlSch: M
mlSch: M
----mlSch: M
------------mlSch: M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes

----------1-6
------------0-255
0-65535
0-255
0-65535
0-65535
------0-255
1-255
1-255
------1-255
0-1
----1-6
------------0-255

----------
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SCHEDULING CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
3.6.6.5
3.6.6.6
3.6.6.7
3.6.6.8
maSch
3.6.3
3.6.3.4
3.6.7
3.6.8
3.6.9
3.6.9.1
3.6.9.2

3.6.9.3

Object
Name
rmcTBRateCtrl
rmcTBVehiclesPerGrnCtrl
rmcTBCMinMeterRateCtrl
rmcTBCMaxMeterRateCtrl
Mainline Scheduling
rmcActionTable
rmcActionEntry
rmcMLActionNum
rmcMaxNumMLTBCActions
rmcNumMLTBCActions
rmcMLActionTable
rmcMLActionEntry
rmcMLActionIndex
rmcMLActionMode
true(0),
false (1)
rmcTBMLUsageMode
notUsed (1)
schemeF (2)
schemeO (3)
schemeFO (4)
schemeS (5)
schemeFS (6),
schemeOS (7),
schemeFOS (8),

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

P
P
P
P

mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M
mlSch: M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0-65535
0-255
0-65535
0-65535

---P
S
S
--S
P
--P
---------

time : O
maSch : M
---maSch : M
maSch : M
maSch : M
maSch : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----------

maSch : M
maSch : M
----maSch : M
-----------------

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

----------0-255
1-255
1-255
------1-255
0-1
----1-8
-----------------

-------

---------------------

B.10 Physical I/O Conformance Group
The Physical I/O Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
Physical I/O CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

phyIO
3.7.1

Physical Input / Output
rmcAdvSignOutNumber

-P

O
phyIO : M

Yes / No
Yes

----0-255

----

mlOut
3.7.4

Metered Lane Input / Output
rmcMeterInOutTable
rmcMeterInOutEntry
rmcMeterRedOutNumber
rmcMeterYellowOutNumber
rmcMeterGreenOutNumber
rmcMeterAdvSignOutNumber

---P
P
P
P

O
mlOut : M
---mlOut : M
mlOut : M
mlOut : M
mlOut : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---------0-255
0-255
0-255
0-255

----------

Dependency Group Input / Output
rmcDependInOutTable
rmcDependInOutEntry
rmcDependAdvSignOutNumber

---P

O
dgOut: M
---dgOut: M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

----------0-255

----------

3.7.4.3
3.7.4.4
3.7.4.5
3.7.4.6
dgOut
3.7.5
3.7.5.2

B.11 Block Object Conformance Group
The Block Object Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
BLOCK OBJECT CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
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Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values
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BLOCK OBJECT CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1207
Clause
blObj
3.8.1
3.8.2
3.8.3

Object
Name
Block Object Conformance Group
rmcBlockGetControl
rmcBlockData
rmcBlockErrorStatus

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-C
C
S

O
blObj : M
blObj : M
blObj : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes

----string
string
0-65535

----

Note: A device that supports this conformance group shall support the standard data block for
each conformance group that is supported.
B.12 Configuration Conformance Group
The base configuration object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1201 v03.03. The Configuration
Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
CONFIGURATION CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause
gloCfg
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.3
2.2.3.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.3.3
2.2.3.4
2.2.3.5
2.2.3.6

2.2.4

Object
Name
Global Config Conformance Group
globalSetIDParameter
globalMaxModules
globalModuleTable
moduleTableEntry
moduleNumber
moduleDeviceNode
moduleMake
moduleModel
moduleVersion
moduleType
other(1)
hardware(2)
software(3)
controllerBaseStandards

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
S
--S
S
S
S
S
S
---S

M
O
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
------O

Yes
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

----0-65535
1-255
----1-255
OID
String
String
String
1-3
------String

----

-----

-------

For this device, the calculated value of the globalSetIPParameter object should include all ‘P’ and ‘P2’
objects.
B.13 Database Management Conformance Group
The database management object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1201 v03. The Database
Management Conformance Group shall consist of the following objects:
DATABASE MANAGEMENT CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause
dbMan
2.3.1

2.3.6

2.3.7

Object
Name
DB Management Conformance Group
dbCreateTransaction
normal (1)
transaction(2)
verify(3)
done(6)
dbVerifyStatus
notDone(1)
doneWithError(2)
doneWithNoError(3)
dbVerifyError
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-C
----S
---S

O
dbMan : M
--------dbMan : M
------dbMan : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes

----1,2,3,6
--------1-3
------String

------------------
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B.14 Report Conformance Group
The report object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1103 v02. The Report Conformance Group shall
consist of the following objects:
REPORT CONFORMANCE GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause
report
A.7.2
A.7.3
A.7.3.1.1
A.7.3.1.2
A.7.3.1.3
A.7.3.1.4
A.7.3.1.5
A.7.3.1.6
A.7.4
A.7.5
A.7.5.1.1
A.7.5.1.2
A.7.5.1.3

A.7.5.1.4
A.7.5.1.5
A.7.5.1.6
A.7.5.1.7
A.7.5.1.8

A.7.5.1.9

A.7.6
A.7.7
A.7.7.1.1
A.7.7.1.2
A.7.7.1.3
A.7.7.1.4
A.7.7.1.5
A.7.8

Object
Name
Report Conformance Group
maxEventClasses
eventClassTable
eventClassEntry
eventClassNumber
eventClassLimit
eventClassClearTime
eventClassDescription
eventClassNumRowsInLog
eventClassNumEvents
maxEventLogConfigs
eventLogConfigTable
eventLogConfigEntry
eventConfigID
eventConfigClass
eventConfigMode
other(1)
onChange(2)
greaterThanValue(3)
smallerThanValue(4)
hystersisBound(5)
periodic(6)
andedWithValue(7)
eventConfigCompareValue
eventConfigCompareValue2
eventConfigCompareOID
eventConfigLogOID
eventConfigAction
other(1)
disabled(2)
log(3)
eventConfigStatus
other(1)
disabled(2)
log(3)
error(4)
maxEventLogSize
eventLogTable
eventLogEntry
eventLogClass
eventLogNumber
eventLogID
eventLogTime
eventLogValue
numEvents

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
--S
P
P
P
S
S
S
--S
P
P
-------P
P
P
P
P
---S
----S
--S
S
S
S
S
S

O
report : M
report : M
--report : M
report : M
report : M
report : O
report : M
report : M
report : M
report : M
--report : M
report : M
report : M
--------------report : M
report : M
report : M
report : O
report : M
------report : M
--------report : M
report : M
--report : M
report : M
report : M
report : M
report : M
report : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----1-255
----1-255
0-255
Counter
String
0-255
0-65535
1-65535
----1-65535
1-255
1-7
--------------INT
INT
OID
OID
1-3
------1-4
--------1-65535
----1-255
1-255
1-65535
Counter
opaque (1)
0-65535

--------

-----

---------------

-------------------

(1) For any NTCIP Compliant implementation the value of the 'eventLogValue' OID has been changed
from Opaque to Opaque (SIZE(0..40)).
B.15 AuxIO Group
The auxiliary input/output object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1201 v03. Since the AuxIO functionality
was added to the RMC standard (NTCIP 1207) during the development of version 2 of NTCIP 1207, the
RMC WG decided to allow only the v2-AuxIO objects. Therefore, the AUXIO Group shall consist of the
following objects:
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SFMP GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause
auxio
2.9.1
2.9.2
2.9.3
2.9.3.1

2.9.3.2
2.9.3.3
2.9.3.4
2.9.3.5
2.9.3.6

2.9.3.7

Object
Name
AUXIO GROUP
maxAuxIOv2TableNumDigitalPorts
maxAuxIOv2TableNumAnalogPorts
auxIOv2Table
auxIOEntry
auxIOv2PortType
other (1)
analog (2)
digital (3)
auxIOv2PortNumber
auxIOv2PortDescription
auxIOv2PortResolution
auxIOv2PortValue
auxIOv2PortDirection
output (1)
input (2)
bidirectional (3)
auxIOv2PortLastCommandedState

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
S
--S
---S
S
S
P
S
---S

O
auxio : M
auxio : M
auxio : M
--auxio : M
------auxio : M
auxio : M
auxio : M
auxio : M
auxio : M
------auxio : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes

---0-255
0-255
----1-3
------1-255
String
1-255
0-4294967295
1-3
------0-4294967295

---

-----------

-------

B.16 PMPP Group
The PMPP object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1201 v03. The PMPP Group shall consist of the
following objects:
PMPP GROUP
NTCIP 1201
Clause
pmpp
2.7.1
2.7.2
2.7.2.1
2.7.2.3

Object
Name
PMPP GROUP
maxGroupAddresses
hdlcGroupAddressTable
hdlcGroupAddressEntry
hdlcGroupAddressIndex
hdlcGroupAddressNumber

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
--S
P

O
pmpp : M
pmpp : M
--pmpp : M
pmpp : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---1..255
----1..255
0-62

-------

B.17 SNMP Group
The SNMP object definitions are defined largely in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213), except for one object,
nd
shown in the 2 table below, which is defined in NTCIP 1103 v02. The SNMP Group shall consist of the
following objects:
SNMP GROUP
rfc
1213
snmp
snmp.1
snmp.2
snmp.3
snmp.4
snmp.5
snmp.6
snmp.8
snmp.9
snmp.10
snmp.11
snmp.12
snmp.13

Object
Name
SNMP GROUP
snmpInPkts
snmpOutPkts
snmpInBadVersions
snmpInBadCommunityNames
snmpInBadCommunityUses
snmpInASNParseErrs
snmpInTooBigs
snmpInNoSuchNames
snmpInBadValues
snmpInReadOnlys
snmpInGenErrs
snmpInTotalReqVars
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

-S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : O

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No

--Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter

Supported
Values
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SNMP GROUP
rfc
1213
snmp.14
snmp.15
snmp.16
snmp.17
snmp.18
snmp.19
snmp.20
snmp.21
snmp.22
snmp.24
snmp.25
snmp.26
snmp.27
snmp.28
snmp.29
snmp.30

Object
Name
snmpInTotalSetVars
snmpInGetRequests
snmpInGetNexts
snmpInSetRequests
snmpInGetResponses
snmpInTraps
snmpOutTooBigs
snmpOutNoSuchNames
snmpOutBadValues
snmpOutGenErrs
snmpOutGetRequests
snmpOutGetNexts
snmpOutSetRequests
snmpOutGetResponses
snmpOutTraps
snmpEnableAuthenTraps

Object
Type
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
P

Object
Status
snmp : O
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : M
snmp : O
snmp : O

Object
Support
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No

Allowed
Values
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
Counter
INT

Supported
Values

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

S

snmp : M

Yes

484-65535

SNMP GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause
A.1.2

Object
Name
snmpMaxPacketSize

B.18 SYSTEM Group
The SNMP object definitions are defined largely in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213). The System Group
shall consist of the following objects:
SYSTEM GROUP
rfc
1213
system
system 1
system 2
system 3
system 4
system 5
system 6
system 7

Object
Name
SYSTEM GROUP
sysDescr
sysObjectID
sysUpTime
sysContact
sysName
sysLocation
sysServices

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

-S
S
S
P
P
P
S

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

--string
OID
TimeTicks
string
atring
string
0..127

Supported
Values

B.19 SFMP Group
The SFMP object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1103 v02. However, an RMC Unit is not required to
support the SFMP communications protocol option. Therefore, the SFMP Group shall consist of the
following objects:
SFMP GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause
sfmp

Object
Name
Objects for SFMP
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--

X

No

----

---
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B.20 STMP Group
The STMP object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1103 v02. The STMP Group shall consist of the
following objects:
STMP GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

stmp
A.3.3
A.3.4
A.3.4
A.3.4.1.1
A.3.4.1.2
A.3.4.1.3

Objects for STMP
dynObjDefTableMaxEntries
dynObjDef
dynObjEntry
dynObjNumber
dynObjIndex
dynObjVariable

-S
--S
S
C

O
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

--1-255
----1..13
1..255
OID

---

A.3.6
A.3.6.
A.3.6.1.1
A.3.6.1.2

dynObjConfigTable
dynObjConfigEntry
dynObjConfigOwner
dynObjConfigStatus

--C
C

stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----string
1..3

-----

A.4.1.1.1
A.4.1.1.2
A.4.1.1.6
A.4.1.1.8
A.4.1.1.9
A.4.1.1.10
A.4.1.1.11
A.4.1.1.12
A.4.1.1.15
A.4.1.1.16
A.4.1.1.17
A.4.1.1.18
A.4.1.1.20
A.4.1.1.21
A.4.1.1.22
A.4.1.1.23
A.4.1.1.24
A.4.1.1.25
A.4.1.1.26
A.4.1.1.27
A.4.1.1.28
A.4.1.1.31
A.4.1.1.32
A.4.1.1.33
A.4.1.1.34
A.4.1.1.35
A.4.1.1.36

stmpInPkts
stmpOutPkts
stmpInParseErrs
stmpInTooBigs
stmpInNoSuchNames
stmpInBadValues
stmpInReadOnlys
stmpInGenErrs
stmpInGetRequests
stmpInGetNexts
stmpInSetRequests
stmpInGetResponses
stmpOutTooBigs
stmpOutNoSuchNames
stmpOutBadValues
stmpOutReadOnly
stmpOutGenError
stmpOutGetRequests
stmpOutGetNexts
stmpOutSetRequests
stmpOutGetResponses
stmpInSetRequestsNoReply
stmpInSetResponses
stmpInErrorResponses
stmpOutSetRequestsNoReply
stmpOutSetResponses
stmpOutErrorResponses

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M
stmp : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter

A.5.1.1.1
A.5.1.1.2

dynamicObjectPersistence
dynamicObjectTableConfigID

P
S

stmp : M
stmp : M

Yes
Yes

0-65535
0-65535

-----

B.21 Logical Name Group
The logical name object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1103 v02. The logical name object definitions
are only used for ramp metering in conjunction with the trap management object definitions, which will be
defined in the next version of NTCIP 1103 (i.e., version 03). Therefore, this Logical Name Group
applicable to RMC Units is a placeholder.
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LOGICAL NAME GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause
lnam

Object
Name
Objects for Logical Names

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--

O

Yes / No

----

---

B.22 Trap Management Group
The trap management object definitions are anticipated to be defined in the a future version of NTCIP
1103 (i.e., NTCIP 1103 v03). Therefore, this Trap Management Group applicable to RMC Units is a
placeholder.
TRAP MANAGEMENT GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause
traps

Object
Name
Objects for Trap Management

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--

O

Yes / No

----

---

B.23 Security Group
The security object definitions are defined in NTCIP 1103 v02. The Security Group shall consist of the
following objects:
SECURITY GROUP
NTCIP 1103
Clause
secur
A.8.1
A.8.2
A.8.3
A.8.3.1.1
A.8.3.1.2
A.8.3.1.3

Object
Name
SECURITY GROUP
communityNameAdmin
communityNamesMax
communityNameTable
communityNameTableEntry
communityNameIndex
communityNameUser
communityNameAccessMask

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-P
S
--S
P
P

M
secur : M
secur : M
secur : M
--secur : M
secur : M
secur : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---string
1..255
----1..255
string
gauge

---

-----

B.24 RS232 Group
The RS 232 Group object definitions are defined IETF RFC 1317. The RS232 Group shall consist of the
following objects:
RS232 GROUP
rfc
1317
rs232
Rs232.1
Rs232.2
rs232.2.1
rs232.2.2

rs232.2.3
rs232.2.4
rs232.2.5
rs232.2.6
Rs232.3

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

RS232 GROUP
rs232Number
rs232PortTable
rs232PortEntry
rs232PortIndex
rs232PortType
other (1)
rs232 (2)
rs422 (3)
rs423 (4)
v35 (5)
rs232PortInSigNumber
rs232PortOutSigNumber
rs232PortInSpeed
rs232PortOutSpeed

-S
--S
S
-----S
S
P
P

O
rs232 : M
rs232 : M
rs232 : M
rs232 : M
rs232 : M
----------rs232 : O
rs232 : O
rs232 : M
rs232 : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes

---INT
----INT
1..5
----------INT
INT
INT
INT

---

rs232AsyncPortTable

--

rs232 : M

Yes

---

---
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RS232 GROUP
rfc
1317
rs232.3.1
rs232.3.2

rs232.3.3

rs232.3.4

rs232.3.5

rs232.3.6
rs232.3.7
rs232.3.8

Object
Name
rs232AsyncPortEntry
rs232AsyncPortIndex
rs232AsyncPortBits
five (5)
six(6)
seven(7)
eight(8)
rs232AsyncPortStopBits
one(1)
two(2)
one-and-half(3)
dynamic(4)
rs232AsyncPortParity
none(1)
odd(2)
even(3)
mark(4)
space(5)
rs232AsyncPortAutobaud
enabled(1)
disabled(2)
rs232AsyncPortParityErrs
rs232AsyncPortFramingErrs
rs232AsyncPortOverrunErrs

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
P
----P
----P
-----P
--S
S
S

rs232 : M
rs232 : M
rs232 : O
--------rs232 : O
--------rs232 : O
----------rs232 : O
----rs232 : O
rs232 : M
rs232 : M

Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes

--INT
5..8
--------1..4
--------1..5
----------1..2
----Counter
Counter
Counter

---

-------------------------------

A device may require the rs232PortInSpeed and rs232PortOutSpeed to be the same value. Therefore, a
SET of rs232PortInSpeed may automatically SET rs232PortOutSpeed to the same value and vice-versa.
B.25 HDLC Group
The HDLC Group object definitions are defined largely in IETF RFC 1381. The HDLC Group shall consist
of the following objects:

HDLC GROUP
rfc
1381
lapb
lapb.1
lapb.1.1
lapb.1.2

lapb.1.3

lapb.1.4
lapb.1.5
lapb.1.6
lapb.1.7
lapb.1.8
lapb.1.9
lapb.1.10
lapb.1.11
lapb.1.12
lapb.1.13

Object
Name
HDLC GROUP
lapbAdmnTable
lapbAdmnEntry
lapbAdmnIndex
lapbAdmnStationType
dte(1)
dce(2)
dxe(3)
lapbAdmnControlField
modulo8(1)
modulo128(2)
lapbAdmnTransmitN1FrameSize
lapbAdmnReceiveN1FrameSize
lapbAdmnTransmitKWindowSize
lapbAdmnReceiveKWindowSize
lapbAdmnN2RxmitCount
lapbAdmnT1AckTimer
lapbAdmnT2AckDelayTimer
lapbAdmnT3DisconnectTimer
lapbAdmnT4IdleTimer
lapbAdmnActionInitiate
sendSABM(1)
sendDISC(2)
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

---S
P
---P
--P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
---

O
lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : O
------lapb : O
----lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : O
-----

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

-------IfIndexType
1..3
------1..2
----P Integer
P Integer
1..127
1..127
0..65535
P Integer
P Integer
P Integer
P Integer
1..5
-----

-------

-----------

-----
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HDLC GROUP
rfc
1381

lapb.1.14

lapb.2
lapb.2.1
lapb.2.2

lapb.2.3

lapb.2.4
lapb.2.5
lapb.2.6
lapb.2.7
lapb.2.8
lapb.2.9
lapb.2.10
lapb.2.11
lapb.2.12
lapb.2.13
lapb.2.14

Object
Name
sendDM(3)
none(4)
other(5)
lapbAdmnActionRecvDM
sendSABM(1)
sendDISC(2)
other(3)
lapbOperTable
lapbOperEntry
lapbOperIndex
lapbOperStationType
dte(1)
dce(2)
dxe(3)
lapbOperControlField
modulo8(1)
modulo128(2)
lapbOperTransmitN1FrameSize
lapbOperReceiveN1FrameSize
lapbOperTransmitKWindowSize
lapbOperReceiveKWindowSize
lapbOperN2RxmitCount
lapbOperT1AckTimer
lapbOperT2AckDelayTimer
lapbOperT3DisconnectTimer
lapbOperT4IdleTimer
lapbOperPortId
lapbOperProtocolVersionID

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

---P
-----S
S
---S
--S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

------lapb : O
------lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : M
lapb : O
------lapb : O
----lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : O
lapb : M
lapb : O

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No

------1..3
------------IfIndexType
1..3
------1..2
----P Integer
P Integer
1..127
1..127
0..65535
P Integer
P Integer
P Integer
P Integer
OID
OID

-----------------

-----------

'P Integer = Positive Integer
B.26 Interfaces Group
The Interfaces Group object definitions are defined in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213). The Interfaces
Group shall consist of the following objects:
INTERFACES GROUP
rfc
1213
if
if.1
if.2
if.2.1
if.2.2
if.2.3

Object
Name
INTERFACES GROUP
ifNumber
ifTable
ifEntry
ifIndex
ifDescr
ifType
other(1)
regular1822(2)
ddh1822(3)
ddn-x25(4)
rfc877-x25(5)
ethernet-csmacd(6)
iso88023-csmacd(7)
iso88024-tokenBus (8)
iso88025-tokenRing (9)
iso88026-man(10)
starLan (11)
proteon-10Mbit (12)
proteon-80Mbit(13)
hyperchannel (14)
fddi (15)
lapb(16)
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Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
--S
S
S
-----------------

O
if : M
if : M
if : M
if : M
if : M
if : M
---------------------------------

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

---INT
----INT
string
1-32
---------------------------------

-------

---------------------------------
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INTERFACES GROUP
rfc
1213

if.2.4
if.2.5
if.2.6
if.2.7

if.2.8

if.2.9
if.2.10
if.2.11
if.2.12
if.2.13
if.2.14
if.2.15
if.2.16
if.2.17
if.2.18
if.2.19
if.2.20
if.2.21
if.2.22

Object
Name
sdlc (17)
ds1 (18)
e1(19)
basicISDN (20)
primaryISDN (21)
propPointToPointSerial(22)
ppp (23)
softwareLoopback (24)
eon(25)
ethernet-2Mbit (26)
nsip (27)
slip(28)
ultra (29)
ds3 (30)
sip (31)
frame-relay (32)
ifMtu
ifSpeed
ifPhysAddress
ifAdminStatus
up(1)
down(2)
testing(3)
ifOperStatus
up(1)
down(2)
testing(3)
ifLastChange
ifInOctets
ifInUcastPkts
ifInNUcastPkts
ifInDiscards
ifInErrors
ifInUnknownProtos
ifOutOctets
ifOutUcastPkts
ifOutNUcastPkts
ifOutDiscards
ifOutErrors
ifOutQLen
ifSpecific

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

----------------S
S
S
C
---S
---S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

--------------------------------if : M
if : M
if : M
if : O
------if : M
------if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O
if : O

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

--------------------------------INT
gauge
PhysAddress
1-3
------1-3
------TimeTicks
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
gauge
OID

---------------------------------

-------------

B.27 IP Group
The IP (Internet Protocol) Group object definitions are defined in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213). The IP
Group shall consist of the following objects:

IP GROUP
rfc
1213
ip
ip.1

ip.2
ip.3
ip.4
ip.5
ip.6

Object
Name
IP GROUP
ipForwarding
forwarding(1)
not-forwarding(2)
ipDefaultTTL
ipInReceives
ipInHdrErrors
ipInAddrErrors
ipForwDatagrams

Copy Per PRL Distribution Permission

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-C
--C
S
S
S
S

O
ip : M
----ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---1-2
----INT
counter
counter
counter
counter

-------
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IP GROUP
rfc
1213

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

ip.7
ip.8
ip.9
ip.10
ip.11
ip.12
ip.13
ip.14
ip.15
ip.16
ip.17
ip.18
ip.19

ipInUnknownProtos
ipInDiscards
ipInDelivers
ipOutRequests
ipOutDiscards
ipOutNoRoutes
ipReasmTimeout
ipReasmReqds
ipReasmOKs
ipReasmFails
ipFragOKs
ipFragFails
ipFragCreates

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter

ip.20
ip.20.1
Ip.20.1.1
Ip.20.1.2
Ip.20.1.3
Ip.20.1.4
Ip.20.1.5

ipAddrTable
ipAddrEntry
ipAdEntAddr
ipAdEntIfIndex
ipAdEntNetMask
ipAdEntBcastAddr
ipAdEntReasmMaxSize

--S
S
S
S
S

ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----IpAddress
INT
IpAddress
INT
INT

ip.21
ip.21.1
Ip.21.1.1
Ip.21.1.2
Ip.21.1.3
Ip.21.1.4
Ip.21.1.5
Ip.21.1.6
Ip.21.1.7
Ip.21.1.8

ipRouteTable
ipRouteEntry
ipRouteDest
ipRouteIfIndex
ipRouteMetric1
ipRouteMetric2
ipRouteMetric3
ipRouteMetric4
ipRouteNextHop
ipRouteType
other(1)
invalid(2)
direct(3)
indirect(4)
ipRouteProto
other(1)
local(2)
netmgmt(3)
icmp(4)
egp(5)
ggp(6)
hello(7)
rip(8)
is-is(9)
es-is(10)
ciscoIgrp(11)
bbnSpfIgp(12)
ospf(13)
bgp(14)
ipRouteAge
ipRouteMask
ipRouteMetric5
ipRouteInfo

--C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
----C
--------------C
C
C
S

ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
--------ip : M
----------------------------ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----IpAddress
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
IpAddress
1-4
--------1-14
----------------------------INT
IpAddress
INT
OID

ipNetToMediaTable
ipNetToMediaEntry
ipNetToMediaIfIndex
ipNetToMediaPhysAddress
ipNetToMediaNetAddress
ipNetToMediaType
other(1)
invalid(2)
dynamic(3)

--C
C
C
C
----

ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
ip : M
-------

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

----INT
PhysAddress
IpAddress
1-4
-------

Ip.21.1.9

Ip.21.1.10
Ip.21.1.11
Ip.21.1.12
Ip.21.1.13
ip.22
ip.22.1
Ip.22.1.1
Ip.22.1.2
Ip.22.1.3
Ip.22.1.4
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IP GROUP
rfc
1213

Object
Name
static(4)

ip.23

ipRoutingDiscards

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

--

---

Yes / No

---

---

S

ip : M

Yes

counter

B.28 ICMP Group
The ICMP Group object definitions are defined in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213). The ICMP Group shall
consist of the following objects:
ICMP GROUP
rfc
1213
icmp
icmp.1
icmp.2
icmp.3
icmp.4
icmp.5
icmp.6
icmp.7
icmp.8
icmp.9
icmp.10
icmp.11
icmp.12
icmp.13
icmp.14
icmp.15
icmp.16
icmp.17
icmp.18
icmp.19
icmp.20
icmp.21
icmp.22
icmp.23
icmp.24
icmp.25
icmp.26

Object
Name
ICMP GROUP
icmpInMsgs
icmpInErrors
icmpInDestUnreachs
icmpInTimeExcds
icmpInParmProbs
icmpInSrcQuenchs
icmpInRedirects
icmpInEchos
icmpInEchoReps
icmpInTimestamps
icmpInTimestampReps
icmpInAddrMasks
icmpInAddrMaskReps
icmpOutMsgs
icmpOutErrors
icmpOutDestUnreachs
icmpOutTimeExcds
icmpOutParmProbs
icmpOutSrcQuenchs
icmpOutRedirects
icmpOutEchos
icmpOutEchoReps
icmpOutTimestamps
icmpOutTimestampReps
icmpOutAddrMasks
icmpOutAddrMaskReps

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

O
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M
icmp : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter

---

B.29 TCP Group
The TCP Group object definitions are defined in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213). The TCP Group shall
consist of the following objects:
TCP GROUP
rfc
1213
tcp
tcp.1

tcp.2
tcp.3
tcp.4
tcp.5

Object
Name
TCP GROUP
tcpRtoAlgorithm
other(1)
constant (2)
rsre(3)
vanj(4)
tcpRtoMin
tcpRtoMax
tcpMaxConn
tcpActiveOpens

Copy Per PRL Distribution Permission

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
----S
S
S
S

O
tcp : M
--------tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---1-4
--------INT
INT
INT
counter

-----------
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TCP GROUP
rfc
1213

Object
Name

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

tcp.6
tcp.7
tcp.8
tcp.9
tcp.10
tcp.11
tcp.12

tcpPassiveOpens
tcpAttemptFails
tcpEstabResets
tcpCurrEstab
tcpInSegs
tcpOutSegs
tcpRetransSegs

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

counter
counter
counter
gauge
counter
counter
counter

tcp.13
tcp.13.1
tcp.13.1.1

tcpConnTable
tcpConnEntry
tcpConnState
closed(1)
listen (2)
synSent(3)
synReceived(4)
established(5)
finWait1 (6)
finWait2(7)
closeWait(8)
lastAck(9)
closing (10)
timeWait(11)
deleteTCB(12)
tcpConnLocalAddress
tcpConnLocalPort
tcpConnRemAddress
tcpConnRemPort

--C
------------S
S
S
S

tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
------------------------tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M
tcp : M

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

----1-12
------------------------IpAddress
0-65535
IpAddress
0-65535

tcpInErrs
tcpOutRsts

S
S

tcp : M
tcp : M

Yes
Yes

counter
counter

tcp.13.1.2
tcp.13.1.3
tcp.13.1.4
tcp.13.1.5
tcp.14
tcp.15

Supported
Values

-------------------------

B.30 UDP Group
The UDP Group object definitions are defined in IAB STD 15 (IETF RFC 1213). The UDP Group shall
consist of the following objects:
UDP GROUP
rfc
1213
udp
udp.1
udp.2
udp.3
udp.4
udp.5
udp.5.1
udp.5.1.1
udp.5.1.2

Object
Name
UDP GROUP
udpInDatagrams
udpNoPorts
udpInErrors
udpOutDatagrams
udpTable
udpEntry
udpLocalAddress
udpLocalPort

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

-S
S
S
S
--S
S

O
udp : M
udp : M
udp : M
udp : M
udp : M
udp : M
udp : M
udp : M

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

---counter
counter
counter
counter
----IpAddress
0-65535

---

B.31 Ethernet Group
The Ethernet Group object definitions are defined in IAB STD 50 (IETF RFC 1643). The Ethernet Group
shall consist of the following objects:
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ETHERNET GROUP
rfc
1643
dot3
dot3.2
dot3.2.1
dot3.2.1.1
dot3.2.1.2
dot3.2.1.3
dot3.2.1.4
dot3.2.1.5
dot3.2.1.6
dot3.2.1.7
dot3.2.1.8
dot3.2.1.9
dot3.2.1.10
dot3.2.1.11
dot3.2.1.13
dot3.2.1.16
dot3.2.1.17
dot3.5
dot3.5.1
dot3.5.1.2
dot3.5.1.3
dot3.6
dot3.6.1
dot3.6.2
dot3.7
dot3.7.1
dot3.7.2

Object
Name
ETHERNET GROUP
dot3StatsTable
dot3StatsEntry
dot3StatsIndex
dot3StatsAlignmentErrors
dot3StatsFCSErrors
dot3StatsSingleCollisionFrames
dot3StatsMultipleCollisionFrames
dot3StatsSQETestErrors
dot3StatsDeferredTransmissions
dot3StatsLateCollisions
dot3StatsExcessiveCollisions
dot3StatsInternalMacTransmitErrors
dot3StatsCarrierSenseErrors
dot3StatsFrameTooLongs
dot3StatsInternalMacReceiveErrors
dot3StatsEtherChipSet
dot3CollTable
dot3CollEntry
dot3CollCount
dot3CollFrequencies
dot3Tests
dot3TestTdr
dot3TestLoopBack
dot3Errors
dot3ErrorInitError
dot3ErrorLoopbackError

Copy Per PRL Distribution Permission

Object
Type

Object
Status

Object
Support

Allowed
Values

Supported
Values

---S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
--S
S
-S
S
-S
S

O
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : M
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O
dot3 : O

Yes / No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

-------INT
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
counter
OID

-------

INT
counter
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Annex C
Object Tree [Informative]
The RMC MIB Object Tree shows the RMC unit object vertices on the nodes and branches from the
‘device’ root.
ramp (2)

rmcCfg (1)
rmcCommRefresh
Threshold (1)

rmcCalcInter
val (2)

rmcML (2)
rmcAveraging
Periods (1)

rmcMaxNum
ML (2)
rmcAverage
Occupancy
(6)

rmcAverage
FlowRate (5)
rmcMeter (3)

rmcNum
ML (3)

rmcMaxNumFlowNo
ActivityTableEntries
(9)

rmcMLCtrl
Table (4)

rmcAverage
Speed (7)

rmcNumFlowRate
Lanes (12)

rmcNumFlowNo
ActivityTable
Entries (10)

rmcNumAverage
Occupancy
Lanes (13)

rmcMLFlowBased
NoActivityTable
(11)

rmcNumAverage
SpeedLanes
(14)

rmcMLStat
Table (8)

rmcMeter
Main (1)
rmcMaxNum
Metered
Lanes (1)

rmcNum
Metered
Lanes (2)

rmcMeterCfg
Table (3)

rmcMeterCtrl
Table (7)

rmcMeterStat
Table (8)

rmcDepend
Group (2)
rmcMaxNumDepend
Group (1)

rmcNumDepend
Group (2)

rmcDependGroup
CtrlTable (3)

rmcDependGroup
StatTable (4)

rmcQueue (3)
rmcMaxNumQueue
Entries (1)

trmcNumQueue
Entries (2)

rmcQueueCtrl
Table (3)

rmcQueueStat
Table (10)

rmcPassage (5)
rmcPassage
CtrlTable (1)

rmcPassage
StatTable (2)

rmcHistDetector
Reset (6)
meteringPlan (4)
rmcMaxNum
LevelsPer
Plan (3)

rmcMaxNum
Metering
Plans (1)

rmcNum
Metering
Plans (2)

rmcMaxNum
TBCActions
(1)

rmcNumTBC
Actions (2)

rmcNumML
TBCActions
(8)

rmcMLAction
Table (9)

rmcAdvSign
OutNumber
(1)

rmcMLIn
Table (2)

rmcNumMeterin
gLevels (4)

rmcMetering
PlanTable (5)

rmcTimebase (5)
rmcMaxNum
MeterTBC
Actions (4)

rmcAction
Table (3)

rmcNumMeter
TBCActions (5)

rmcMeterAction
Table (6)

rmcMaxNum
MLTBC
Actions (7)

rmcInOutput (6)
rmcQueueIn
Table (3)

rmcMeterIn
OutTable (4)

rmcDependIn
OutTable (5)

rmcBlock (7)
rmcBlockGet
Control (1)

rmcBlock
Data (2)

rmcBlockError
Status (2)

Notes
1.) Gaps in OID assignment are from Version 1.
2.) Objects shown in blue are new Version 2 objects.
3.) Note that there are additional new Version 2 objects as well as deprecated objects, but these are
within certain tables.

Figure 4 Object Tree for NTCIP 1207 v02
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Annex D
Test Procedures [Normative]

< Annex D is intended to include additional content in future versions of NTCIP 1207 v02.>

Do Not Copy Without Written Permission
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Annex E
Documentation of Revisions [Informative]
Annex E identifies the changes that have been made to the NTCIP 1207 standard.
During the effort to create newer versions of any NTCIP standard, it is required to ensure that these
standards remain as backwards compatible as possible. Only compelling reasons such as different
interpretations of object definitions by implementors should lead to modifications of an NTCIP standard.
NTCIP 1207 v02 includes several instances where differences in interpreting certain object definitions
required modifications.
Other reasons for modifications are:
a) the update of the object definitions to conform to NTCIP 8004
b) the streamlining of the standard
However, these are only permitted if they do not cause backward compatibility issues.
While the typical main reason for developing a new version of NTCIP 1207 v02 is to provide additional
functionalities, this version was initially dedicated to address comments from actual deployments and
testing results performed by Batelle. However, some additional functionalities were added.
E.1 General
Obviously, major changes have been made to the overall document. These changes are due to the fact
that this new version of NTCIP 1207 v02 includes new objects to address additional functionalities,
objects whose DESCRIPTION fields have been expanded upon to clarify ambiguities, and to conform to
NTCIP 8004v02.
E.2 System Engineering Process (SEP)
However, in contrast to other version 2 standards of the NTCIP suite of protocols, NTCIP 1207 v02 does
not (yet) follow the configuration requirements and the principles of the Systems Engineering Process
(SEP). While the SEP includes the definition of the user needs, functional requirements, dialogs and a
requirements traceability matrix in addition to the already existing management information base (MIB),
NTCIP 1207 v02 did and continues to include a functional requirements description in Annex A.
E.3 Conformance Groups / Conformance Statement vs PICS
The conformance group definitions and the conformance statement contained in NTCIP 1207 v01 were
replaced by a Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) statement (see the tables in
Annex B). The purpose of this PICS is to provide the user with a place to select the project-specific value
ranges and object definitions that are required to be supported for a particular project.
Additionally, in contrast to the Conformance Group definitions and Conformance Statement contained in
Version 1, the PICS is expanded to include the potentially applicable communications protocols and
subsequently contained object definitions which the user will have to select for a particular project.
E.4 Deprecation of Objects and Creation of Replacement Objects
Due to an error in the DESCRIPTION fields of two objects (rmcOperMinMeterRateStatus and
rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatus objects) contained in NTCIP 1207v1, these objects were deprecated. Two
replacement objects (rmcOperMinMeterRateStatusV2 and rmcOperMaxMeterRateStatusV2) were
created with exactly the same meaning, but a corrected DESCRIPTION field.
See Sections 3.4.1.5.21, 3.4.1.5.22, 3.4.1.5.23, and 3.4.1.5.24 for further information.
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E.5 Notices Modifications
The standardized copyright notices, license agreement, distribution permissions and disclaimers as
defined in NTCIP 8005 were added. A similar, but older notice was removed from the “Introduction”
section of this document.
E.6 Foreword Modifications
Descriptions of the annexes, the description of the purpose of the document, user comment instructions,
and a statement pertaining to the compatibility of standard versions were added.
E.7 Scope Description Modifications
The scope description was updated and now includes a description of the various sections and annexes
as well as an indication which sections are of interest to which user group.
See Section 1.1 for further information.
E.8 References Modifications
The reference section was updated to reference other updated NTCIP standards such as NTCIP 1201
v03. Additional standards, particularly standards and RFCs developed by the IETF, were references
because object definitions defined in those standards are referenced in the Conformance Group Tables
within the normative Annex B.
See Section 1.2 for further information.
E.9 Defintions Modifications
A few new definitions were added. One definition (‘queue override’) was moved to show up in
lexigraphical order.
See Section 1.4 for further information.
E.10 Abbreviations Modifications
The definition for the abbreviation ‘vpCl’ was removed because it is no longer used in NTCIP 1207 v02.
See Section 1.5 for further information.
E.11 Supplemental Figures Modifications
The object tree was updated and moved to Annex C. The ‘Typical Ramp Meter Layout’ figure was
updated to indicate that either upstream or downstream detector stations may be present and to provide
further explanations in form of notes regarding potential detection placements. The ‘Metered Lane Interval
State Diagram’ figure was updated to show for each interval and transition which clause in Annex A is
applicable.
See Section 1.6 for further information.
E.12 Management Information Base (MIB) Section—General Modifications
A couple of explanations were added in the generic introductory portion of this section. Additionally, the
standardized MIB header information as defined in NTCIP 8004 was added.
See Section 3.1 for further information.

Do Not Copy Without Written Permission
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E.13 MIB—Import Statements Modifications
The import information for the ‘ramp’ node/OID was changed from ‘TMIB-II’ to ‘NTCIP 8004 v02.17’
because the information is now contained in that MIB.
See Section 3.1 for further information.
E.14 MIB—Description Field Modifications
The description fields of all objects have been updated to conform to NTCIP 8004v02, which requires to
show the Object Identifer for each object and, if needed, a unit statement such as ‘second’, ‘minute’,
‘number’, etc. For tables, an indication of whether the table is static or dynamic was added.
Additionally, many descriptions were updated to remove ambiguities as detected and commented on by
real-life implementations.
Certain objects are maximum and real number objects and statements to the effect that the value of the
real-number objects cannot exceed the value of the maximum objects were added in those description
fields.
The statements pertaining to suggested value ranges, where separated from the incremental increase
statements because the incremental increase statements are a mandatory statement, while the
suggested ranges are a suggestion.
E.15 Modification of SYNTAX range for certain parameters
Modified the value range of certain parameters because they a.) were incorrect in Version 1 (contradiction
between the SYNTAX value and the Description field), or b.) they started with a value of 0, while they
should have started with a value of 1 (for tables index objects, for maximum-rows-in-a-table parameters
and for actual-rows-in-a-table parameters). The reasons for the modification under b.) are noncompliance with NTCIP 8004 and these objects will not be supported if the table is not populated. The
objects that were modified are:
-

rmcMaxNumML
rmcNumML
rmcMLNumber
rmcMaxNumMeteredLanes
rmcNumMeteredLanes
rmcShutWarning
rmcMaxNumQueueEntries
rmcNumQueueEntries
rmcMaxNumTBCActions
rmcNumTBCActions
rmcMaxNumMeterTBCActions
rmcNumMeterTBCActions
rmcMaxNumMLTBCActions
rmcNumMLTBCActions

- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 0..65535 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change
- 0..255 to 1.255 change

E.16 Modification of ACCESS value for certain parameters
Modified the ACCESS of certain parameters because they were incorrect in Version 1 (contradiction
between the SYNTAX value and the Description field). The objects that were modified are:
-

rmcMaxNumDependGroup
rmNumDependGroup

- from ‘read-write’ to ‘read-only’
- from ‘read-write’ to ‘read-only’

See Sections 3.4.1.1, and 3.4.1.2 for further information.
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E.17 Modification of Parameter Names
Modified the name of two parameters (without changing the OID) because the names in version 1 were
misleading (a control object was called xxxStatus, and a status object was called xxx). This modification
should not cause any problems because computers exchange the OID not the names to uniquely identify
a parameter. The objects that were modified are:
-

rmcCommActionMode (in version v02)
rmcCommActionStatus (in version v02)

- from rmcCommActionStatus (in version v01)
- from rmcCommAction (in version v01)

See Sections 3.4.1.4.10, and 3.4.1.5.11 for further information.
E.18 Clarified Erratic Count Threshold Parameters
Added clarification ot the description field of the erratic count threshold parameters for all the various
erratic count objects in that the vehicle count leading to the erratic count failure of a mainline lane detector
is to be determined over the most recent completed calculation interval, i.e. a complete interval.
See Sections 3.3.4.7, 3.4.1.3.5, 3.4.2.3.14, 3.4.3.3.24, and 3.4.4.1.2 for further information.
E.19 Added Objects to Determine the Flow-based No Activity Functionality
Added a table to define the duration for the flow-based no activity diagnostic test. The following
parameters were added:
-

Maximum Number of Mainline Flow-based No Activity Table Entries – the maximum number of
rows this table may have.
Number of Mainline Flow-based No Activity Table Entries – the current number of rows that are
populated in the table.
Mainline Flow-based No Activity Table, which includes the following objects (excluding the SNMP
required xxxxEntry object):
• Mainline Flow-based No Activity Index – the index into the table.
• Mainline Flow-based No Activity Threshold – the threshold to be used to determine the noactivity duration.
• Mainline Flow-based No Activity Interval – the time duration of the interval of the flow-based
no activity diagnostic test.

Additionally, added a status parameter to determine which flow-based no activity interval is currently
active.
See Sections 3.3.7and 3.3.15 for further information.
E.20 Clarified Average Mainline Station Flow Rate Parameter
Clarified the average mainline station flow rate parameter by indicating that the calculation is performed
using those mainline lanes whose status is NOT ‘total failure’ or ‘disabled’ at any time during the previous
averaging period. The replaced the wording ‘whose status is ‘working’ or ‘partial failure’. The change was
made because additional values were added to the mainline detector status object (therefore additional
values besides ‘working’ and ‘partial failure’ are acceptable) and to indicate that the detector had to be
working without error over the previous calculation period.
See Section 3.3.8 for further information.
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E.21 Clarified Average Mainline Station Occupancy Parameter
Clarified the average mainline station occupancy parameter by indicating that the calculation is performed
using those mainline lanes whose status is NOT ‘total failure’ or ‘disabled’ at any time during the previous
averaging period. The replaced the wording ‘whose status is ‘working’ or ‘partial failure’. The change was
made because additional values were added to the mainline detector status object (therefore additional
values besides ‘working’ and ‘partial failure’ are acceptable) and to indicate that the detector had to be
working without error over the previous calculation period.
See Section 3.3.9 for further information.
E.22 Clarified Average Mainline Station Speed Parameter
Clarified the average mainline station speed parameter by indicating that the calculation is performed
using those mainline lanes whose status is NOT ‘total failure’ or ‘disabled’ at any time during the previous
averaging period OR, if the detector status is ‘partial failure’, the vehicle length parameter has to be
greater than zero. The replaced the wording ‘whose status is ‘working’ or ‘partial failure’. The change was
made because additional values were added to the mainline detector status object (therefore additional
values besides ‘working’ and ‘partial failure’ are acceptable) and to indicate that the detector had to be
working without error over the previous calculation period.
See Section 3.3.10 for further information.
E.23 Added Three Parameters for Flow Rate, Occupany and Speed Lanes
Added three objects to indicate the number of lanes that were used to calculate the average values
(average flow rate = number of flow rate lanes; average occupancy = number of occupancy lanes;
average speed = number of speed lanes).
See Sections 3.3.11, 3.3.12, and 3.3.13 for further information.
E.24 Added ‘Flow-based No Activity’ Error to the Mainline Detector Status Parameters
Added a flow-based no activity error to the possible value listing of the leading detector and the trailing
detector status objects.
See Sections 3.3.14.1, and 3.3.14.2 for further information.
E.25 Added Historic Detector Status for the Different Types of Detectors
Added a historic detector status object for the different types of detectors that might be present in a ramp
metering control unit. The objects are all similar in that they provide for a bitmap that shows the
cumulative status of the associated detector. The different possible value status bits of the objects include
a listing of all possible conditions of the detector including whether the detector was working, was
disabled / recalled, and/or was in a particular error condition. The values are accumulated until a reset of
the generic Historic Detector Reset object occurs, which will reset all historic detector objects. The
different historic detector status objects that were created are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Leading Detector for mainline lanes
Trailing detector for mainline lanes
Demand detector
Merge detector
Queue detector
Passage detector

See Sections 3.3.14.5, 3.3.14.6, 3.4.1.5.26, 3.4.2.4.3, 3.4.3.4.3, and 3.4.4.2.2 for further information.
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E.26 Clarified Startup Gap Time Parameter
Clarfied the startup gap time parameter by stating that a value of zero “shall make the termination of the
interval dependent only on the value of the rmcStartGreen object”. Previously it stated that the value of
zero “indicates that queue detector gaps shall not be used to terminate the startup green interval”. The
change was necessary to clarify the conditions necessary to terminate green on startup. The new wording
reminds the reader of the other condition.
See Section 3.4.1.3.17 for further information.
E.27 Clarified Short Stop Time Parameter
Clarified the short stop time parameter by stating that a value of zero “shall inhibit short stop termination
of the Red Interval”. Previously, it stated that a value of zero “indicates that no short stop conditions shall
be detected”. The reason for this clarification is that the RMC unit needs to perform an action vs the
previous statement failed to indicate what action is to be taken when this condition occurs.
See Section 3.4.1.3.27 for further information.
E.28 Clarified Long Stop Time Parameter
Clarified the long stop time parameter by stating that a value of zero “shall inhibit long stop termination of
the Red Interval”. Previously, it stated that a value of zero “indicates that no long stop conditions shall be
detected”. The reason for this clarification is that the RMC unit needs to perform an action vs the previous
statement failed to indicate what action is to be taken when this condition occurs.
See Section 3.4.1.3.30 for further information.
E.29 Clarified Demand Red Time Parameter
Clarified the demand red time parameter by stating that a value of zero “shall inhibit demand red
extension of the current cycle”. Previously, it stated that a value of zero “indicates that no time shall be
extended”. The reason for this clarification is that the RMC unit needs to perform an action vs the
previous statement failed to indicate what action is to be taken when this condition occurs.
See Section 3.4.1.3.32 for further information.
E.30 Added Detector Dependent Maximum Presence Threshold Parameter
Added parameter for various detector types to account for an detector error condition, where the detector
is continuously activated while other detectors in the same lane are non-actuated for a time defined in this
parameter. This threshold parameter was added for the following detector types:
a) demand detector
b) queue detector
See Sections 3.4.1.3.6 and 3.4.3.3.25 for further information.
E.31 Added Detector Dependent No Activity Threshold Parameter
Added a parameter for several detector types to account for an detector error condition, where the
detector is not activated while other detectors in the same lane are actuated for a time defined in this
parameter. This threshold parameter was added for the following detector types:
a) demand detector
b) queue detector
c) passage detector
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See Sections 3.4.1.3.7, 3.4.3.3.26, and 3.4.4.1.4 for further information.
E.32 Clarified Values in the Action Parameter
Clarified the ‘emergency green’ value within all of the action parameters (both control and status versions
of those Action objects) by advancing the metered lane to the ‘post-metering green’ interval, in which the
advance warning sign is off. Previously, the ‘emergency green’ action caused the metered lane to
advance directly to the ‘shutdown warning’ interval, where it would remain until a change to the action;
this required for the advance warning sign to remain on. The reason for this clarification was that the
metered lane needed to be placed in an interval within the state diagram where the advance warning sign
is off (to prevent motorist confusion). Rather than define a new interval, it was decided to change the
interval to which the metered lane advances under the emergency green action to an interval in the nonmetering state, where the sign is always off.
See Sections 3.4.1.4.2, 3.4.1.4.6, 3.4.1.4.10, 3.4.1.4.14, 3.4.1.5.3, 3.4.1.5.7, 3.4.1.5.14, and 3.4.1.5.18
for further information.
E.33 Clarified the Communications Action Mode
Note that this object was previously called ‘communications action status’ (see above for explanations).
This object was clarified by replacing the first 2 sentences of the Description field to read “Indicates the
commanded action from the TMC. When this object is set, the value of this object is copied into the
rmcCommActionStatus-object” (replacing “Indicates the last received SET on the rmcCommAction-object
from the TMC. However, if the devices lost communications to the TMC, the value of the
rmcCommActionStatus-object is used to decide which value of the rmcRequestCommandSource-object is
going to be implemented.”).
See Section 3.4.1.4.10 for further information.
E.34 Added Pre-Metering Non-Green Parameter
Added this object to allow indication which signal indication(s) for a metered lane shall be ON during the
pre-metering non-green interval. This allows for an agency to use a flashing yellow indication instead of a
dark indication.
See Section 3.4.1.4.19 for further information.
E.35 Added Additional Allowed Values to Various Detector Status Parameters
Added the ‘dependent No Activity’ and ‘dependent Maximum Presence’ values to the following detector
status objects:
a) rmcDemandStatus
b) rmcQueueStatus
c) rmcPassageStatus – ‘dependent no activity’ status only
These values were added to account for detector error conditions that are detected based on the detected
values of other detectors.
See Sections 3.4.1.5.25, 3.4.3.4.2, and 3.4.4.2.1 for further information.
E.36 Added Cycle Count Parameter
Added a cycle count parameter to the metered lane status table to indicate the count of the number of
green intervals in the most recently completed calculation interval.
See Section 3.4.1.5.27 for further information.
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E.37 Clarified Shutdown Gap Time Parameter
Clarfied the shutdown gap time parameter by stating that a value of zero “shall make the termination of
shutdown metering dependent only on the shutdown time”. Previously it stated that the value of zero
“indicates that demand detector gaps shall not be used to terminate shutdown metering”. The reason for
this clarification is that the RMC unit needs to perform an action vs the previous statement failed to
indicate what action is to be taken when this condition occurs.
See Section 3.4.2.3.3 for further information.
E.38 Clarified Minimum Fractional Offset Time Parameter
Clarfied the minimum fractional offset time parameter by stating that a value of zero “shall indicate that
this parameter does not represent a constraint”. Previously it stated that the value of zero “indicates that
there is no minimum length of time”. The previous wording was too ambiguous to guarantee interoperable
deployments.
See Section 3.4.2.3.7 for further information.
E.39 Clarified MErge Gap Time and Merge Delay Time Parameters
Clarfied the merge gap time and the merge delay time parameters by adding a statement defining the
meaning of a value of zero and to add a requirement to set the merge override flag to a value of ‘false’ if
the merge detector is not actuated.
See Sections 3.4.2.3.11, and 3.4.2.3.12 for further information.
E.40 Added Minimum Mutex Red Parameter
Added a parameter to the dependency group table that indicates the time that all metered lanes in the
dependency group have to stay simultaneously in the Red Interval.
See Section 3.4.2.3.17 for further information.
E.41 Added Passage Vehicle Count Parameter
Added a passage vehicle count parameter to the passage detector status table. This parameter indicates
the number of actuations of the passage detector over the most recently completed calculation interval.
See Section 3.4.4.2.3 for further information.
E.42 Added Red Violation Count Parameter
Added a red violation count parameter to the passage detector status table. This parameter indicates the
number of violations detected during the red time interval over the most recently completed calculation
interval.
See Section 3.4.4.2.4 for further information.
E.43 Added Historic Detector Status Reset Parameter
Added a reset parameter to allow to reset all historic detector status objects (see above “Added Historic
Detector Status for the Different Types of Detectors’) simultaneously by sending a timestamp (in form of
the RFC 1155-defined TimeTicks SYNTAX) to this parameter.
See Section 3.4.5 for further information.
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E.44 Clarified Number of Actions Parameter
NTCIP 1207 v01 referred to the wrong parameter, which was corrected in NTCIP v02. It now refers to the
‘rmcMaxNumTBCActions-object’ instead of the ‘rmcNumTBCAction-object’. Also deleted the reference to
(TS 3.4-1996).
See Section 3.6.2 for further information.
E.45 Added Block Objects and Standardized Block Definitions
Added both definitions of block objects for transmission (Section 3.8) as well as the definitions of
standardized blocks (Section 4). The standardized blocks contain definitions of the objects as well as the
order of these objects within the blocks. The creation of these blocks and the block objects is a direct
response to user requests to shorten the upload and download times to a RMC unit.
E.46 Annex A—Operations Description
Updated the operations description of how an RMC unit should be operated based on user and
deployment inputs which lead to all of changes and additions indicated in this section.
E.47 Annex B—Information Profile
The Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) and its associated tables were added,
replacing the Conformance Groups definitions and the Conformance Statements that were formerly
contained in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. See above.
E.48 Annex C—Object Tree
The object tree was updated and moved from Section 1 to this annex. The reason for this move is the
alignment of the device profile standards in that all version 2 standards (and any new device profiles)
have the object tree in an annex.
E.49 Annex D—Test Procedures
This annex was added as a placeholder for the future addition of standardized test procedures for RMC
units that claim conformance to NTCIP 1207 v02. Again, this was added to align NTCIP 1207 v02 with
other NTCIP version 2 standards.
E.50 Annex E—Documentation of Revisions
This annex contains a description of the changes made to NTCIP 1207 v01 to develop NTCIP 1207 v02.
E.51 Added Three (3) Critical Thresholds Parameters
Added three (3) control parameters that allow a user to control and manage critical thresholds for flow
rates, occupancy, and speed for each metered lane. These parameters are contained in the Metered
Lane Control table.
See Section 3.4.1.4.20, 3.4.1.4.21, 3.4.1.4.22 for further information.
E.52 Added ‘Cumulative Queue Adjustment Status' Parameter
Added a status parameter that indicates whether and which type of queue adjustment is currently active.
This parameter is contained in the Metered Lane Status information table.
See Section 3.4.1.5.28 for further information.
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E.53 Added ‘Mainline versus Queue Status' Parameter
Added a status parameter that indicates whether mainline detector station traffic conditions superceded
queue adjustment for a lane This parameter is contained in the Metered Lane Status information table.
See Section 3.4.1.5.29 for further information.
E.54 Added ‘Merge Override Status' Parameters
Added a status parameter that indicates whether a merge override is currently active. This parameter is
contained in the Dependency Group Status information table.
See Section 3.4.2.4.4 for further information.
E.55 Deprecated Four Length-related Objects and Replaced with New Ones of the Function
The reason for deprecating the following four (4) objects and creating / establishing four (4) new objects
with the same function is that deployment experiences have shown that the object's unit resolution was
not fine enough for RMC applications. The main difference is that the new objects use 0.01-meter
increments instead of the 0.1-meter increments used in the old, deprecated objects.
The following objects were deprecated and the following new objects were established:
rmcMLLeadZoneLength
rmcMLTrailZoneLength
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacing
rmcVehicleLength

rmcMLLeadZoneLengthV2
rmcMLTrailZoneLengthV2
rmcMLSpeedTrapSpacingV2
rmcVehicleLengthV2

See Sections 3.3.4.3, 3.3.4.4, 3.3.4.6, 3.3.4.10, 3.3.4.11, 3.3.4.12, 3.3.4.13, and 3.3.4.14 for further
information.
E.56 Deprecated Number of Metering Levels Status Object
The reason for deprecating the Number of Metering Levels object is that it no longer provided any useful
information due to the fact that the metering plan table was clarified to be a static table (this falls in line
with the requirements of NTCIP 8004v2, which requires that each table be declared either a static or
dynamic table).
No backwards compatibility issues are expected because this object is a table indication object that
reports status information.
See Sections 3.5.4 for further information.
§
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